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AMTRON 
introduce their 
Utility Tester Kit 

An all -in one Multi -Range 
AC/DC voltmeter, ammeter, 
ohmmeter. Indispensable in 
home repairs of electrical 
appliances, in laboratories, 
and for radio and TV trouble- 
shooting. The large, full 
visibility dial, its light weight 
and above all its accuracy 
make the UK 432 Utility 
Tester a top-quality Instrument. 
Instrument. 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Measuring ranges: 10 
Ranges: 48 
Sensitivity: 

DC: 20,000 Ohms/V 
AC: 4,000 Ohms/V 

DC Volts: 8 ranges: 0.1, 1, 3, 
10 , 30, 100, 300, 1000V 

AC Volts: 6 ranges: 1.5, 15, 
50, 150, 500, 1500 V 

DC Amps:6 ranges: 50 Micro - 
Amps, 0.5 mA, 5 mA, 

50 mA, 500 mA, 5 A 
AC Amps: 4 ranges: 250 

100, 1 k -Ohms, 10 k -Ohms 
Reactance: 1 range: 0 to 10 

M -Ohms 
Frequency: 1 range: 

0 to 50 Hz, 0 to 500 Hz 
(with external capacitor) 

Output Volts: 6 ranges: 
1.5 (with external capacitor), 

15, 50, 150, 500, 1500 V 
Decibels: 6 ranges:- 10 to 

+70dB 
Capacitance: 4 ranges: 

Micro -Amps, 50 mA, 
500 mA, 5 A 

Ohms: 6 ranges: 0.1, 1, 10, 

f21ß1 
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ILLUSTRATED 
LEFT 
THE COMPLETED 
UTILITY 
TESTER KIT 

THE BIG NAME IN ELECTRONIC KITS 

AmTRD rn 
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including 
25p Refund 
Voucher 

112 pages (plus covers) and our bast yeti Practically all 
items in catalogue 7 are there as the result of information 
fed by our computer, enabling us to control stock -buying in 

relation to demand with greater accuracy and real benefit to 
customers. This means that your orders, which we micro- 
film for record keeping, are handled with utmost speed and 
efficiency. EV prices remain keenly competitive and in 
addition there are discounts as well, to give you further 
savings. Among the well known firms whose products we 
carry are those of SIEMENS, NEWMARKET, RADIOHM, 
SOLDERSTAT, GUEST INTERNATIONAL as well as 

Texas instruments, Mullard and others. 
Send 25p now for EV Catalogue 7. It includes a 
refund voucher for 25p allowable on orders for £5 
or more list value. 

DISCOUNTS 
Available on all items except those shown with NETT 
PRICES. 

10 0 on orders from £5 to £14.99 list. 

15°/0 on orders £15 and over. 

WE PAY POSTAGE 
and packing in U.K. For mail orders for £2 list value and 
under, there is an additional handling charge of 10p. 

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY 
All items guaranteed fully to makers' specifications. 
Everything brand new-no "seconds", makers' rejects or 

clearance offers. 

ELECTROVALUE LTD 
Dept REC. 1, 28 St. Judes Road, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey, 
TW20 OHB Telephone Egham 3603 Telex 264475' 
All mail orders and communications to above address 

o NORTHERN BRANCH 
680 Burnage Lane, Manchester M19 1 NA 
Hours (both addresses) 9.00-5.30. Saturdays 9.00-1.00 p.m. 
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"I MADE IT MYSELF" 

Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed \ 
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a 
modern radio you made yourself. 

5Now! Learn the secrets of radio 
P and electronics by building your 

own modern transistor radio! 
Practical lessons teach you sooner, 

than you would dream possible. 
What a wonderful way to learn - and help qualify yourself 
for a new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through 
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating 
Technatron Course, you learn by building! 

You build a modern Transistor 
Radio . a Burglar Alarm. You 
learn Radio and Electronics by 
doing actual projects you enioc - 
making things with your own 
hands that you'll be proud to own! 
No wonder it's so fast and easy to 
learn this way. Because learning 
becomes a hobby! And what a 

profitable hobby. Because oppor- 
tunities in the field of Radio and 
Electronics are growing faster 
than they can find people to fill the 
jobs! 

No mathematics, 
no soldering - yet you 
learn faster than you 
ever dreamed possible. 
Yes! Faster than you can imagine, 
you pick up the technical know 
how you need. Specially prepared 
step-by-step lessons show you 
how to: read circuits - assemble 
components - build things - 
experiment. You enjoy every 
Minute of it! 

You get everything you need. 
Tools. Components. Even a ver- 
satile Multimeter that we teach 
you how to use. All included in 
'the course AT NO EXTRA 
CHARGE! And this is a course 
anyone can afford. You can even 
pay for it in easy payments - in 
fact you could make extra cash 
from spare -time work when you've 
turned yourself into a qualified rpan 
through B.LE.T.training. 

So fast, so easy, 
this personalised course 
will teach you even if 
you don't know a thing 
today! 
No matter how little you know 
now, no matter what your back- 
ground or education, we'll teach 
you. Step by step, in simple 
easy -to -understand language, you 
pick çtp the secrets of radio and 
electronics. 

You become a man who makes 
things, not just another of the 
millions who don't understand. 
And you could pave the way to a 

great new career, to add to the thrill 
and pride you receive when you 
wok at what you have achieved. 
Within weeks you could hold in 
your hand your own powerful 
radio. And after the course you 
can go on to acquire high- 
powered technical qualifications, 
because B.I.E.T.'s famous courses 
go right up to City & Guilds 
levels. 

Send now for FREE 
76 page book - see how 

easy it is - read what 
others say! 
Find out more now! This is the 
gateway 

w 
thrilling 

hobby 
career, 

or a wonderful you 
enjoy for years. Send the coupon 
now. There's no obligation. 

POST 

TODAY FOR 

FREE BOOK 

a 

i 

To: BRITISH INSTITUTE OF QH (, 

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Aldermaston Court, Reading 1107 4PF 

Yes, I'd like to know more about your course. Please send 
me tree details-plus your big, 76 -page book that tells 
about all your courses. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

BI ET 

BRITISH INSTITUT E OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
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The Sinclair Cambridge... 
no other calculator is so powerful 

and so compact. 

Complete kit -F24.95! ,ß..., 

The Cambridge - new from 
Sinclair 
The Cambridge is a 

new electronic 
calculator from Sinclair, 
Europe's largest 
calculator manufacturer. 
It offers the power to 
handle the most complex 
calculations, in a 

compact, reliable package. 
No other calculator can 
approach the specification 
below at anything like the 
price-and by building it 
yourself you can save a 

further £5.50 ! 

Truly pocket -sized 
With all its calculating 
capability, the Cambridge 
still measures just 
42"x2"x;6". That means 
you can carry the Cambridge 
wherever you go without 
inconvenience - it fits in your 
pocket with barely a bulge. It 
runs on ordinary U16 -type 
batteries which give weeks of 
life before replacement. 
Easy to assemble 
All parts are supplied - all you 
need provide is a soldering iron 
and a pair of cutters. Complete 
step-by-step instructions are 
provided, and our service department 
will back you throughout if you've any 
queries or problems. 
The cost ? Just £27451 
The Sinclair Cambridge kit is supplied to you 
direct from the manufacturer. Ready 
assembled, it costs £32.95 - so you're 
saving £5.50 ! Of course we'll be happy to 
supply you with one ready -assembled if 
you prefer - it's still far and away the best 
calculator value on the market. 

i i/ 
leg 

Singair 
Cambridge 

6. 

Features of the Sinclair 
Cambridge 
*Uniquely handy package. 

42" x 2" x 16 ", weight 31 oz. 
*Standard keyboard. All you 

needforcomplex calculations. 
*Clear -last -entry feature. 
*Fully -floating decimal point. 
*Algebraic logic. 
*Four operators (-F,--, x, -), 

with constant on all four. 
*Constant acts as last entry 

in a calculation. 
*Constant and algebraic 

logic combine to act as a 

limited memory, allowing 
complex calculations on a 

calculator costing less 
than £30. 

*Calculates to 8 
significant digits, with 
exponent range from 
10.20 to 1079. 

*Clear, bright 8 -digit 
display. 

*Operates for weeks on 
four U16 -type batteries. 
(MN 2400 recommended.) 

lr 
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A complete kit! 
The kit comes to you packaged in a 

heavy-duty polystyrene container. It 
contains all you need to assemble 
your Sinclair Cambridge. 
Assembly time is about 3 hours. 

Contents : 

1. Coil. 
2. Large-scale integrated circuit. 
3. Interface chip. 
4. Thick -film resistor pack. 
5. Case mouldings, with buttons, 

window and light -up display in 
position. 

6. Printed circuit board. 
7. Keyboard panel. 
8. Electronic components pack 

(diodes, resistors, capacitors, 
transistor). 

9. Battery clips and on/off 
switch. 

10. Soft wallet. 

This valuable book -free! 
If you just use your Sinclair Cambridge for 
routine arithmetic -for shopping, 
conversions, percentages, accounting, 
tallying, and so on -then you'll get more 
than your money's worth. 

But if you want to get even more out of it, 
you can go one step further and learn 
how to unlock the full potential of this 
piece of electronic technology. 

How ? It's all explained in this unique 
booklet, written by a leading calculator 
design consultant. In its fact -packed 32 
pages it explains, step by step, how you 
can use the Sinclair Cambridge to carry 
out complex calculations like : 

Logs Sines Cosines 
Tangents Reciprocals nth roots 
Currency Compound 
conversion interest 
and many others.,. 

Sinclair 
Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road, 
St Ives, Huntingdonshire 
Reg. no : 699483 England 
VAT Reg. no : 213 8170 88 

JANUARY, 1974 

Why only Sinclair can make you this offer 
The reason's simple : only Sinclair- Europe's largest electronic calculator 
manufacturer- have the necessary combination of skills and scale. 

Sinclair Radionics are the makers of the Executive - the smallest electronic 

calculator in the world. In spite of being one of the more expensive of the small 

calculators, it was a runaway best-seller. The experience gained on the Executive 

has enabled us to design and produce the Cambridge at this remarkably low price. 

But that in itself wouldn't be enough. Sinclair also have a very long experience of 

producing and marketing electronic kits. You may have used one, and you've 
almost certainly heard of them --the Sinclair Project 60 stereo modules. 

It seemed only logical to combine the knowledge of do-it-yourself kits with the 

knowledge of small calculator technology. 
And you benefit ! 

Take advantage of this money -back, no -risks offer today 
The Sinclair Cambridge is fully guaranteed. Return your kit within 10 days, and 

we'll refund your money without question. All parts are tested and checked before 

despatch - and we guarantee a correctly -assembled calculator for one year. 

Simply fill in the preferential order form below and slip.it in the post today. 

Price in kit form: £24.95 + £2.50 VAT. (Total : £27.45) 
Price fully built: £29.95 + £3.00 VAT. (Total: £32.95) 

EMI BIM IBM ZION BIM 111111111111M Mal Mtn BIM MOM BIM MOB MOM Ma IMO 
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*Delete as required. PLEASE PRINT 
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To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road, 
St Ives, Huntingdonshire, PE1 7 4HJ 

Please send me 

Ej a Sinclair Cambridge calculator kit at 
'£24.95 -- £2.50 VAT (Total : £27.45) 

a Sinclair Cambridge calculator ready 
Ibuilt at £29.95 + £3.00 VAT 
(Total : £32.95) 

I*I enclose cheque for £ , made 

out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd, and 
crossed. 

'*Please 
debit my *Barclaycard/Access 

account. Account number 

Name 

Address 
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BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED DEVICES 
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91.7021' '('11.7 x 0.50 0.45 0.40 
T3 1. 2r01 TIF :2 1 0,80 0,70 0,00 
'9:3.1293 TO 74 10 £1,00 0.93 0.60 

1118135 0.16 0,15 0.14 
0181311 0.16 0.15 0,14 
111541 0.16 11,15 0.14 
1415147 0.30 0,08 0.25 
IS 1114x1 0.35 9,34 11.13 

(íl':49 0.30 0.29 025 
1011971 070 0.05 0,60 
1111012 0.15 014 11.13 

"I ,rlx 

740 1 

74111 

7.1112 

71113 

7101 
74110 
700; 

I 17 1141 7 1 v 1141 1 15 1111 + 

0.19 0.17 0.16 71.5:{ 0.18 0,17 0,10 741:5:0 £1.30 £100 £1,10 
11,19 0,17 0.16 740.1 0.18 0.17 0.16 74154 £1.98 £1.90 £1,75 

0.18 0,17 0,16 74140 11,18 0.17 0.18 74107 £1.50 £1.45 £1.35 

0.18 017 11.16 7470 0,32 0.29 0.27 74156 £1.50 £1,45 £1.35 
0.18 0,17 0,16 7472 1032 0.29 0.27 74137 £2,00 £1.90 £1.89 

11.10 0.17 0,16 7173 0.41 0,39 0.35 741141 £2.30 £2.00 £1,90 

039 034 0,31 7474 0.41 0.39 03.5 741111 £2.10 £2.00 21,90 
T.1.1950.6 1'11 5 11' £1.85 61,80 .01.70 
p.4u11' 'l'O-C. 6 0.20 0,26 0.24 
µ:17110' TO 17 N 0,35 0,33 0.90 
µ17(1 'l'11_0 III 0,45 0,43 0,411 

1119103 (1.45 0.43 (1.40 
11184041 0,45 0.43 0,40 
14111997 0.45 003 0,40 
1115690 0.45 0.43 0,40 

7107 
74110 

74110 

74111 

0.39 11.34 0.31 7175 11.50 0.48 0.46 741112 £4.40 £4,19 £3,85 

0.88 0.10 0.18 7376 0,44 0.43 0.42 741143 £4.40 £4,15 £3,85 

0.20 0.19 0.18 7191 0.74 0.71 064 741114 £2.20 £2,10 £2,08 

0.16 0.17 0.16 7451 £1.311 3:1.25 £1,29 74190 £2,20 £2.10 £2,00 
7111 0.2N 0.27 0426 7402 0.96 0.95 0.04 741(10 £3.20 £3.10 £3,00 
7112 
7413 

0.39 0.34 033 0483 £1.20 £1.15 £1.05 74174 £2,50 £2,40 £2.30 
0.32 0.31 0,30 7191 £1,10 £1.05 £1.00 74175 £1.75 £1.05 £1.55 

'NUMERICAL 
INDICATOR TUBES 

'Type 18wrlpt ion 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE V.A.T. 

7416 
7417 
74211 

7422 

0.49 0,44 0.42 718.5 04.:0 £3.40 £3.30 74174 £1.95 £1,75 £1.65 
0.46 11.44 042 7190 0.35 0.34 9.33 74177 £1.85 £1.75 £1.65 
(1.18 0,17 0.16 '0411 £4.00 £3.75 £3.50 74180 £1,50 £1,40 £1,30 
0.55 0.5,7 0501 7141 0.74 0,71 0.64 74161 £5.00 £4,60 £4.00 

:01150' 3II110 ron 7 9105114 
1811.5(011 £1.511 

7423 
7120 

055 0..589 0,50. 7491 £1.10 £1.05 £1,00 74192 £2,00 £1,90 £1,75 
0.0.5 0.63 0.50 7412. 074 0,71 0,64 74194 £3,20 £3.10 £3.00 

1131E 351 L. 0.11.7 Memnon. Diellr 74211 0.50 0,46 0.44 7493 0,74 1.71 0,64 74190 £2,15 £2.10 £2.00 
11,127' High rim/ ue0rx £1.90 

Cl) 06 Sid, Iles' ing Eislr 'í'21a' 
3 TERMINAL PIA91TI1'E VOLTAGE 
IlEl:l'I.ATIIRS 7427 

7426 
01.50 (1.46 0,44 7494 0.85 0.82 075 74191 £2.15 62,10 £2.00 

0.55 0.09 0.50 7495 0.55 0.04 0.75 741112 £2.15 £2.70 £2.00 
1'1116. 11419:19 £1,87 1.1,13 040I . h:47700,1117.11 on 11T' 1.5 Amps.. 71311 0.10 017 x10 7491 096 '0,93 0.90 741911 £2.13 £2,10 £2,00 

CR 1.16 9'1111x0;ag Nixie Ty pe. u:17.95 SI' IEi p ir. to 911115) £1.76 7432 0,50 9.46 0,44 3(16 £1.30 £1.45 £1.40 74194 £2,98 82.60 £2.75 
Tula. 1319'01 . £1,70 0A701 2 l'_'\' 10:111iv. 10 31\'11121'1 £1.76 7433 0.75 0.73 0,70 74101 £1.07 £1,04 £1,00 71195 £2.00 £1,95 £1.90 

7437 0.70 0.68 0.65 741(15 £1.07 £1.04 £1,00 74196 21.95 £1,90 £1.95 

7438 
7440 

9.70 11,68 0,65 74107 044 002 0.40 74197 £1,03 £1,90 £1,85 
1(.19 0,17 0.16 741111 0.60 0.55 0.50 74199 £5.00 £4,75 £4.50 

RTL MICROLOGIC CIRCUITS DUAL 1N LINE SOCKETS 7.141 0.74 0,71 0,64 74111 £1.98 £1.27 £1.21 74149 £5,00 £4.75 £4.50 

Price each II .9 III 1.001 911111" fi,r 00. 0011 III' AI.- 7441 0.74 0.71 0.64 71111 £1.10 £1,05 £1,00 
'Epoxy T'í15 me 1 .24 13..911 11111 41, 17-1.INE (!".. '81111 Range, ('111140:0- 744:1 £1.20 £1.15 £1.10 741111 £1.50 £1.40 £1,30 1)E61('019 0)AI' 0E 01X1 0,11 

µ141x( Huffer Huffer 39% 369 30p 
µ1,914 41x1 21íp gato 39p 36p 309 

0I I17:01. 661 NEW 1,091 1'(N'I'. 
'1'91114 I 1 pin 1rp, 0.33 0.30 0.27 

7.1.4 
7445 

£1.20 £1,15 £110 74121 6.:0 0.48 0,45 '191111'01.101 POH 
£1.08 £1.05 £1.90 71122 £1.50 £1.45 £1,40 (ll'.1XI'1TY ('RICE. (1TL 74 

µL923.1 -K 01944 55p 52p 511p 191111 161.ín lrp. 0.38 0,35 0.32 74419 £1.20 £1.15 £1,10 71123 £3.00 £2,90 £2.80 SERIES (1X1,91 DA'l'A IS 

Date end Circuit. Booklet for I1"x. I',,,., 7p. I31'914 N pin type 7447 £1,10 £1.07 £1,05 74141 0.05 0.82 0,79 :11,1 I L.1í1.0: POR THE 
1100 1,,.t) .. 0.10 0.14 0.12 

101:9111 Ilipiulipr 
7449 
7430 

£1.10 £1.07 £1.95 74140 41.65 £1.55 01,45 0006)6 07101 ES AF 3,720 IN 
0,10 0.17 11,10 741511 £5.90 £2,80 £2,70 101111K 131111. PRICE 359. 

flow ...+0 0,17 015 0.13 7451 018 0.17 016 74151 £1.10 £1.05 £1,06 
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NOW - TURN OVER FOR MORE FANTASTIC OFFERS - 

IN COMPONENTS AND AUDIO! 

IIRAND NEW TEXAS 
GER I. TRANSISTORS 
l'odad and Guaranteed 
Pali O... 1114V1 

1'1 , 21:3713 111'71 

'1'2 N 1,1371 .,55 
T3 s 1/121, 10.11) 
T1. o 21:38IT 10'81 

S i',1S.2T 

Tf 2(:3411i 111'1.4 

IT s ..2,34511 (IT'15 
h 21;37, t rc7s 

1'11 21:390 \ 201:1112 
1'10 74 21,117 41117 

\ II 55p 

ND 120 NIXIE 1)R10'ER 
TRANSISTOR 
Snita1.1. enlacetnent ler 
ItSX 21 107 TO 893 

1210.1, 

0,10 0.17 0.16 

11, 111 

1.1n, /, l'0:11,11 31p .4 

Ins 011 ' 

CP 100 TOT) 5IETAL 
l'ASE GERMAN1111 

II lITT, T5 11151 

TITI IT 111 171, 

1 ran 
551n, 51 hr ITT' TI' 
and OKT 1.111, 

1 11111 

0.48 044 1140 

P100 TOO METAL 
'ASE SII,ICON 

1,, !MD' Von 0,4 
.1'. 15 anqa Plot 

\ 1311' 20. 14111. 

liti s0itnIA, 0.0.1,111.111 
or 2N 3.5. 131/1- I 1 54 

31/5 2i, 

1 25 100 

0.55 0.53 0.51 

NEW 8th EDITION 
250 pages 
'FRANSISTOR EQUIVA- 
LENTS BOOK. \ td 

1.-1,t5 15,51, I.rr 1:10 

lin,rru, uncl 
E'ra11501.(ri. E531a, o 131 

1'315 90p each 

I'T 46 1NITI'Nl'TION 
TRANOISIORS 
IhreM 1.44:04 rrii lor 
T1S 13051.1 131"N 301111 

5155 .1,19559) r 51153 

15 2N-211411 

25 100 -1 

0.30 0.29 0.22 

GENERAL PURPOSE NPN 
SILICON SWIT('HING 
TRANK TO -D1 SIM. TO 
237011g8. 11SY-27128954. 

II ,51,15 de5 0-19 nr, 5min 
.5 5115,1 ri.kuits 11.11) 
IV.211.. 131.I' in l'N 

1,, 2029141, 15(.170 \ 
ordernm pk.nse. state. 
lorrn.,- NPN., 'NP 

LP 
211 For 0.55 
2ai For 1.)0 

11111 For 1.92 

1001 F, 14.30 

SIL G.P. DIODES £p 
\ V 30 0.55 

41,1'141Min 1 Po 1.63 
lin 51111 5.50 

144111 9.90 

R 2400 TOT) NPN 
S11,11 es HIGH 
VOLTAGE 
M.., 250V. 
100V. I 1, 

\ Id, 
rr, 5:1,111z. 

1 ion 
0.55 0.50 0.44 

41061 162 rNI 
11 10101101111271 TR,N8 
Ill Il i.mvEKr much: OF 
6Ip PEP P, I HT 

ALL PRICES 

SHOWN 

IN 

QUALITY TESTED SEMICONDUCTORS 
Pak No. 

(4 1 

112 
41 3 

0 4 

5 

if 0 

0 7 

0 I 
9 

(JIT 
1411 

()12 
1)13 
1)14 
Q15 

9111 

211 lind 11,0,01.3 pro. 

11( 12 Ht. 5051 1T 4 0 0001515 954. 

I 19 77 

11 310 d 1r ari..50,11( 44 4.5 SI S111 

I .0'75 
5 14'72 1415551,55 . 

4 a II -2% I, 0151.112 onp high gaff) 

TII-21, I r an -0.1515 pap 
7 19 (81 p. 0,15515, . 

7 0171 I pe 1,5195093 . 

2 III 27 128 ( Ipli inentary pair. 
1131, 3111, 

3 III IT, I 140,2010, 
11.117 ra 11211,1,1 -or, 

3 111'171 I-1 I" I, pi Iran...1543 
7 2921, SII Epos, 115951513,r5 

r1 

1.2(1'3,111 155 1150e- 11. r ora noon 

,,.117 5 . S] 141 3 >. ST 140 

()18 I TI 1111 1'' 51.11 I. & 11' 

()V) 1 1111yr,, 2. lilI 101 & 1 0101 

020 1 tall 11.4mamum alp,,1 s 1" 

9)1 I IT rak Gronanlarn 0-5.5.5055 
9.1? TO 

()Tit III TI.22112 %dn..T W. lea Nlh n1111 

1121 11 h1 'la «I N 

1425 15 10011 5,1 ITII 751'1 \ 75rn I 
1)21, 8 0 a 95 Ir. onannon dn 1.-5 011, no5 

1N191 

1)27 010 P11 Sdiron 05111-5. 

1)2% 2 S11n .51 poi., 5 51.1.12, III III 
1)211 1 N11, on nanspols 2 2011110 

2N11.17 1 2N1,11,1 

.3 7 1071111 

031 tl Ill T,,,'IIT,11 alm15101, 2N708 

032 3 imp t I .111,-11a, 2 201131 
I .2NI 132 

.T NI, IT 

11,15150 20231,11 

11111118, 1 1,397) 
1. 5 2N2904 & 

1 202005 
7 2N31,46 III 18 1,1a,,, 300:11Hz opoo 

14,17 11 2N31153 505 S.11, rrn rarkastrir. 
1.)38 7 950 Ira.51515, 1 1037121 

3 -103711-1 

11.14 7 

3)35 3 

Price 
£p 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 
0..55 

0,55 
0.55 
0.55 
035 

0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 

0.55 

0.55 
035 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 
0.55 

0.55 

ELECTRONIC SLIDE -RULE 

111 
Shin 11,1, 

IT 

t,1115- FliM0tne 
iI 

Frirteeni4 .1,1 \ 1 1.. 

1' aTN1 ,,1 an.1 Sell I ruble - 
a ten. ..1 151,11, of CilincIes. Ihsistario 

11.0.111.4.4, iif 1'../u111,4.ins 1/...-115-1 

Plut,-13..res. N:100,1 laer, 5' 
NIultliinuoirt and 111.1444. SIttornia. 1511.11, and 

Sollan 115.45. 11.10i.rson 01 \ V :LT1,1 Ili>. A 1710,1 lor 
1, -ara eltaa,111, r-11,iee.a, and gall 111NiaN1 Sat- 22 ettt 

lern ,1111 ea,t and rIN1 rout 1,11, 
1310- rael, - £3.69 

NM OF THE PANS Unequalled Value and Ovalle 

SOPER 
PA KS 

NEW BI-PAK UNTESTED 
FM SEMICONDUCTORS 

S.,1,1,et150II 11; 10111111 tT Vl vI'.k, or 90,352- bark 

Pak No. Description 

14 1 1211 111ips Ti,,, Germ 1,11 Porpoe Genoa.. Dusk 

14 2 1,11 MI,. T ( Tt nuannon Tra115151o, Al 121' . 

3 75 11I 'Tun. or ((..1r1 Bonded Soh 1,4. 1/ \ 5 11147 

I' 1 111 Gap/tame/a Tran9.45,111a, 0111 IT ITS 

I' 5 15, 21111rnk S,,T M.n 11,19501 Alva 

11 11 311 1111 Phirlar 15ITT N PN 11,1 95 \ 2N7111, 

I.' 7 IC, NI It IT.., Tor if 111 7.5111111 1 LTG 11501714 hi 10011 

I SIT IT 110 7 CI.. 2501,1.1 0 \200 202 

L 9 TO 11103.51 Vcr115,5, 111.111 T',,,,, Deides 

pioITT 11.11.3. 7 

1'11 25 1,111111 1113,30 1,3,0 '111 5 Id., 201132, 2.212904 

112 12 S,11,,,,0 T... 1;0052 511140.1 op trr 500 'III 

113 311 11N NPN i, 11...3515, 0I21111 Az TS 1114 

114 150 11,51-.1 11110,0 and I3. onamorr. I /ask 5 

I 15 25 NI'', %II 11150,0 'I .1,, T11 5 Id, 131V51, 2N097 

Hi 1,, 5 \ S11). tiht t, stud pa up 15 101411'1V 

l'17 311 15 onalunii \ 11" Trans13.4, T1,5 Ilke .1('Y 17-22 

I TI 1, Imp 5,1,,,,, 13V 7.13 T,pe op 10 WO 1'15' 

1119 25 511,51 N11 ran501512 Ida 11(111% 

11211 12 1 5 1enp %di, on 105 1111ers Top Hot up 1r, 1000 I'll 
121 31, II' I a 1 orannoll 1115i Trar,3151013 21.3,31 0 ITT, 0101 

1,23 30 \ I 1 Fr 1,N P 

1;,InTalllluo I I1een1i1ts11.1111 Serak up 35 (300 1111" 

121 21 3001\1114 NPN 1,11. 'Iranslaiit, 2N71181 110027 

1426 30 1, ling !Wale, like 101114 Nlicr5.311i1 

127 12 01'N 14 rtemonn IF 15,5imstot- TO 1 IL, 11127 

l'211 10 1 Amp IT IF, 1'0 r 511 1114111 \ 14101 21 1,00 

30 15 Plastu Sflunin Plitnar T.an, N110 2N21121, 

1 31 20 Filnin Planar 1'1,1 NPN '11 m5 lain Nna.... Amp 2N3707 

1712 25 Zama 1/10.1t 5 1019n1 \ llIT.7 ...19. 3- II suits nuxed . 

1'33 15 11115 12.5 I \ iiig gt IN41114/ Seines 

1'34 30 l'N1' \ 115, Pons T11 5 I1P120 21)1124 

1731 25 Sahara. la III, allaad.., l'N l' TO 18 2N29116 . 

1436 25 111.01.0 PN Tiarplanrs TO 5 111 5'51451 .12 

tr..37 30 \ S. 2 PSI' 01'2110 20322 

1:,) 20 raid Sir aching ,1111, Tians NPN 40101 Hz 2N3011 

1'311 311 It!" Cron l'N1' T40150101, 2N13113 5 TO 5 

1411 III 110,1 'I 104 1 'I'11 5 2 \ 20611 

1,1 
[42 111 \ 111 1, t Inan111 PNP '15.11,150.in '11/ 1 NE 11,1,7 1E117 

1413 Ti, Sfl 11,,, I, 18 \ l' 111113 111 

1444 20 SII rain, laistu 151 5 131 115 NPN. 

1'41 7 3 SIR 11/110 1111a '1001'1T 

Rice 

0.53 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.53 

0.55 

0.55 

O-55 

0.55 

0.55 

0,55 
0,55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.35 

0.55. 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.50 

1.15 

0.55 

055 
0.53 

0.55 

0.53 

0.55 

0.55 

0.55 

0.35 

0.. 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 

0.55 

1.10 

bah 1,111001E11 al, im ne 40111 a5 it elm], til 1111 1,1", d111 
II, tail, .1,9 it., them I, ,1 rnall, 

A LARGE RANGE OF 
TECHNICAL AND DATA 
BOOKS ARE NOW AVAIL- 
ABLE EN. STOCK. SEND 

'FOR FREE LIST. 

SILICON PHOTO TRANSISIOR. 

1 n Lens end 
1'0 Snn 1,, . 25 and 

1'21 1312 IND 01.11 10111 

droa aia.151,T' T TITI551, an 
Trod 1.)15 I 24 2.5151 100 up 

5 .ar II 49p 44p atip 

ZENER I/10DES 
lomi\ \ il/t1 7 I, 
ran/ 2 -331 12p .501 
11,11 1121, 1151, rang., 

2 331 1Sp . a. II 1,01 
S01,11 11111111 

Tla SIP.5 r 11 

INTEGRATED PAKS 

N1511,11532., I all 1/..15 5111,11 In. lurk. Inn, 05n 11.1 Palt 1555,11.51.11 111115 T1,55. -.5 

1-1555e 1 ari end 51 5p.5 11 on, II,, tr..315 5 5,2 . 0035 on, Irat a o 1.1. al 1.5 1. ar rung 

(druid I and 1,,11 I II... AI M.1, 

Pak Na. Contents- PrRe Pak No. Contents Price Pak No, ('oaten), Priee 

1111111 12 . 7400 0.55 1.11 '111 5 7410 0.55 1'TI 81i 5 . 74811 0.55 

11011 12 , 74T1 0,55 F1147 1 7447 0.55 111'90 5 7490 0.55 

1402 12 5 74112 053 1.1121S 5 7443 0.55 1411711 I 7131 0.55 
, 12 <741,3 0.55 111,11 IT. 74.111 055 1,11'112 5 . 74112 11.55 

0114 1 T 74114 0.55 1'0'51 14.7411 0.55 1'11113 5 74113 0.55 

1,11,5 12 . 74115 0.55 1.0.53 IT 741T1 7453 0.55 111311 5 2.7494 0.55 

.1.13,111 8.74111, 0.55 1(1154 12 7454 0.55 1' I C115 5 7495 0.55 

II117 0.74117 0.55 1117111 12 7400 0.55 1- 0,0 5 . 4490 0.55 

11111 12 711(1 0.55 I I171/ 74711 11.55 1(1(100 5 741110 0.55 

III13 55,7113 0.55 11172 7172 0.1.5 1' II 21 5 . 7-1121 0.55 
1111211 12 5 7420 0.55 FIT73 .747:1 0.55 I' 11141 5 5 74141 0.55 
19'311 12 . 74311 0.55 1'1171 - 7474 0.55 111151 5 74151 0.45 

9112111 12 5 7441/ 0.55 11175 . 7475 0.55 1'11154 5 . 74151 0.55 
1.11.41, 5 . 7441 0.55 1.11.711 , 7479 055 1'11.1113 741113 0.55 

035 11100 74110 0.55 111110 5 74110 0.05 

.11143 5 , 7443 0.55 1'11'81 5 7411 0.55 
I144 1 7444 055 41112 5 - IST 11.55 LX I 411 

141145 5 7.145 0.55 1-11,33 1. 7183 0.55 74,165 

NEW LOW PRICED TESTED S.C.R.'s 

I'll I \ TI 5.1 rl 71 III.I 1151 30 1 

1115 T111111 1'11911 IT 1341 1141 '1'1/18 1048 'PO3 
50 1, 22 0 27 0 39 11511 0 52 1155 0 5,3 II 27 

1011 1, 27 0 27 0 52 1112 0 55 11111 0 112 II 54 

TOI, 0 27 0.32 0,4 1114 0 1,2 0 1,7 O 07 £1 711 

41,0 0 32 0 42 0 5(1 0 IO 11117 11,33 1177 £1 33 

111111 11 12 52 0 75 11 75 1114 VI 117 11117 - 
11111 111,1 0 70 11 Nei 11 FIN 1199 £1 32 £1 50 £44'' 

POST OFFICE 
TELEPHONE 
DIALS .60p each 

CADMIUM CELLS 
00102 48p 

2N3055 
115 WATT NIL 
POWER NPN 

55p EACH 

Pali. runnel he split , Irnt TI 5,50.51 pier, ..r /nix) iir avnibilik, , PAK UIC X I. 

2 Amp. BRIDGE RECTO 01699 SPN SILICON B1P 19120 203 NPN PLASTIC SILICON 
50 v 12.2115 35p each DUAL TRANSISTOR I', 11414. Vac., 51,V IIT - 111 arnp5. Ptot5 -OW, I. I, It \IS 4Ip .. ,4Sittl 115 r hi 202060) 1115 -- type. 113111-"r3 NIIi, RIP Itleo Matched l'air. 

4110 c HMS Slp ., I 25 III,' 1 25 100 8 1 25 100 3- 

121z.- 11( nun x 10 int. 028 0.26 0.23 ,035 0.35 0.32 0.66 0.61 0.55 

210:1819 
2N3s20 
203021 
2N3823 

3Ip 2N5450 35p 
55p 2054111 44p 
39p Si 'Pills 41p 
3Ip 

FREE 
One 50p Pak of your own 
rhoiee free with orders 
valued £4 or over. 

I'll 31 

511 

11111 

21111 

41111 

11110 

NIN1 

10041 

12011 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 

in. A 7511m. \ I A 1 5.1 3A 
11,10.5016 01110 

05 11111, dl 05 1108 0 IS 
05 11117 0 00 0 10 0 17 

141 0 10 11.07 0,12 1122 

08 0 15 0 Os 1115 0 30 

110 0 17 11 111 0 18 1136 

12 o In 1,1111211 IT)) 
14 0 30 0 12 0 25 1148 

0 35 - 11 30 IT 58 

DIACS 
FOR USE WITH TRIACS 
1111100 41321 1111 71"ch 

IO amp POTTED 
BRIDGE RECTIFIER 

on heat sink. 
100PIV. 99p eacf. 

104 
S010 
0.21 
0.23 
0.25 
0.38 
0.45 
0.50 
065 
0.75 

30A 
T048 

0.611 
0.75 

£1.00 
£1.35 
£150 
U.10 
£2.511 

£3 CO 

TRIACS 
LOOM 

1011V 2101V 4181V 

£ £ 11 

2 Amp 1133 035 0.77 

ti Amp 055 000 OM 
III Amp 0.83 0 09 1.21 

All prices quoted Xr new pence Glro No 388 'VW, 

Please send all orders direct to warehouse and despatch depart' poi 

P.O. BOX 6, WARE - HERTS 
Post ai;e and pachrng ado 1Op Overseas add ['Ord for a,rruao 

Afinlruurn order SOp Cash with order please 

JANUARY, 1974 

Gisaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back 
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EX -COMPUTER 
BOARDS 

Ibrk I capr1tm... and 
,.aatn'- 151511,1N ENT 1.11.1'I: El :,n 

hr 11N1.1' arp A p:kg, 

SIR,ry'IAI :1. ',,,.n,. l'1.CS I',.,,a 
i1.X1.1' 55p1a,11 ,1101' 131. 

STABILISED POWER MODI'I.F.S 
('1,npb81,, dly11, rn .vtr. 

99pao l, 1100111311 

PAXI.IN0111tRI1S'! 0'appox 
1 Inr 30p p01, 211p 

FIBRE -GLASS PRINTED 
CIRCUIT BOARDS 

DECON-DALO 33pC Marker 

VEROBOARDS 

REPANCO CHOKES & COILS 
11F1'I,I:4,, I 'II 1 25r01 23p 1'112 3191,11 25p 

4I13 7.51111 25p 1'114 !Moll 25p 

1',I11. III; N 1 
l'1',44 .,n %Ip. 11E112 115'1 ,191' 4,7p 

COIL FORMERS & CORES 
\1431.1\ 

SWITCHES 
I8p 

FUSES I ,11.1 201100 11111,.1. 11111111_1 2.11,.1.311111. 
1 I.5,.1, 2.1. 

91 ICE 111,1/11 4p 1a.b .1Y-l'LSl' II. F:5p,11111. 

EARPHONES 
.151 2 plug 33p 5hno 2 - o, 411,,.1 22p 

5.51 515, plus 3:lp 3 ,,,n, ph41 22p 

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES 
I11223 941 oho,. 1,13..,,41 .e itch nod _.nom 

3 -WAY STEREO HEADPHONE 
JUNCTION BOX 

1111112 .- 

2 -WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK 
1,41817 u ohm- hop 1lwrrum lo-- 3,114 £1.21. 

CAR STEREO SPEAKERS 
1.1001,11 £3.84 1,11 poi, 

BI-PAK 1A'l'.AId.:JE AND LISTS " 

SEND S.A.E. AND 10p 

INSTRUMENT CASES 

(In 2 l . 11151i, 11n111.0,nI ., :951 
and b.A,.h" ' 

11mg31, 11 hill, 11, 1:1,, 
111'1 S" x - o 

_ 
!Nip 

1111 I l' o 0 .s .i CI _ar 

ALUMINIUM BOXES 
N,1 1,45u,4, 11'id111 HI i09n 
11.01 ,a " ¢- C111 
11.12 4' -It 4 It- it, 
14.13 4' ' I I" 411, 

, It 04 4- l'.' 171. 
11.13 I. - llp 
I110 'S o_o I :f49 
11.17 

e1.10 nli, 
11,19 li' J" . 5111 

Posh 11-xs 9il] 1" dsup lid 
I190.6111 I 1.1, ,In,Ip,[1.1,111, fi , u, h I_1. 

Bib HI-FI ACCESSORIES 
De Luxe Groov-Kleen 

Model 42 £1.84 

Chrome Finish Model 60 £1,50 

1711'.:4..1 1T.,.5n1 Stslosi'Lnnin_ 4,5 .- 
It,r. 43 I11-11a'd f',m Kit . 

I111 -9I ( n<,1'i,r 11,61 llrnrrlr .. 
'raps ,Hi,Io1 Ki1 _ .. 

)11,1,-19 Wire dripper cutter .- . 

2Np 

£2.35 
Sop 

£1.54 
83p 

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS 
N 2,1 23 a 0, C1.Á1 , 9'.X' 240 16 n,11 t£2.18 
51.xh4D I611311 £2.15 S142SoFllrinpkil£2.80 
STANDS 
.l'1 .. _- £1.21 ST1 .. -. 77p 
.5111.11011 

18511'14 Molt n'oro 7.,%.82p 22011.I1 7 c. 82p 
I6511(1 22 It. .. 28p 22SP7: Tube 22p 

ANTEX BITS AND ELEMENTS 
airs N,,. 

1.12 5a. mod.. .:240 
I .. 

Ille 
11..1 
Ille' 
1020 
1021 

1,122 

'111 
11111111 

'OP It id 11 

(3\2ur; 
rl :\241, 
4110 ,_ ' 

4}_41I 
11201 "l 
X+:.,. - 

l':LEN11iN'13 
R. 'N 210 01.16 I:1Y'N 110 
Fy: 2111 £1.16 1!N 23 

38p 
aSp 

SBp 
1 i 

2141p 

lcH 
311P 

38p 
3'Bp 

£1.16 
£1.16 

LOQK FOR OUR AUDIC 
AND ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENT 
4DVERTISEMENTS IN 

`PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONICS' 

ALL PRICES SHOWN 
INCLUDE V.A.T. 

NEW COMPONENT PAK '1 

BARGAINS 
Park 
No. Qty. I&,srriplion Price 

1 2:11 He.i.lr.eix 11o1,:.appuro 
11 h) 1.._111 -. 

1' 1 2131 Capo 2.4,10. 

11S1 

1:.19, 
1 b, x1111 

H,.. 
sod 

75 1 1 ;111 1 Hr.ia', 1190101 14 . 

111-1,1 sain,-- 0.55 
l' 5 5 Pi os, 1.1 P,11 11,,.1., 0.5.5 
l' v l'110m0:1:ao5-. .1111' 41.1\ VII 0.55 
4' ; 1 Kok Wir, :+,1111.tm,axw,nI 

0.551 

0.55 

0.55 
I.' 11,,11.S 111,.. .. .. 0.33 
:4 Ilion.oiLl,c. -. 0.55 

t'i0 1.¡ .1.,o\,11S11.nn,11n..S'1t- 0.55 
('ll 5 .b5/4, 0.11.15e1- :3 . 1510 

olanl 00 41'fyi, 0.55 
f'12 41 l'alwt 11 r1 99.90,1 

12Is. mixl,l 0,55 
Ia 1: Icru,dvtin<Tn type. 
'14 111 l'a,0 l,l Ho1H1 are 

Not.. iGd1`. . .loo,. 1.11'. 11.55 
l'15 r >Iain S.rnr4,+.1 0.331 

1'111 _o 
I. IO 

('Is 
4 

1!n :{ 

'21 I 

0.35 

1,.,.,,,ed Tau .klrip,X pa3.i. 0.5. 
.1s,. 

t1,1 
(.t n11 Rnnn 0.55 

14,1 ItOt 1 {i'u olt'batev" I,111. 0.65 
H,lu16 241-,,Ia4ariu1 0.55 
SLrril'oppe laoím,teappr.,.o. 

I 7 ,., I 7 111 i.l 11191 p,elkuly 111156 v:einfralotlt 
01, n further 111p on psuk X" CI. ('"-, v,lt'o. 

VISIT OUR COMPONENT SHOP 
18 BALDOCK ST, WARE, HERTS. (A.10) 

OPEN: MON-THURS 9.15-6pm SAT 9.15-5.30 LATE NIGHT 
SHOPPING UNTIL 7pm FRIDAYS. Tel 61593 

Itel' I' II ÌI'Ì ('Ironer 
Ref 32.1 Styl., 11,111116 

lief '('ap' 13,1111 (ironing Kit 
Hof 34 113.91131 I:'axe 
lief. 56 HiFi Stoa Hint. and Tip.. 

PLUGS AND 
SOCKETS 

SOCKETS 
11:43 141X 2 l'In (Speaker) 
PS36 DIN 3 Pin .. .. 

1'037 DIN 'a l'in 1811 .. 
I016 11112 5150, 240 .. 
1,30 .4,14,1, 2._53391 Switched 
11440 .1:1rk 3.50,,,, Snilrh,ol 
11041 .1511, ¡' 5,9,b,:.. 
1542 .look Str0 Suilehld 
1"449 119Oht Sin¢Ic 

I1í44 Phono Ihmble .. 
(11.5 Car Aerial . 

1.6411 to -Axial Suera .. 
11347 (',,,:Axial Flush .. 

INLINE SOCKETS 
l'ti!I DIN 2 l'in ISp.'akrr) 
1'022 DIN 9 l'in .. .. 

l'J23 UIN _i l'in IBn" ,. 
1's24 DIX 5 Pin 240 .. 
l'Nl.. .I,a; 2.5,9111 11m11 

11'-211 .lark :4.3111111 1'13e0ir 

1027 deck {' l'Ia.ti,- .. 

1'11214 .lack 1- S1n0m.l .. 
11211 .11,ck S3r0r0 1115+tir 

11:40 .lack Store. Nrneo 1 

P031 l'hnur 19r9491,1 .. 
PN:p! 11I1 A1ria1 .. .. 
1'53:3 11o..1,i5I .. 

PLUGS 
174 I 11112 2 Ihn (S9,5kr,1 
112 DES :4 Pin .. . 

PS 3 DIN .1 Pin .. . . 

l'% 4 DIN 3 rin I30 
IK - DIX' 1' 44 

I'S O I11N n l'in .. .. 
11 7 DIN 7 l'in . 

PSS dark ^..- ,. 111 

IN II .lafk3.3o, 1'lavtie 
1'6111 .lack 3.:111, S1n S I,l 
17411 .1a1k;"l'I.lie .. 
1112 .I:,rk 1' .S'ernl,I . . 

3'S1:4 Turk 81ere41 N,n`lmvl 
1.11 'Mono .. 
11415 ,.,r:1,.rìxl .. . 

17411i l o.,lxial 

CABLES 
'I' 1 Single- lapped s. 

11' - 7'1c n 1.410111,m 

, 

140031.11 .. 
clt3 Sor,,, Slm,med .. . 

l'l' 4 Pour IL,:,' 1151104m Nosoon 
IT' 5 Fonrl'rne i,li.hbmll, X1143,1 
4,r 0 Miemph,(11 l',dl)' 16551,1 (':11,11 

l'' S 1111 1 oral mainsaid 
1'l' O Nix ekrr lllld, 
('Pln Ln11 lens ('.-1,x11,1 .. 

31p 
01.36 

Sip 
E1.27 

Sip 

0.06 

0.10 

0.10 

0.10 

0.09 

0.10 

0.17 

0.16 

0.06 

0.10 

0.09 

0.09 

0.14 

0.13 

0.17 

0.17 

0.17 

0.10 

0.12 

0.84 

0.28 

0.22 

0.32 

0.14 

0.15 

0.17 

0.11 

0.12 
0.15 

0.14 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.10 

0.09 

0.12 

0.13 
0.18 

0.20 

6.06 

0.15 

0.10 

006 
0.08 

0.08 

0.29 

9.90 

0.10 

0.67 

0.06 

0.04 

0.10 

CARBON POTENTIOMETERS 
Log and 1,13 4.710. 10K. 131: 476. 110111. 22,4K. 
470K. 131. 251. 

1(3 511111,4,091,1311,__ 0.14 
1'1°2 Singh D.I' Sonnt 0.26 

7'91 0171 , L* Snitch. .. 0.44 
1'1.4 I4 Liu Lea, sa14rh 0.14 

` 1'C5 11104 1.141 ante.le,g 0:11 

HORIZONTAL CARBON 
PRESETS 

0.1 wate 0.06 
IIm1. 2211. 470. IK 2K. 1.7K. 131K. 22K, 47E. 
Ionic 2:914, 4711K, 131. 251. 4,7M. 

BOOK BARGAIN BUNDLE 
8 }Souks comprising 
2 Trmnnistor Equivalent Rooks. 
I Radio & Electron& 0loor Code & Dato Chart. 
I Radio Valve (hide PLUS 
3 other Constructional hooka od Receivers, FM 
Tnn note. 
3110 4 (630451 12n0n1010100,1 hook. 

Value EE. Oor price 42, ' 

BPI Handbook ofTAmd,tor Equivalents 
and Substitute:. .. 

111'1 Handbm,k of Ra,lk, T,V. and 
Industrial Tube 0 Valve Egoive. 

11113 Handbook of Tested Transistor 

111'4 International Handbook of the 
World's Short Wave, Medium and 
Long (13h, Radin Stations and 
0311.7'1 1.tating11. .. .. . 

III'.", Handbook of Simple Transistor 
Cire,dta .. 

BPS Radio R EleMnmic (odour Wei 
& Data ('hart .. .. 

BPS Sound 0 I.xldnpaker Manual .. 
BPS 38 Practical Tooted Diode Circuits 

for the Home Constructor .. 

HPI I Practical Traoeiator Novelty 

129 lrnircraal Cram.M,tor Speed 
Indicator.. .. .. 

138 How to make P51 & 'PV Aerials, 
Ronda I. 2 0 3 .. .. 

141 Radio( Servicing flrAmateern .. 

140 High Fidelity Lmdapaker 
Rnrloeunx: .. .. . . 

140 Tmn,int.rCircuita5lanual No.1.. 

101 l'uü Resign & Construction Manual 

1111 Hesdin, 7T A Electronic. lInta Book 

170 'D'nosi,tur Circuits for Radio 
(bnlvll,d 

174 'fran,istnr Subminiature Itereivera 

175 Tr:los0,t.r Ton Equipment and 
Slreiring Manual .. .. 

1714 'fmluiuh,r Audio Amplifier Manual 

177 Modern Transistor Circuits for 
1X041111110.. .. . .. 

170 :1 ('nmprebewive Radio Valve 

183 How 10 Reeeioe Fondgo TV Pro. 
r ran. by wimple 

modilkat,14l,u .. 

185 Totted Shortwave Receiver Circuit* 
using M:1T'a .. .. .. 

187 'l'he TEL Mark'4' Valved FMTunm 
and 1131 cumtructinn .. ., 

188 Itea,tanee-Frequency Chart for 
Audio h RF ma+ .. 

R,0i,tor Colour Code Dice ('4433atl4 

CARTRIDGES 
1,11108 nie1 IBC 01oó at 12cma(mn 

1:103 I 280,91' ein le Quee .. 

(IPSO 1 100mA at 11m(eiee 

'l'IS' .1 2005 175etet/Hi Output.. 

J-.20 111' Cry/dal/Hi Output 
Compalihle 

.1-2110 CS Slene/Hi Output 

.1-2160 Ceranli/Mod Output 

HOP 

40P 

40P 

OM 

35p 

15p 

50p 

35p 

40P 

8p 

lop 

20p 

1177. 

l5p 

lop 

25P 

40p 

lllp 

Ybp 

MP 

46P 

1op 

alro 

3Op 

OOP 

IOp 

£1.10 

£IA6 

MOO 

E1.10 

01,011 

£1.64 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS 
The 012 Range of Carlo,, Film Ramie..., kth wau 

(available in YAKS or 50 Mecca, alw,rted into the 
1Ilowing groups_ 

HI 50 Mixed 13,00840, - 820nhm, .. 40p 

112 60 Mixed IKuhms - 8.2Kohmo.. Nip 

It3 50 Mixed IIIKohme ' 82Kohma .. Nip 

R4 511 Mixed 1OOKohmu - IMemihm .. Nip 

THESE ARE UNBEATABLE PRICES - LESS 
THAN Ip EACH INC. V.A.T.! 

BI-PAK SUPERIOR QUALITY 
LOW -NOISE CASSETTES 

('till 32p 1200 41p C120 FM 
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DIPAK QUALITY COMES TO AUDIO! 

AL10 AL20 AL30 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES 

'l'lu AL lo. and A1:81 unite anrmiler in their appearance und 
ras their gown, specification. However. enrefnl wdr14 ion of the piaatit 

power levies 11s nxulted 11.0.0101101 purer. frocs 3 to 
t0 natta R.M.S. 

The versatility of their design makes them idoal for 
ttrn m stem players, tape recorders, str amplifier. and 

nnd eartridet tape players in the car acrd nl. home. 

PARAUETER 

H.-11URINIt' 111s'I'UH'rItIN 

LOAD IMPEDANCE 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

FRRt)l'ENr1' ItESPItNSI:f3dlt 
SENSIT'I1l'IT fer RATER III' 
111MRNSLONS 

CONDITIONS 

l'o -31I:1"I"l'Sf I Ktia. 

f 1E11. 

P, 2 H'.1'l'TT 

11 2:51'. Rt. sil I' IK11a. 

The above made relate. to the ALIO. :\I,ll and :\L30 !timbales. 
Tho follow Mg toll,. 0ntlntrx the (Vermin, in their working e, odrti,mx 

PARAMETER 

.\Lsxinuun Simply l'olla4. 

Power output for t". T.H.D. 

(RI. 01.1f IKHa_1 

ALIO 

25 

3 watts 

HMS Min 

ALOÚ 

wall. 

R3U 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES PRE -AMPLIFIERS 
1i lo :1 r.. -f.. .. £2.19 

.11:_11 :i1\a1i. .. £2.59 
1I.:111 111 11 11ts . 5:101 

PERFORMANCE 

ALaM 

311 

Ill Matta 

IKMN Min. 

l':1 12 ¡l'.r uith ALI" * AL211) £A.d3 
l'.11181 ¡Use with.11:10*.\L5111 £13.15 

POWER SUPPLIES TRANSFORMERS 
11112 tl'w' o111lr ALI, & .11.211 SOp 
05.010,, ,t . u 01, .0120, A .\lio,, nases 

FRONT PANELS PA 12 With knish £1.00 

'l'401 (Um. with ,\1.101 p&p 15p .. £1.38 
TfLki Use will 31.2111 pap I6p EI.95 
ItMTYm Ìl".,",ir11,\i.3a*,\I,:nrlp*i,2r¡p 25.53 

PA 12. PRE -AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION 
The P.ì12. pr. mpu tier has 10,1.11 ,b.apul,l II, 1.01'11 inn, 1 ,111 
budget 'tens, system, It in nnnp tille with the A\LIO. -:\1.219 and 

.11.:81 audio Tamer nnpliIrss oral it ran In. supplied l'in their 
uumovialud pours snippiest Then, are two steno, input'. out. luis hum 
designed For wee 1 ií1, 'enmity ,vvtn,lgen while the auxiliary input 
will sait nlrl lMagoetie cartridgs- Full details are given ì the 
iimeihrn i, n talle. TimTimfour eeelrola err. l'rool 11.1i 11 right\*clam, 

rad naddf m'í1,11. lehmrr. bain nad treLh. Site leinen 310,11, . 

35mm. 

Pngmmy nwpim.. 
_,IHa.-:orK Ha (- 1111) 

Dux. soulr.l 

*IPvIH at Ior)11 
'l'reble nmtml 

*141111 14 KHa. 
'Innut I. 
Inpdann 1 Meg. ohm. 
Sensitivity ;8a1n1I' 
Hapat 1. 
In'pslorus. ;81 K ohm 
Sra.itiylty 4 IV 

EA1000 AUDIO AMP MODULE 
1141151e 'rented and l:nanmtrel.. 
Full h, u,i;.Oil ,iia.rnnl. ,Ind 'relabel data luppiied 
Ins., Ilh,.o,-i1 llwdoloor aaetlnllo aemindely a, lop each. 

SPECIAL OFFER £2 

The STEREO 20 
The 'Stereo 20' amplifier la mounted, ready wired and tested 
on a one -prece chassis measuring 20 cm is 14 cm x 5.5 cm. 
This compact unit comes complete with on/off switch, volume 
control. balance, bass and treble controls. Transformer. 
Power supply and Power Amps. Attractively printed front 
panel and matching control knobs. The 'Stereo 20' has been 
designed to tot Into most turntable plinths without Interfering 
with the mechanism or. alternatively, Into a separate cabinet. 
Output power 20w peak Input 1 (er.) 300mV Into 711 
Freq. res. 25Ha-25kHz Input 2 (Aux.) 4 mV Into 10K 
Harmonic distortion Bass control *1218 at 60 Hz. 
typically 0.25% at 1 watt Treble con. *14bß at 14 kHz 

£14.45 

SPECIAL COMPLETE KIT COMPRISING 
1 ALTO'., 1 SP/490, 1 BMTBO and 1 PAIN 

81-PAK DO IT AGAIN! 

5OWpk 25w (RMS) 
01% DISTORTION 

HI-FI AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
THE AL50 

* Frequency response 15Hz 
to 100,000-1dB. ONLY 

* Load - 3, 4, 8 or 16 ohms. £3.58 each 
* Distortion - better than * Supply voltage 10 

.1 % at 1KHz. - 35 Volts. 
* Signal to noise ratio * Overall size63mm 

80dB. x 105mm x 13mm. 
Tailor made to the most stringent specifications using top quality 
components and incorporating the latest solid state circuitry and 
ALSO was conceived to fill the need for all your A.F. amplifies. 
tion needs. FULLY BUILT TESTED GUARANTEED. 

STABILISED 
POWER 

MODULE SPM80 
APR) is especially designed to power 2 of the ALSO 

Amplifier., up to 16 watt (me) per channel, Omit. 
taaeouay. 'Oda modulo wabodiee the latest componeota 

and circuit techniques incorporating complete short 
circuit protection. With the addition of the Mai. Trine 

former 14T60, the unit will provide outputs of up to 1.5 amp. 
et rî6 volt.. SW: 62.ím a 1060,0, s Rkam. 

Thew unite enable You Lie Audio Sy.tema of the highest 
gwlial1'',, wh..to 00000 tn-bs. pr.w..Uw id -.,1 to. -peul ta 1,d- 
iog: 1)ieco Sy.em., Public Adds.., Intsrcom Unit. etc. Handbook ú11b4 lep. 

PRICE £3.25 
TRANSFORMER BMT80 £2.15 p. & p. 25p. 
STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER, TYPE PA100 
Built to a .p.ciaption and NOT a pricer, and yet .till the metre val. on the market, the PA100 Memo preamplifier has been conceived from the latest circuit technique.. 
Denied for un with the ALSO power amplifier ay.t.m, Mi. quality made unit incorporate. no lees than eight silicon planar transistor., two of thew are epochally selected low anise NPN devices for use in the input stags.. 
Thew .witched stereo in to and rumble and .Cnitch filter. are feature. of the ?A100, which aleo hua 81'5580/MONO ewitch, volume, balance and continuously variable bees and treble control.. 

SPECIFICATION 
Rvgsmncy Response 1016 - 9WKHa * 1dB 

Harmonic Distortion better than 0.1% 
Innate: 1. Tape Head 1.16 mV koto 1080 

2 ,Radio, Tuner 36 mV into 60E0 

input 
3. Magnetic P.U. Lb mV into 50KA NI voltage. are for an output .1 new. Tape and P.U. inputs 

'queued to RIAA curve within * 1dB, from 2IHs to 2011.H8 - î Ba.. Control * 15d1.111 BOW Treble Control *1548 @M11& Filter.: Rumble (¡High Par) l0OHa 
Stretch (Low Par) OCRs 

Signal/Now Ratio better then - 5648 Input overload + 16t13 Supply + 16 volt. 15 90mA 
Dìmenaione R)>mm x 6aam "x 36mm 

q 
Ark* £13.15 

ONLY £25.30 FAKE pap, 
All priers quoted I:1 new- Pend' Clru No J198 ;Nub 

Please send all orders direct fu warehouse .and de,palr.h drp,vnnrnr 

B/-PA/ff 
P.O. BOX 6, WARE HERTS 

Posl.,,,r add nddl,.,,,' ado lIlo f)rfrsea, add re fr,a /or .t, aa,' 
bi,n:r.,uis order 5OP Cash w,fh order plests. 

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back 
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COMPONENTS 
HOBBYIST - AMATEUR - DOMESTIC SURPLUS - INDUSTRIAL - 
BULK OFFERS 
JUST A FEW OF OUR BARGAINS ARE LISTED BELOW - PAY US A 
VISIT OR SEND STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR A 
QUOTE ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

MAINS POWER SUPPLY UNIT. 400m/A, 6-7,5-9-12 VOLT MADE TO SELL AT £5.25 OUR PRICE £3.50 

VALVE BASES 
Chassis or printed circuit B9A - B7G . . 

Chassis UX7 - UX5 - B9G 
Shrouded chassis B7G - B9A . . 

B11A chassis (relay) .. 
B8A chassis 

3p 
3p 
4p 
8p 
5p 

TAG STRIP WRIST COMPASS 
6 way 2p Single 1 p 20p with Needle Lock 

1+ glass fuses- 250 m/a or 3 amp (box of 12) 
3" tape spools . 

FX2236 Ferrox Cores . . 

PVC or metal clip on M.E.S. bulb holder 
All metal equipment Phono plug 
Bulgin, 5mm Jack plug and switched socket (pair) 
12 volt solenoid and plunger . . 

250 RPM 50 c/s locked frequency miniature mains motor 
200 OHM coil, 2+" long, hollow centre 
Relay, P.O. 3000 type, 1,000 OHM coil, 4 pole c/o . . 

R.S. 12 way standard plug and shell 

T03 Mica Washer 2p 
3" Standard Tape - 

Boxed 15p 
GP91-1 Cartridge, 

turnover stylii 65p 
GC10/4B Cold 
Cathode £6.00 
Brand New Boxed 
6K7G 25p 

6p 
4p 
5p 
3p 
2p 

20p 

ELECTROLYTICS Mullard C426, TCC, CRL, 
CCL, Cullins, Hunts, STC Subminiature, etc 

2.5/64, 12/50, 12/20, 
10/20, 16/50, 16/40, 
25/25, 50/25, 150/12, 

500/6, 150/25, 260/12, 4/60, 
15/35. 
6p 250/18, 400/16, 
250/30, 550/12. 
50p 8/800, 12,000/12, 
2000/50. 
20p 100-100/150, 
100-100/275, 
32-32/275. 

MFD/VOLT 2p 
100/6,6/3,8/6,200/3, 
25/3. 
3p 25/6.4, 
250/6. 
4p 20/12, 100/25, 
100/12, 25/12, 
100/15, 64/10,125/10, 
50/50, 50/10, 100/18, 
6/25, 2/350. 
9p 8/500, 100/200. 
400/40,100/250-275. 
5p 8/50, 8/20, 8/40, 

25p INDICATORS 
50p Arcolectric green, takes M.E.S. bulb 
10p Bulgin D676 red, takes M.E.S. bulb 
60p 12 volt red, small pushfit 
50p Mains neon, amber, green or red, pushfit 

Pole Way 
4 2 
6 2 
4 2 

6 4 
4 3 
3 7 

2 5 

1 3 ' 

1 3 

2 2 

2 1 

1 2 

SWIIUMtb 
Type 

Sub. Min. Slide 10p 
Slide 15p 
Lever Slide 10p 

I 

Wafer Rotary 12p each 

+ off Sub. min. edge 10p 
13 amp small rotary 12p 
Locking with 2 to 3 keys 

£1.50 
2 Amp 250V A.C. rotary 20p 
Toggle 10p 

COMPUTER AND AUDIO BOARDS 
HOST OF QUALITY, REASONABLE LEAD 
TRANSISTORS, SOME POWER. SILICON, 
GERMANIUM, ZENER DIODES, POT CORES 
HI-STAB RESISTORS,SOMEWIREWOUND, 
CONDENSERS, CHOKES, TRIMPOTS, 
ELECTROLYTICS, ETC. 

31b. for 75p 4- 25p post and packing 
71b. for £1.50 + 40p post and packing 

SUBMIN VERTICAL SKELETON PRESET 
100, 220, 470, 680 O H M 1, 2.2, 4.7, 6.8, 
10, 15, 22, 47, 68, 100, 220 K OHM. 

ONLY 4 p EACH 
KNOBS 

SILVER METAL PUSH ON WITH POINTER, OR 
WHITE PLASTIC, GRUB SCREW, WITH 
POINTER AND SILVER CENTRE 5p EACH. 

ZM1162A INDICATOR TUBE 
0-9 Inline End View. Rectangular Envelope 170V 
2.5M/A . £1.70 

RESETTABLE COUNTER 
English Numbering Machines LTD. 

MODEL 4436-159-989 
6-14 volt, 6 digit, illuminated,fully enclosed. £2. 

RESISTORS 
*watt 1p 

1 watt .. . 1 4p 
UptolOwattwire 8p 
15 watt wire 
wound .. 10p 

SKELETON 
PRESETS 

5K or 500K .. 3p 

SAFETY PINS 
Standard size, 10 for 4p 

WIREWOUND POTS 
250, 300 OHM, 1K, 4 
watt, 10K, 20K, 50K, 
all at 10p each 

5K switched volume 
control .. 15p 
5K Log Pot 10p 
1 meg Tandem Pot 15p 

THERMISTORS 
VA1040 

1 VA1055 
5- VA1066 10p each 

VA1100 J 
VA1077 13p 

STEEL BOX WITH 
LID 

10x5x3"grey 
hammer finish £1 

RELAYS 
6 volt, 2 pole c/o heavy 

duty contacts 50p 
Mains 3 pole c/o 
heavy duty contacts 
ex equipment 35p 

THE RADIO SHACK 
161 ST. JOHNS HILL, BATTERSEA, LONDON S.W.11 
Open 10 aii till / p.a,. Monday Satuujay Phone 01 -223 5016 
II payment by cheque allu m t1rn. 1 r .uar,nrr. tt .slsu by return. 

10p 
15p 
15p 
15p 

CAPACITORS 
Mixed type PFDS, 2p. 3.3, 4.7, 10, 16, 18, 22, 
24, 25, 27, 30, 37, 39, 47, 50, 56, 68, 88, 100, 
110, 150, 200, 220, 250, 270, 300, 350, 470, 500, 
600, 680, 800, 1000, 2200, 3000, 3300, 5000. 
Poly, met., film, paper, etc. MFD/Volt, 3p. 
.001 /1250, .03/350, .022/70, .03/12, .033/100, 
.0068/70, .056/350, .061/350, .069/350, .075/ 
350, .08/350, .1/350, .1/500, .13/350, .25/150. 
4p. 1500, 1800, 2200, 3000, 3300, 6800, 
8200 PFD. .01/350, .013/350, .02/250, .05/125, 
.25/350. 
5p..033/100, .1/250, .25/500, .5/350. 
6p..1 /600, .1 /1500, .22/250. 
10p. .01/1000, 1/350, 2/150, 2/200, 2/250. 
40p. 5/150, 9/275AC, 10/150, 15/150, 40/150, 

TRIMMERS, 10p each 
100PF Ceramic, 30PF Beehive, 12PF PTFE, 
2500PF 750 volt, 33PF MIN. AIR SPACED. 

CONNECTOR STRIP 
Belling Lee L1469, 12 way polythene. 5p each 

CAN CLIPS 
1" orlj"ore 2p 

LABGEAR MAINS DROPPER 
36 ohm 25 watt 79 ohm 9 watt 15p 

TUNING CONDENSERS 33 or 50PF, 20p 

PAXOLINE 
3x2*x+" 2P 
41x+x}", .. 2 for 1p 
220K 3 watt resistors. 2p 
VALVE RETAINER CLIP, adjustable 2p 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Sub -miniature Transistor Type 
Valve type, centre tapped or straight 

20p 
40p 

3 pin din to open end, 1 }yd twin screened 
lead 35p 

10 mtrs loudspeaker extension lead fitted 2 

pin din plug and socket 40p (retail 80p) 
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Amp Volt RMS i 1,600 BYX10 30p 
1 140 OSHO1-200 25p 
1.4 42 BY164 35p 

Plastic types 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
Full spec marked by Mullard, etc. Many o her types in stock 

AC127 12p BCY70 13p 
AC187/8 12p BCY71 12p 
AD149 35p BCY72 8p 
AD161/2 26p BD115 62p 
AF116/7 12p B0131 40p 
AF139 31p BD132 50p 
AF178 32p BD135 33p 
AF180 40p BD203 £1.00 
AF239 37p B D 232 65p 
BC107A or C 10p BD234/5 48p 
BC107/8/9 7p BF115 20p 
BC147/8/9 8p BF167 20p 
BC148B/9B .. 10p 8F173 20p 
BC157/8/9 . 11p BF178 25p 
BC178 . 14p BF179 30p 
BC186/7 22p BF180 20p 
BCY40 25p BF181/2 32p 

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
Amp Vo t RMS 
2 30 LT120 30p 
0.6 6- 10 EC433 
Encapsulated with built-in 

heat sink . . 15p 

BF183 
BF184/5 
BF194/5/6/7 
BF262/3 
BFX29/30 
BFX84 
BFX88 
BFY50/1 /2 
BSV64 
BSX21 
BU105/01 
0C35 
TAA570 
2N706 

28p 
17p 
12p 
22p 
25p 
24p 
20p 
13p 
40p 
20p 

£1.30 
34ip 

1-50p 
10p 

2N2219 20p 
2N2401 (ASY26-27) 25p 
2N2904 .. 18p 

1 AMP RECTIFIERS 
N4002 100 volt .. 
N4003 200 volt .. 
N4004 400 volt .. 
N4005 600 volt .. 
N4006 800 volt .. 
N4007 1,000 volt .. 

4p 
5p 
6p 
7p 
8p 
8p 

HIGH POWER RECTIFIERS 
Amp Volt 

LT102 2 30 
BYX38-600 2.5 600 
BYX38-300 2.5 300 
BYX38-900 2.5 900 
BYX38-1200 2.5 1,200 
BYX49-600 2.5 600 
BYX49-300 2.5 300 
BYX49-900 2.5 900 
BYX48-300 6 300 
BYX48-600 6 600 
BYX48-900 6 900 
BYX48-1200 6 1,200 
BYX72-150R 10 150 
BYX72-300R 10 300 
BYX72-500R 10 500 
BYX42-300 10 300 
BYX42-600. 10 600 
BYX42-900 10 900 
BYX42-1200 10 1,200 
BYX46-300" 15 300 
BYX46-400" 16 400 
BYX46-500" 15 500 
BYX46-600" 15 600 
BYX20-200 25 200 
BYX52-300 40 300 
BYX52-1200 40 1,200 
"Avalanche type 

10p 
25p 
20p 
28p 
30p 
25p 
20p 
28p 
27p 
32p 
40p 
60p 
24p 
35p 
43p 
40p 
45p 
55p 
75p 

£2.50 
£2.90 
£3.20 
£3.80 

35p 
£1.75 
£2.25 

N50 ohm free plug (UG21 D/U) 50p 
N50 ohm square socket (UG58A/U) 50p 

1" Terryclips black plastic 
coated, or chrome finish . . 4p 

Cinch 10 -way terminal block 15p 

Pair of LA2407 Ferrox cores 
with adjuster . . 25p 

Chrome Car Radio facia 
Rubber Car Radio gasket 

15p 
10p 

DU Pal Delayline .. .. £2.00 

Relay socket 
Take miniature 2PC.0 relay 

12p 

B9A valve can 2p 

0-30 in 5 segments, black pvc, 
360° dial, silver digits, self 
adhesive, 41" die. .. 15p 

OPTO ELECTRONICS 
ORP12 48p 
BPX40 25p 
BPX42 £1 
BPY10 £1.50 
BPY68 75p 
BPY69 £1 
BPY77 75p 

Diodes 

Photo transistor 
BPX29 80p 
OCP71 £1 

RED L.E.D. 
2v 50m/A max 

42 mm diam. 
25p 

2N2905 
2N2906 
2N2907 

Amp Volt 

1 240 
1 240 
6.5 300 
6.5 500 
6.5 500 
6.5 500 
6.5 500 
6.5 500 
20 600 
15 800 

22p 2N3053 .. 15p 
15p 2N3055 .. 35p 
20p 

THYRISTORS 

BTX18-200 .. .. 30p 
BTX30-200 .. .. 30p 
BT102-300R .. .. 42p 
BT102-500R .. .. 60p 
BT107 .. .. 90p 
BT108 .. .. .. 90p 
BT101-500R .. 68p 
B1109 -500R .. .. 90p 
BTW92-600RM .. .. £3.00 
BTX95-800R Pulse 
Modulated . . . . £12 

OTHER DIODES 
Centercel . . 

IN916 
BA145 
BA182 

5p 
.. 4p 

15p 
24p 

5 pin and 6 pin 
240° (Type B) 
Metal Chassis 
Din Sockets 6p 

TRIACS 
Amp Volt 

25 900 BTX94-900 
25 1200 BTX94-1200 

DIAC BRI00 30p 

£6.50 
£9 

Cal 1 B WESTINGHOUSE 28TI0 30 

Infra red transmitter £4 AMP 1000 VOLT THYRISTER 
WITHOUT NUT £6 

PHOTO SILICON CONTROLLED SWITCH 
BPX66 PNPN 10 amp .. .. £1 

PNPN PROGRAMM- 
ABLE UNIJUNCTION 
BRY39 30p 

F.E.T's 
BFW10 .. .. 25p 
BSV79 . . .. 90p 
BSV80 . . 80p 

N. Channel 
8SV81 M.O.S.T... £1 
BFS28 Dual M.O.S.T. 90p 
Plastic, Transistor or Diode 
Holder 1p 
Transistor or Diode Pad 1 p 

PAPER BLOCK CONDENSER 

0.25MFD 

1 MFD 

2MFD 

2M FD 

15M FD 

Phillips Iron Thermostat . . 

Bulgin 2 -pin flat plug and 
socket . 

McMurdo PP108 8 way edge 
plug . . .. . 

300 .ohm moving coil insert 
4103D 1 " diameter. Make 
ideal mike or speaker for 
communication work . . 25p 

800 volt 

400 volt 

250 volt 

1.5 kv 

150 volt 

30p 

15p 

20p 

50p 

25p 

ALL ORDERS 
OVER £3 POST FREE 
OVER £6 V.A.T. FREE 

15p 

10p 

15p 

Tested unmarked or marked 
ample lead ex new equipment 
AC128 6p 
ACY17-20 8p 
ASY28/9 8p 
ASZ21 8p 
BCY70/1/2 8p 
BCY30-34 10p 
BY127 8p 
BZY88 series 6p 
0A5/7/10 10p 
0A47/81 4p 
0A200-5 5p 
0C23 20p 
OC29 25p 
OC44 6p 

SMALL ORDERS, ENCLOSE SUITABLE 
STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE 

LARGE ORDERS, ADD SUFFICIENT FOR 
POSTAGE, INSURANCE, ETC. 

TOTAL GOODS PLUS CARRIAGE, ADD 10% V.A.T. 

0071/2 6p 
0C200-5 6p 
2G302 6p 
2N2926 5p 
2N598/9 6p 
2N1091 8p 
2N1302 8p 
Germ. diode 3p 
GET111 20p 
G ET1 20 
(AC128 In 1"sq. 
heat sink) 20p 
100v 1 amp 
diode 3 

8 way Cinch standard 
0.15 pitch edge socket 

20p 

U.E.C.L. 10 way pin 
connector 2B6000 
0A1 P10 .. 20p 

U.E.C.L. 20 way pin 
connector 
2A60000A1P20 30p 

U.E.C.L. 10 way pin 
socket 2B606001 R10 

20p 

U.E.C.L. 20 way pin 
socketB 260800A1 R20 

30p 

BELLING LEE L1354 
TV Aerial diplexer 10p 

TAA300 TO -74 1 Watt 
A.F. AMPLIFIER I.C. 
4.5 to 9v £1.62 

WIREWOUND 
SLIDER 

150 Ohm, 250 Ohm 5K 
4p each 

HANDLES 
Rigid light blue nylon 
64" with secret fitting 
screws 5p 

Rotor with neon in- 
dicator, as used in 
Seafarer, Pacific, Fair- 
way depth finders 

20p each 

Miniature Axial Lead, 
Ferrite Choke formers 

2p 

DEE PLUG 
McMurdo DA15P 15 
way chassis plug 20p 

Fairway 18009 Coax. 
socket .. 5p 

TIE CLIPS 
Nylon self locking 3i" 
1p;7"2p 

CINCH 150 
12 way edge socket 

10p 
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GIRO NO. 331 7056 
C.W.O. only. P. & P, IOp on orders below E5 

Discount CI0-10%, £20 -IS% (except net items) 
Export Order enquiries welcome (VAT free) 

Official Orders accepted from 
Educational & Government Departments 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS 
10E12 5W KIT: 10 of each E12 value, 10 ohms -1M, a total of 610 (CARBON FILM 5%), L3 10 net 
10E12 5W KIT: 10 of each E12 value. 10 ohms-I M, a total of 610 (CARBON FILM 5"), E3 20 net 
25E 12 6W KIT' 25 of each E 12 value, 10 ohms-I M, a total of 1525 (CARBON FILM 5%), C7 20 net 
25E12 }W KIT: 25 of each E l2 value. 10 ohms --IM, a total of 1525 (CARBON FILM 5./01, E7 35 net 
20E12 5W KIT: 20 of each E12 value, 10 ohms --IM, a total of 1220 (METAL FILM Slool, 0 50 net 
15E12 1W KIT: 15 of each E12 value. 10 ohms -1M, a total of 915 (METAL FILM 5°4), L8 IS net 
10E12 2W KIT: 10 of each E12 value, .10 ohms --1M, a total of 610 (METAL FILM 5^,,), £12 65 net 

MOLLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SERIES 
250V P.C. Mounting: 0 OIUF, 0 015pF, 0 0221F, 0 033»F, 0 0470E, 35p. 0 06BoF, 
0 10E, 45p. 0.150á, 45p. 0 220F, 55p. O 330F, 8p, 0 470F, 9p. 0.680F, lip. IOF, 
15p. I SuF, 22p. 2 20F, 25p. 
MOLLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES 
400V: 0 0010F, 0'00150F, 0 0022uF, 0 00330E, 0 00470F, 21p. 0 00680F, 0 010E, 
0 0150E, 0 0220E, 0 0330F, 35p. 0 0470F, 0 068oF, O.IpF. 45-p. 0 150E, 65p. 
0 220F, 8(p. 0 330F, I2p. 0.47µF, 14p. 
160V: 0 01 pF, 0 015µF, 0 022µF, 25p. 0 0470F, 0 µ680F, 35p. 0 I0F, 0.150F, 4,p. 
0 220E, Sp. 0 331Æ,6p.0 470E, 75p.0 680F, Ilp. l)IF, 125p. 

MINIATURE CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS 
50V: (pF) 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56. 68. 82. 100, 120, 150, 180, 220. 270, 330, 390, 470. 
560, 680, 820, IK, I K5, 2K2, 3K3, 4K7, 6K8, (µF) 0 01, 0 015, 0022, 0 033, 0 047, 
2}p. each.0 1,30V,45p,:0 I; 100V, 55p. 
POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 160V S 

(pF) 10, 15, 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 680, 1000, 1500, 2200, 3300, 
4700, 4p. 6800, 10,000, 45p, 

B. H. COMP 

RESISTORS 
CF-High Stab Carbon Film, 5% MF-High Stab Metal Film, 5%. 
W, Type Range 
} CF 22 -IM 
} CF 22-2M2 
i CF 22-1M 
} MF 10-2M7 
¢ MF 10-2M2 
I MF 10-10M 
2 MF 10-10M 

-9 10-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500.999 1000 - 
0.8 0.65 0.62 0.55 0.5 0.45 
08 065 0.62 0.55 0.5 0 45 
08 065 0.62 055 05 0.45 
0.9 0.8 0 7 0 65 0 65 06 
09 08 0.7 065 0.65 0.6 

5 I.25 125 I -I I 0 95 0 88 
3 2.5 2.5 2 175 175 1 6 

Size mm 
2.4.7'5 
3.9x103 
55x16 
3x7 

42x10.8 
6 6x13 
8x175 

For value mixing prices, please refer to our catalogue. (price in pence ga5,hl 
VALUES AVAILABLE-E12 Series only. "NET PRICES ABOVE 100 
PRESET SKELETON POTENTIOMETERS 
MINIATURE 0 25W Vertical or horizontal 6p each 1K, 2K2, 4K7, 10K. etc. 
up to I M It 
SUB -MINO 05W Vertical, 10011 to 220K If Sp each 

ONENT FACTORS LTD. 
(R.C.) 61 CHEDDINGTON ROAD, PITSTONE, 
NR. LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 9AQ 

Tel. i Cheddington 668446 (Std. Code 0296) 
PLEASE WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

Miniature Mullard Electrolytics 
I OuF 63V 
I -5uF 63V 
2 20F 63V 
3.30F 63V 
4 OuF 40V 
4.7uF 63V 
6 80 63V 
8 -OUF 40V 

OUF 16V 
OuF 25V 
OuF 63V 
OuF 16V 
5uF 63V 
6uF 40V 

220F 25V 
22,11E 63V 
32uF 10V 
330F 16V 
33uF 40V 
32uF 63V 
47uF 10V 
47uF 25V 

`47/(F 63V 

6p 680F 16V 6p 
6p 68uF 63V 12p 
6p IOOuF 10V 6p 
6p I000F 25V 6p 
6p 1000F 63V14p 
6p 1500F 16V 6p 
6p 1500F 63V15p 
6p 2200F 6-4V 6p 
6p 2200F 10V 6p 
6p 2200F 16V 8p 
6p 2200F 63V lIp 
6p 3300F 16V 12p 
6p 3300F 63V 2Sp 
6p 4700F 6 4V 9p 
6p 4700F 40V 209 
6p 6800F 16V 15p 
6p 6800F 40V 259 
6p I0000F 16V 20p 
6p 10000F 25V 2Sp 
6p 15000F 6 4 ISp 
6p 15000F I6V 25p 
6p 22000F i0V 259 
8p 33000F 6-4 26p 

VEROBOARD O I o I5 
25 x 5" 28p 28p 
25 x 31" 26p 19p 
31 x 5" 32p 33p 
31 x 35" 28p 28p 
25 x I" 7p 7p 
25 x S" (Plain) - 14p 
2; x 35" (Plain) - 12p 

lain) 
Insertion PtooÌ 59p 59p 
Track Cutter 44p 44p 
Pins, Pb,. 25 IOp 10p 

POTENTIOMETERS 
Carbon Track SK It to 2M 1l, lo or lin. Single, 16;p Dual Gang 46p. Log Single with switch 26p 
Slider Pots. 10K, IOOK, 500K. 30mm, 34p. 45mm, 47p. 60mm, 55p. 

TRANSISTORS 
AC127 165p BC2I2L lip 
ACI28 22p BC2I3L 12p 
BC107 1 l BC2I4L 17p 
BC108 12p OC44 18p 
BC109 13p OC71 139 
BC148 12p OCBI 169 
BC149 12p 0C170 23p 
BCI82L 12p TIS43 33p 
BC183L I2p 2N2926 Ilp 
BC184L 13p 2N3702 lip 

DIODES 
N4001 65p 
N4002 7513 
N4003 9p 
N4004 95p 
N4005 12p 
N4006 14p 
N914 7p 
N916 7p 

BA100 10º 
OAS 42p 
0A47 9p 
0A81 I lp 
0A200 8p 

PLUGS 
DIN 2 Pln 12p 

3 Pin 139 
5 Pin 180° 15p 
Std. lack 145p 
2.5mm lack I 1p 
Phono 5,p 
SOCKETS 
DIN 2 Pm IOp 

3 Pin 10p 
5 in 180° 12p 
St jack 145p 
2.5mm Jack I 1p 
Phono 5513 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Tubular & Large Cans 
(uFVl: 2 225, 2 263, 4710, 4725, 4763, 2210, 22'25, 
22 63, 59. 2 10, 10 10, 50 10, 100 10, 10 25, 50 25, 10.50, 55p. 
200 10, 100 25, 50 50, 65p. 500 10, 200 25. 100 50, 9p. 1000 10, 
500 25, 200 50, I Ip, 2000 10, 1000 25. 500 50. 16(p. 1000 50, 
39p. 1000 100, 66p, 2000 25. 27p. 2500 12, 17p. 2500 25, 33p. 
2500 50, 62p. 3000 50, 72p. 5000 25, 66p. 5000 50, 94p, 7000 59, 
609. 25,000 25, 74p. HI-VOLT: 8 350, 14p. 16 350. 19p. 32 350, 
iSp. 50 250, I8p 100 500, 33p. 
METALLISED PAPER CAPACITORS 
250V: 0 0011F, 0 111F 4,p, 0 2511F, Sfp, 0 50á, 65p, 111F, 9p. 
000V: 0 O25µE.005oF. 4-p. 0 IUF. 55p, 0.25oF, 65p 0 5µF, 91, 
1000V, 0.010F, 10p. 0 022oF, 12p.µ 047oF, O. IµF, 16p. 0.220F, 
31p, 047µF, 39p. 

Integrated 
Circuits 
uA709C Op 
0A741C Sp 
UA723C LI 
0L914 Sp 

Screened WI e, Metre 51p 
Twin Screened Wire, Metre IOp 
Stereo Screened Wire, Metre IOp 
Connecting Wire. All colours, Metre 4p 
Neon Bulb, 9 V Wire Ended 5 for 24p 
Panel Neon. 40V Red, Amber, Clear 165p 

QUANTITY DISCOUNT 
SPECIAL BULK BUY PRICES 

ARE AVAILABLE BY 
QUOTATION FOR LARGE 

PROJECTS AND TRADE 

NOW AVAILABLE.... LATEST 

BOUND VOLUME 

No. 26 

Comprisin5 
792 pages 
plus index 

AUGUST 1972 
to JULY 1973 

of 

"Radio & Electronics 

Constructor" 

FOR YOUR LIBRARY 

PRICE £2.10 P&P 30p 

BOUND VOLUME No. 24 (August 1970 to July 1971) 
BOUND VOLUME No. 25 (August 1971 to July 1972) 

PRICES £2.00 per Volume P £t P 30p. 

Limited number of these 

volumes still available. 

We regret all earlier volumes are now completely sold out. 
Available only from 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W9 1SN 
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SUPPLIERS OF SEMI -CONDUCTORS TO THE WORLD 

Telephone 
Corner 
COMPLETE TELEPHONES 

EX. G.P.O. NORMAL 
HOUSEHOLD TYPE 

Only 1.05p 
POST & PACKING 45p EACH 

TELEPHONE DIALS 
Standard Post Office type. Guaranteed in working orde 

Only 271/2 p POST & PACKING 16¡p 

Tested and 
Guaranteed ` 

Paks 
TESTED AND GUARANTEED PAKS 

B79 A - IN4007 Sil. Rec. diodes. 55 
1,000 PIV lamp plastic JJP 

f 891 10 Reed Switches, 1" long, 1" dia. 55 
High speed P.O. type P 

B99 200 Mixed Capacitors. Approx. 55p quantity, counted by weight 
P &P15p 

H4 250 Mixed Resistors. Approx. 
55p quantity counted by weight :J:JJ 

Pu& P 15p 

H35 100 Mixed Diodes, Germ, Gold 55p bonded, etc. Marked and 
Unmarked. 

H7a 30 SAort lead Transisrors. NPN 55 Silicon Planar types. P, 

H39 C Il 
11 

Integrated Circuits. 4 Gates 55 BMC 962, 2 Flip Flops BMC 945 P 
H41 2 Sil Power transi 55p L com pa ir BD13s1¡1tors32 

-= --_- Unmarked 
Untested Paks 

UNMARKED UNTESTED PAKS 

81 
50 Germanium Transistors 55p RF 

B66 150 Germanium Dirties 55 Min. glass type P 
58+ 100 

S 

Silicon Diodes DO -7 glass 55 equiv. to 0A200, 0A202 P 
88 100 Sil. Diodes sub. min. 55 IN914 and IN916 types P 
;-116 15 J 

Experimenters' Pak of 55 Integrated Circuits. Datsa P 
supplied 

H2O 20BT126i7 Type Silicon Rectifiers 55p 
1 amp plastic. Mixed volts. 

H34 15 J 
Power Transistors, PNP, Germ. 55 
NPN Silicon TO -3 Can. J:IP 

Make a rev counter 
for your car 

The 'TACHO BLOCK'. This encapsulated block will turn 
any 0.1mA meter into a linear and accurate rev. counter 
for any car with normal coil ignition system. 

£l.lOp each 

A Cross Hatch 
Generator £3.85 

post 

YES, a complete kit of parts including Printed 
.Circuit Board. A four position switch gives 
X -hatch, Dots, Vertical or Horizontal lines.. 
Integrated Circuit design for easy construction 
and reliability. This was a project in the 
September 1972 edition of Television. 

Electronic Transistor Ignition 

Now in kit form, we offer this "up to the minute' elec- 
tronic ignition system. Simple to make, fullinstructions 
supplied with these outstanding features:, - 

Transistor and conventional switchability,burglar proof 
lock up and automatic alarm, neg t and positive 
compataö lly. This prolect t feature the 
September edition of Electronics Today International' 
magazine. Our kit is recommended by the ETI magasine.' 

Owing to a huge demand, our Kit is now reduced 
from £7.92 

COMPLETE KIT 
including V.A.T 

P. Et p. 11p. 
£6.60, 

Ready built and tested unit £9.90 including 
V.A.T. 

New Paks 
Tested & Guaranteed 

H63 4 
J 

N3055 Type NPN Sil. power [ran- 5 
J5 sistors. Below spec. devices P 

H64. 4 3819 N Channel F. E.T.'s ZN3819 in 55p plasm ease 

55p H65 4 T Type NPN l. transistors 
TO -5O-5 can comp. to H66 

H66 4 40362 Type PNP SO.translstors 55p 

Untested, Unmarked 
467 10 3819 N Channel F_E.S. s plastic case 55p 

1C 

PE 

Silicon. piasuc en 

Germanium AF o 

V on plastic en 
N Silicon similar Z 

BI-PRE-PIAK LTD 
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Plastic Power 
Transistors 

NOW IN TWO RANGES 
There arc 40W and 90W Silicon Plastic Power 
Transistors of the very latest design. available in 
NPN or PNP at the most shatteringly low prices of 
all time. We have been selling these successfully In 

quanti 
to il parts of the world and we are proud to 

Her them under our Tested and Guaranteed terms. 

Range 1. VCE. My r. 15. HFE Min 15. 

1-12 13-25 26-50 
40 Watt 22p 20p 113p 

90 Watt 26yp 244p 22p 
Range 2. VCE. Min 40. FIFE Min 40. 

1.12 13-25 26-50 
40 Watt 33p 31p 29p 
90 Watt 381p 36-1p map 

Complementary pairs matched for gain t 3 amps 
11p extra per pair. Please state NPN or PNP on order. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
We stock a large range of I.C.s very competitive 
prices Ifrom 11p each). These a t all listed In our 
FREE Catalogue, see coupon below.re 

METRICATION CHARTS now available 
This fantastically detailed conversion calculator 
curries thousands of classified references between 

and British (and U.S.A.) measurements of 

111; 

length. area, volume, liquid measure, wts . 

Pocket Size 15p Wall Chart lRp 

LOW COST DUAL IN LINE I.C. SOCKETS 

I 
14 pin rype at 16¡p each lNow new low profile type 

of 16 pin rype at 18p each f 
BOOKS 

/// We have a large selection of Reference anti 
Technical Books in stock, details are in our, 
latest catalogue' send for it TODAY using the 
coupon below. 

Send far lists of publication 

/// 

Our famous Pl Pak 
is still leading in value 

Full of Short Lead Semiconductors -and Electronic 
Components, approx. 170. We guarantee at least 

30 really high quality factory marked Transistors 
PNP & NPN, and a host of Diodes & Rectifiers 
mounted on Printed Circuit Panels. Identification 
Chart supplied to give sortie information on the 
Transistors. c 
Please ask for Pak P.1. only 55p 

Please send me the FREE BÍ.Pre-Pak Catalogue 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

All prices include 1010 

MINIMUM ORDER 50p. CASH WITH ORDER 
PLEASE. Add 11p post and packing per order. 
OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR POSTAGE 

BUY THESE GOODS WITH ACCESS 

//////// 
Dept ç. 222.224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX. 

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344. 
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HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept RC, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham,CR4 3H0 Phone 01-648 8422 

COMPRESSION TRIMMERS 
*WE STOCK THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE U.K. (ei) 

Here's a page from our Catalogue showing a 

few typical types 

HONE 
RADIOCOMPONiMTSI 

CAPACITORS 

Make: CYLDON 

Maker's No. 

CB13I30 3 3 xi. 2 
CAAI`10 4 S 

CAA/80 inches 

CAAI180 

Cat. No. 

VC29D 
VC29E 
VC29F 
VC29H 

VC29J 
MT31AI9 

VC29LA 
MT31AI3 

VC29LC 
MT31A112 

VC29K 
MT31AI4 

VC29LB 
MT31A15 

VC29L 
MT31AI13 

VC29M M 
S 

T251 
VC29MA p/IT2512 
V C29M8 1,1T25I3 
VC29N 1vIT25I4 
VC29P 

paso a 
of 

targa 
relega - Air D ric 

Trimrners 
in stock 

* Send 

now for 

catalogue 
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VC29PA 
VC29Q 
VC29R 
VC291tB 
vC29S 
VC29SA 
VC29SB 

TPl 
TP4 
TP12 
TPl1 
TP7 
TP10 
TP29 

Size 

3xß 
xS S S 

inches 

5x7 x a 8 

inches 

price 
Capacity lop 
3-30 PF 10p 
3_40 PF TOP 

10-_80 PF 12p 
60__180 pF 

1.5-20 
3-40 PF 

7-60 PF 
10-80 PF, 
30-140 PF 
60__180 PF 

5x7 8 a 

inches 

The Catalogue costs 55p plus 22p post 
and packing. Every copy contains ten 
vouchers each worth 5 pence when used 
as directed. Regularly up -dated price lists 
are supplied to you free 

POST THIS COUPON 
with cheque or P.O. for 77p. 

1.5-25 PF 

2.5--40 pF 

3 

PF 

20- 0 0 PF 
45-250 PF 

The price of Tip applies only to catalogues purchased 
by customers -n the U.K. and to BFPO eddy 

Sp 
Sp 

10p 
9p 

lOp 
llp 

10-110 pF 
20-250 PF 
50._450 PF 
150-750 pf 
300-1000 PF 
q00-1250 PF 

500-2000 PF 

11P 
llp 
llP 
12P 
12P 

12P 
11P 
14p 
17P 
18P 
19P 
22P 

CA -CB tYpes 

The famous Home Radio Components Catalogue 

lists 6,785 items -1,750 of them illustrated. 

Please wr,fe your Name and Address in block capitals 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 
415a6 

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD. àegd. No I 
912966 

J Dept.AC,334-240 London Road, Mitcham CR4 3HD London 
ss - ni mom ss sa ss ss. ss ss MIMI- - 
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REGENERATIVE 
by R. A. Penfold 

This unusual receiver, intended pri- 
marily for areas where f.m. reception 
is reasonably good, employs only two 
transistors. It draws an extremely low 
current from its internal 9 volt battery 

THIS IS A SIMPLE 2 -TRANSISTOR REGENERATIVE RECEIVER 

suitable for the reception of B.B.C. f.m. trans- 
missions in the 88 to 108MHz band. Apart from the 
ordinary Radios 2, 3 and 4, this band also provides local 
radio stations in appropriate areas. The set is com- 
pletely self-contained, having an internal 9 volt PP3 

battery and a telescopic aerial. The output is suitable 
for driving a crystal earphone. The case measures 
approximately 4 by 2T by 21 in., excluding the knobs 
and telescopic aerial. 

Although the set has some advantages over simple 
medium wave receivers, such as superior treble response 
and freedom of interference from foreign stations, it 
does have a few disadvantages. Firstly, as the receiver 
uses an extremely simple circuit it is only suitable for 
use in fairly strong reception areas. It should be borne 
in mind that there are still certain parts of the country 
which are not effectively covered by v.h.f. f.m. trans- 
missions and there are local black -spots in otherwise 
good areas of reception. The set should not be built 
unless the reader resides in an area where v.h.f. recep- 
tion is reasonably good. The prototype set is operated 
25 miles from the Wrotham transmitter and gives 
satisfactory results. As is explained at the end of this 
article an improvement in sensitivity can be given by a 

different type of telescopic aerial, but this improvement 
cannot be guaranteed to overcome the limitations of the 
circuit in a poor reception area. 

338 

A second disadvantage is that the receiver is slightly 
more difficult to build and adjust than a simple medium 
wave set. Thirdly it cannot, of course, receive foreign 
stations. Nevertheless, it does make an interesting 
alternative to medium wave receivers and, when 
properly built and adjusted, is capable of a very high 
quality output. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 

The circuit of the receiver is shown in Fig. 1. TRI is an 
inexpensive v.h.f. transistor type 2N2369A, and is used 
here as the regenerative detector. Basically this circuit 
consists of a grounded base oscillator with capacitive 
feedback, the regeneration being set to a point just 
below the level at which oscillation occurs. 

RI biases the transistor, whilst Cl bypasses the base 
for radio frequencies. L2 is the v.h.f. tuned winding and 
VC1 the tuning capacitor. LI is a choke which provides 
a d.c. return to the negative supply rail for the emitter 
and offers a high impedance at the signal frequencies. 
In the grounded base configuration the emitter and 
collector are in phase, whereupon C6 introduces 
positive feedback. The supply for TRI is obtained via 
the potentiometer VRI which, in consequence, controls 
the gain of the stage. VR1 acts as the regeneration 
control. 

The aerial currents are loosely coupled to the tuned 
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Y.H.F. RECEIVER 

C6 

E'"'" 

:LI 

TRI 

L2 

2N2369A 

r- 
\ 

VAe. 

r- 
E L3 

C 

VRI 

4 

C 

C5 

R4 

TR2 

2N3708 

SI +9V 

R5 

Output to utal 
earphone 

3SK1 

c 

2N2369A 
Lead -outs 

bce 

2N3708 
Lead -outs 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the v.h.f. receiver. TR1 is a 
regenerative detector and TR2 an a.f. amplifier 

Resistors 
(All fixed 

R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
VRI 

COMPONENTS 

values watt 10%) 
330kû 
3.9kû 
2.2kû 
560kû 
4.7kû 
1.8kû 
10k12 potentiometer, log, with switch SI 

Capacitors 
Cl 1,000pF disc ceramic 
C2 0.022µF polyester 
C3 0.01µF disc ceramic 
C4 41.1F electrolytic, 10 V.Wkg. 
C5 220pF ceramic plate 
C6 1.8pF tubular ceramic 
C7 6.8pF tubular ceramic 
VC1 5 or 6pF variable, miniature (see text) 

Inductors 
Ll, L2, L3 See text 

Semiconductors 
TRI 2N2369A 
TR2 2N3708 

Socket 
SKI 3.5mm jack socket 

Miscellaneous 
Telescopic aerial type TA 10 (Eagle - see text) 
9 volt battery type PP3 (Ever Ready) 
Battery connectors 
Crystal earphone with 3.5mm. jack plug 
2 control knobs 
Plain Veroboard, 0.15 in. matrix 
Aluminium sheet 
Formica 
Grommet (see text) 
4 rubber feet 
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circuit via L3. The detected audio signal is developed 
across R2, whilst C2, R3 and C3 form an r.f. filter. C4 
provides a.f. coupling and d.c. blocking. TR2 operates 
as a straightforward common emitter a.f. amplifier, 
with R5 as the collector load and R4 as the base 
biasing resistor. 

A certain amount of treble cut is applied in order to 
compensate for the treble boost given to the signal at 
the transmitter. The r.f. filter components give a small 
amount of treble cut and the rest is provided by C6, 
No output coupling capacitor is required as the 
receiver is designed for use with a crystal earpiece, 
which does not allow the passage of direct current. A 
series coupling capacitor of suitable value would be 
required if the receiver were coupled to an a.f. amplifier, 
and this should be positioned at the amplifier end of the 
screened lead coupling the two units together. There is a 
very slight possibility that a small amount of v.h.f. 
signal may still be present in the receiver output. 
Should this cause any problems in the amplifier a 
series 2.2kí2 resistor in the non -earthy output lead 
followed by a 1,000pF ceramic capacitor to earth 
should be added, these components again being fitted 
at the amplifier end of the screened cable. But it must be 
emphasised that the receiver is essentially intended for 
use with a crystal earphone only, and that it should be 
initially put into working order with an earphone of 

21/2"- 

END 

(Formica) 
21/8"+ 4` 

L 1 

l/4"--1 F-- 

®a 

1/2" 3/4" 5/16" 

13/8°.1 -J 3/4" I..- 

this type. 
The receiver demodulates by reason of the fact that 

the received f.m. signal is converted to a.m. on the 
sloping skirts of the sharp selectivity curve given when 
regeneration is just below the oscillation point. Because 
of this method of detection there is a central tuning 
point for each station received where the signal is 

applied to the peak of the selectivity curve and is 

effectively nulled. The signal distorts when the set is 

tuned next to the central point. The central range over 
which these effects occur is extremely narrow, and it is 

not at all difficult to receive the signal properly on 
either side of it. ' 

The current consumption of the receiver is a mere 
2mA, with the result that even a small battery such as 
the PP3 will have an extremely long life. 

The component employed in the VC1 position in the 
author's receiver is a surplus type which is not generally 
available. A Jackson Brothers variable capacitor type 
C804 will fit quite well into the layout, and this capacitor 
is available with a value of 5pF. Potentiometer VR1 
should be a reasonably small component, with a body 
diameter of 14 in. or less. The `ceramic plate' capacitor 
specified for C5 is a miniature low voltage component 
having a square outline and side wires. A suitable 
component would be Cat. No. C87N from Home Radio. 

SIDE 

(aluminium) 

4-b 
bA 

21/2" 

Ae mounting 

END 

e (Formica) f 

Flanges bent at 90°away 

from viewer 

Flanges bent at 90° 
towards viewer 
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Fig. 2. Details of the parts which make up the case. The panels are aluminium sheet or Formica, as indicated 
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MAKING THE CASE 

The case used to house the receiver is made from 
aluminium sheet of around 18 s.w.g., and Formica. 
Fig. 2 shows the individual parts and indicates the 
manner in which they are assembled together. The case 
is bolted or screwed together by fastenings which pass 
through the holes which have the same lettered mark- 
ings. For example, the two holes marked 'a' on the 
flange of the top panel correspond with the two holes 
marked 'a' on the aluminium side. 

The top and base panels are each bolted to the 
aluminium side plate by two in. 6BA bolts and nuts. 
Thus, all the holes 'a' and 'b' should be drilled out 
6BA clearance. The Formica side is secured to the top 
and base flanges with self -tapping screws. Inconsequence, 
holes 'c' and 'd' on the aluminium flanges should be 
drilled out tapping size for the self -tapping screws and 
holes 'c' and 'd' in the Formica side should be drilled 
out clearance size. The two Formica ends are also 
secured with self -tapping screws, whereupon holes `e', 
'f', `g' and 'h' are drilled out tapping size in the 
aluminium flanges and clearance size in the Formica 
ends. The finished case is quite attractive and is in- 
expensive to make. With the Formica side and ends 
removable, there is easy access to the inside. The 
Formica employed should not, incidentally, be the heat - 
resistant type. This type of Formica may have a metal 
shim laminated inside it, and this might conceivably 
alter receiver performance. 

Two points need to be noted concerning the holes in 
the top panel. It is assumed that the hole for the tele- 
scopic aerial requires a diameter of I in. It is possible 
that some aerials may require a hole of different 
diameter, and this should be checked before drilling 
the hole. As can be seen from the photographs, the hole 
accepts a p.v.c. grommet through which the aerial 
passes. In the prototype the grommet had an inside hole 
diameter of in. The second point concerning the top 
panel is that one of the dimensions relating to the holes 
for VR1 and VC1 bushes is the decimal 0.8 in.; all the 
remaining dimensions which are not in whole numbers 
of inches are fractional. 

Returning to the telescopic aerial, this has a threaded 
portion at its bottom which fits into a hole drilled in the 
aluminium base. The hole is drilled slightly too large 
and insulating washers are placed over the threaded 
section of the aerial on each side of the panel. Also, a 
solder tag is fitted over the threaded section above the 
upper insulating washer to enable connection to be 
made to the aerial later. The aerial is positioned so that 
the threaded section is central in the hole and its 
mounting nut is then tightened. An ohmmeter or 
continuity tester is then used to ensure that the aerial is 
insulated from the aluminium chassis. 

Socket SKI and potentiometer VR1 can be mounted 
at this stage. VC I forms part of the main component 
assembly and is fitted later. Four small rubber feet are 
mounted on the aluminium base. The holes for the 
screws which secure these feet in position are not 
shown in Fig. 2. 

COMPONENT ASSEMBLY 

All the small components including the coils are 
mounted on a plain 0.15 in. matrix Veroboard panel. 
This has 12 by 14 holes. Fig. 3 shows the component 
side of the panel, together with the connections to VR1, 
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Pos. battery clip 

Neg. battery clip SKI 

Fig. 3. Une side of the component panel, with 
parts fitted and wired in place 

R6 

A clósèr view. Note that the side of the component 
board on which L2 and L3 are fitted is towards 

the viewer 



SI, SK1 and the battery. The chassis connection to SKI 
is given automatically via its mounting bush and nut. 
The potentiometer switch will very probably be a 2 pole 
type, and only one pole is needed here. If necessary the 
appropriate tags can be identified with the aid of a 
continuity tester or ohmmeter. 

The component board is very easy to assemble, the 
components being mounted in the positions shown with 
their leads bent over at right angles on the reverse side 
of the board and then cut to length. The leads are 
soldered together as indicated by the broken lines in 
the diagram. 

Fig. 4 shows the underside of the board and the 
additional wiring needed to complete the assembly. A 
piece of thick tinned copper wire, of around 16 s.w.g., 
passes along the bottom of the board, and ensures that 

Moving vane tog of VC1 

Fig. 4. The other side of the panel, on which are 
fitted C6, C7, L2 and L3 

all the components which run to earth make a good 
connection. The moving vane tag of VC1 is soldered to 
this wire, and it is through VC1 that the board is 
earthed to the aluminium section of the case. This 
soldered connection also provides the physical mount- 
ing for the board. 

L2 consists of 6 turns of 16 s.w.g. enamelled copper 
wire wound on a -tsis in. diameter former. It is important 
that the coil is exactly 6 turns, as if it is even a quarter 
of a turn out the set will have an incorrect frequency 
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coverage. Initially, the coil is given a length of 0.6 in. 
It has a centre tap for the collector of TRI. Any round 
object of the required diameter can be used for the 
former, and this is removed after the coil has been 
wound and the centre tap point has been scraped clean 
of enamel and tinned, ready for connection. The ends 
of the coil are also, of course, scraped clean and tinned 
before connection. These ends are positioned and 
soldered in the manner shown in Fig. 4. The lead from 
the junction of L2 and C7 to the fixed vanes tag of VC1 
should be kept reasonably short. 

The component board removed from the case. 
The tuning capacitor is below the board and was a 
little out of position when this photograph was 

taken 

L3 is merely two turns of wire, again with an inside 
diameter of 11 in., which are wound in the lead which 
travels from aerial to earth. When the component board 
is mounted, this lead runs across the surface of the 
board. The wire is ordinary p.v.c. covered connecting 
wire with a single core for stiffness. The turns are 
closely wound and the coil is pushed close up to the end 
of L2, as illustrated. 

Ll is wound on a 100kû I watt 10% or 20% resistor, 
and consists of 40 turns of enamelled or rayon covered 
wire of around 34 s.w.g. The coil is scramble -wound and 
its ends are anchored by being soldered to the lead -outs 
of the resistor. The resistor lead -outs also provide a 
convenient means of connection to the coil. (Do not use 
a 5% resistor here. Close tolerance carbon composition 
resistors are occasionally subjected to a `copper spray' 
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at the factory, and this constitutes a short-circuited 
turn. - Editor.) 

VC1 may now be fitted, whereupon the component 
board takes up the position shown in the photographs 
of the interior of the receiver. The battery fits in the 
space between the component board and the aerial. It is 
secured in position when the Formica side panel is 
screwed on. If necessary, a piece of plastic foam may be 
fitted between the panel and the battery to hold it 
securely. 

RECEIVER OPERATION 

With the prototype it was found necessary to have the 
telescopic aerial fully extended for best results. It is 
therefore not recommended that an aerial be used 
which is shorter than that specified. This has an 
extended length of 120 cm. 

With the set turned on and VR1 advanced slightly, 
background noise should be heard in the earphone. 
If VR1 is advanced further a point will be reached 
where the noise suddenly becomes greatly diminished. 
Any further advancement of VR1 will probably cause 
an extremely loud hissing noise to be heard. The set is 
at its most sensitive when VR1 is adjusted to the point 
where background noise is just beginning to be 
diminished. When the set is in use, VR1 should not be 
advanced beyond this point as this will cause the set to 
oscillate and radiate interference. When the receiver is 
actually tuned to a station it is easy to accidentally turn 
VR1 too far, and this may not be noticed because the 
first stage of the set will then be operating as a super- 
regenerative detector. Great care should therefore be 
exercised when tuning the receiver. 

It may be found that the receiver does not quite 
cover the desired range, making it impossible to tune in 
all three main B.B.C. stations. In such a case a little 
experimental alteration of the inductance of L2 by 
either stretching or compressing the winding should put 
matters right. However, if L2 is made accurately in the 
first place subsequent adjustment of its inductance 
should not normally be necessary. 

With the prototype, Radios 2, 3 and 4 can all be 
received with good volume and quality, and with a 
reasonably low noise level. In the author's area there is 
no local radio station, but signals from the Radio 
Medway transmitter were just perceptible above the 
noise level of the receiver. 

ALTERNATIVE AERIAL 

Since the B.B.C. uses horizontally polarised signals 
and the receiver has a vertical aerial, the author tried 
the effect of a swivel base telescopic aerial, since this 
could be oriented to a 45° position or to the horizontal 
position. This gave quite a large increase in sensitivity, 
and tuning and regeneration adjustments became less 
critical. Since the author lives in a fairly good reception 
area the modification has relatively little advantage to 
him, as the volume level and signal-to-noise ratio were 
not much different. However, the point is mentioned 
because, in a poorer reception area, the use of a swivel 
base telescopic aerial would probably give an improve- 
ment that is more worth -while. The aerial is fitted to an 
insulated mounting at the top of the case and should 
have an extended length of around 40 in. or more. 
A 40* in. swivel jointed aerial appears in the Henry's 
Radio catalogue under Type No. TA12A. 
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Across 
6. Evident in the mains transformer secondary. (7,7) 
9. Jacket appendage for disc or wire. (6) 

10. Describes the O -V-1 receiver. (3,5) 
11. Two Morse transmissions could produce these. 

(1,1,1,5) 
13. Electromagnetic C.G.S. unit of e.m.f. (6) 
15. Bring to light. (6) 
17. The Greeks had a word for wavelength. (6) 
19. Units of the light type of flux. (6) 
20. Is solved, break up! (8) 
22. He who instigates transistor amplification mode? 

(8) 
24. Figures with four equal sides. (6) 
26. Less Roy's thesis, this simply adds up to 

transformer waste. (10,4) 

Down 
1. In British TV this is 50Hz. (5,9) 
2. Non -active home of Wharfedale. (4) 
3. You can expect the series tuned circuit to do 

this. (6) 
4. Robots. (8) 
5. With a triangle, half the base times the height. (4) 
7. Hate and remove meter check? (6) 
8. B9A bottom. (5,5,4) 

12. One is shattered to give unwanted sound. (5) 
14. Can precede `troll' or `massage'. (5) 
16. Doubtful sinecure, not very safe. (8) 
18. Decks. (6) 
21. Accent in a distressing circumstance. (6) 
23. Surprising that a quartz crystal should be this 

resonant! (4) 
25. Musical radar system. (4) 

(Solution on page 361.) 
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NEWS . . AND 
INTEGRAL MICROPHONE TAPE 
RECORDER 

ITT's new Studio 60M tape recorder, with its highly 
sensitive integral microphone allied to the important 
back-up of Automatic Recording Level Control, is a 
superb addition to the cassette recorder field and will 
certainly rate among the most popular of battery -or - 
mains portable recorders so far marketed. 

Handsome in its black -and -silver styling, the Studio 
60M is nevertheless far from being just a pretty face, 
since the quality of its sound reproduction is impress- 
ively high, whether heard through its own wide -range 
speaker, through headphones, or extension speakers. 
Yet although ideal for the expert user, with its separate 
circuits for ferroxide tapes and the new 'chrome' 
variety, and choice of auto or manual recording level 
control by flicking a switch, it is also great for the 
novice. Simple in operation, it even switches off 
automatically as the tape ends, with an indicator light 
switching on to show it has done so! 

Automatic recording level control in the Studio 60M 
is uncannily accurate, so manual control is seldom 
needed. With the silent -running recorder switched on, 
the highs and lows of sound volume it captures on tape. 
are automatically balanced, making the new model 
exceptionally useful. 

ELECTRONIC AID TO ENABLE 
DUMB TO COMMUNICATE 

About five years ago, at the age of 21, Toby Churchill 
a qualified mechanical engineer working for Lucas - 
contracted an unidentified virus disease which left him 
with a number of disabilities. These included a complete 
loss of the power of speech and a paralysed right arm. 

He conceived the idea of a portable electronic device 
which would enable him to communicate with others 
easily and set about the task of putting his idea into 
practice. After reviewing the electronic components 
available, he knew that his ideas were not just a pipe 
dream but a practical possibility. The Engineering 
Department at Cambridge University heard of Toby's 
ideas and agreed that they would form the basis of a 
worthwhile project. 

Very quickly the ideas became reality. A typewriter - 
like keyboard was coupled to a Burroughs 'self -scan' 
display system. Circuits were designed to allow the unit 
to be powered from rechargeable batteries. 

Toby now talks to people using the keyboard: the 
letters, words and numerals appear in a very easily -read 
form on the self -scan display panel. 

A number of people assisted with the development of 
the unit - which has been called the Lightwriter - in, 
many different ways. Burroughs, keyboard manu- 
facturers, Cambridge University and Burroughs' UK 
agents, Walmore Electronics Ltd., all played their parts. 

As a result of pressure from friends and aquaintances 
with similar disabilities, a company - Toby Churchill 
Ltd. - has been set up to manufacture the Lightwriter. 
The company has financial backing and production 
facilities, and it is expected that the first unit will 
become available in the first half of 1974. 

The heart of the Lightwriter is the self -scan display 
panel which is manufactured by Burroughs Corporation 
in America and available through the UK agents, 
Walmore Electronics i .td. 

SLIMLINE CEILING SPEAKER 
The new FF.22 Ceiling Speaker from Eagle Inter- 

national achieves a remarkably low profile of only 
70mm using an inverted magnet speaker. This slim 
surface mounting unit requires no cutting or recessing, 
minimising installation problems and harmonising 
equally well with new or existing architecture. 

The 165mm diameter speaker provides a high 
standard of clarity and definition. Its power handling 
of 8 watts continuous rating affords adequate capacity 
for use in hotels, supermarkets, hospitals, garages and 
similar locations. 

An important safety feature of the FF.22 is its finish, 
in stove enamelled metal, which eliminates fire risk. The 
unit has a frequency range of 60 - 14000Hz with 8 ohms 
impedance. Dimensions: 235 x 50mm. 
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EAGLE INTERNATIONAL FF22. Ceiling speaker. Surface - 
mounting for really low profile (only 70mm) and very easy 
installation. Excellent clarity and definition. Power hand- 
ling: 8 ohms. Continuous rating. R.R.P.. £5.25 + VAT. 
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COMMENT 
NORWICH OBSERVATORY 
In this electronic age, it is difficult to draw a line 
between where one science ends and another begins, 
each discipline runs into another. We feel justified 
therefore in giving some details of the observatory 
being built by members of the Norwich Astronomical 
Society, particularly as regular observations are already 
being carried out by one of its members on sunspot 
activity, and it is planned to put into operation a Solar 
Noise Recording installation operating on 136MHz, to 
correlate visual sunspot observation with radio observ- 
ations. 

The new observatory is located on a fine site over- 
looking and leased from the University of East Anglia. 

There will be two telescopes, the 10 inch telescope, 
from the Society's old site which is now unusable 
because of electrical interference, and a completely 
new telescope of 30 inch aperture to be housed in a 
dome of quite original design. 

The electronic equipment includes frequency con- 
trolled synchronous drive for the 10 inch telescope, 
which will be a pilot scheme for the drive on the 30 inch 
telescope and for which it will be uprated, and electronic 
safety interlocks between domes and telescope drives so 
that neither will over -run. 

The 200 or so members are working very hard on the 
project, labouring, bricklaying etc., and on fund raising 
schemes. 

Readers are reminded that under the terms of 
the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949, it is an 
offence within the U.K., to operate any trans- 
mitting apparatus except in accordance with the 
conditions of a Licence issued by the Minister of 
Posts and Telecommunications. 

IN BRIEF 

HIGH STABILITY DIGITAL DISPLAY 
RECEIVER 

A new full -facility digital display communications 
receiver, providing frequency read-out to an accuracy 
of one Hertz in the high frequency bands at a lower, 
price, it is claimed, than any comparable British 
receiver, i"s announced by Eddystone Radio, a GEC - 
Marconi Electronics company. 

The new receiver, the EC958/7, is the latest version of 
the highly successful EC958 series of solid-state general 
purpose communications receivers, orders for nearly 
1500 of which have been received from a wide variety 
of users throughout the world. 

The EC958/7 incorporates all the facilities of the 
standard EC958, although many of the operating 
parameters have been improved. It provides frequency 
coverage from 10k Hz to 30MHz in a continuous sweep 
which, coupled with its frequency stability and rugged 
construction, makes it well suited for a wide range of 
applications in fixed, mobile and maritime services. 

The key to its high performance is the easy -to - 
operate tuning system. Using only the main tuning 
control and range switch the EC958/7 can be contin- 
uously tuned over the entire frequency range. 

Coastal Radio Ltd., a Marconi Marine company, is featuring a wide 
range of communications equipment, echosounders, television and inter- 
com. equipment at the International Boat Show, Earls Court. 

Described by Howard Kornstein of Data Applications International 
Ltd., as a `hands on' event, 23 of this country's leading design specialists 
attended an exclusive three-day microcomputer workshop session at 
London's Central Polytechnic recently. 

Mr. G. R. Jessop, C.Eng., M.I.E.R.E., G6JP has been elected President 
of The Radio Society of Great Britain for 1974. 

The Fourth European Microwave Conference is to be held in con- 
junction with the Microwave 74 exhibition in Montreux in September. 

The BBC's regional TV centre at Plymouth is being up -dated for 
colour broadcasting, and will be the Corporation's first studio to operate 
EMI's latest colour TV camera, type `2005'. 

Chinaglia (pronounced key -na -glia) (U.K.) Ltd., of 19 Mulberry Walk, 
ondon, S.W.3. have announced a low cost quality range of test equipment 

now available in this country. One of the range is the `Cortina' multimeter 
priced at £15.90. 
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"Congratulations, you have a fine 
stereophonic set!" 
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AST MONTH'S ARTICLE IN THE 
'Suggested Circuit' series was 

devoted to two circuits incorporating a 
Post Office electromagnetic counter. 
The type of counter employed presents 
numbers running from 0000 to 9999 
and does not have a zero re -set. In 
consequence, the number displayed at 
the start of a counting operation has 
to be noted and then subtracted from 
the number which appears at the end 
of the operation. The counter mechan- 
ism is such that on applying a voltage 
to its coil an armature is energised, 
causing an operating pawl to move 
over one tooth of a ratchet wheel 
coupled to the 'units' digit wheel. 
When this voltage is removed the 
armature releases, moving the 'units' 
digit wheel on to the next figure. The 
`units' digit wheel is coupled to 'tens', 
`hundreds' and 'thousands' digit wheels 
by gearing similar to that encoun- 
tered in a car mileometer. A more 
detailed description of counter opera- 
tion was given in the previous article. 

Electromagnetic counters of this 
type are available with various coil 
resistances. The type employed in the 
author's circuits has a coil resistance of 
2,3009, and is obtainable from 
Henry's Radio Ltd., by whom it is 
listed as Type 14B. Operating voltage 
is of the order of 80 to 100 volts. 

Two further counting circuits will be 
described in the present article. 
1 -SECOND COUNTER 

The first application to be dis- 
cussed is one in which the electro- 
magnetic counter is employed in a 
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1 -second counting circuit. In this 
circuit the counter passes through one 
energise and release cycle every 
second, with the result that it counts 
the number of seconds elapsing from 
the moment of turning on the counting 
circuit. The counter may, as a result, 
be employed as an `electronic stop- 
watch', as a timer for photographic 
and production processes, or as a 
timer for sporting events and similar 
applications. Its timing precision will 
not be as high as that of an escapement 
operated mechanism, but a surpris- 
ingly high degree of accuracy will 
nevertheless be given provided care is 
taken in the selection of the timing 
components. 

The circuit of the 1 -second counter 
is given in Fig. 1. In this diagram the 
electromagnetic counter is operated by 
way of TR3, a high voltage power 
transistor type MJE340, in the same 
manner as occurred in one of last 
month's circuits. The 125-0-125 volt 
secondary of transformer TI couples 
to the full -wave rectifier circuit given 
by D4 and D5, and the unsmoothed 
rectified half -cycles are fed via voltage 
dropping resistor R7 to the coil of the 
electromagnetic counter. The armature 
of this counter energises when TR3 
turns on, and releases when TR3 cuts 
off, and there is no necessity for any 
smoothing capacitors in this part of the 
circuit. Diode D3 prevents the appear- 
ance of high back e.m.f's in the counter 
coil when TR3 cuts off. The mains 
transformer is an R.S. Components 
product described as a `Midget Mains 
250 volt' transformer. 

The 1 -second timing circuit proper 
consists of the multivibrator in- 
corporating TRI and TR2, and this 
runs at a frequency of 1 cycle per 
second. TR1 and TR2 are germanium 
rather than silicon transistors because 
the more commonly encountered 
silicon devices have reverse base - 
emitter voltage ratings which are too 
low to enable them to be employed in 
simple multivibrators. The supply for 
the multivibrator is obtained from the 
rectifiers D4 and D5 and is passed, via 
R6 and zener diode Dl, to the second 
zener diode, D2. The stabilized voltage 
across D2 is smoothed by C3 and is 
then applied to the multivibrator. 
The multivibrator period is controlled 
by Cl, C2, R2, VRl and R3, and the 
transistors are turned on, within the 
multivibrator cycle, for roughly equal 
lengths of time. When TR2 turns on, 
its collector current flows by way of R4 
into the base of TR3, thereby turning 
this transistor on also and energising 
the counter armature. When TR2 
turns off, so also does TR3, and the 
counter armature releases. 

The counting operation is controlled 
by SI(a)(b). The circuit is initially 
switched on by means of S2 with 
S1(a)(b) being in the 'Stop' position, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Section Sl(b) of 
the switch short-circuits the base of 
TR3 to chassis. If this is not done, the 
process of switching on at S2 can cause 
a momentary base current to flow in 
T.R3 as the capacitors in the multi - 
vibrator settle down to their charged 
conditions. As a result, thecountermay 
energise and produce a false increase of 
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Fig. 1. A 1 -second counting circuit. The counter indicates the number of seconds elapsing from the instant 
of setting switch S1 to 'Start' 

I in the number displayed. Section 
SI(a) connects the base of TR1 to the 
upper terminal of zener diode DI. 
The zener diodes are both rated at 8.2 
volts, with the consequence that the 
base of TR2 is taken positive of its 
emitter by this voltage. 

Immediately after switching on at 
S2, therefore, there is a very short 
period during which Cl and C2 take 
up their charges, after which TRI is 
turned on, with TR2 cut off. The 
supply voltage fed to the upper 
terminal of DI consists of unsmoothed 
rectified half -cycles but C2, which 
connects to this terminal via SI(a), is 
still capable of charging to their peak 
value. This peak value is the zener 
voltage of the diode. 

When Sl(a)(b) is set to `Start', 
section SI(b)removes the short-circuit 
between the base of TR3 and chassis, 
whilst section SI(a) disconnects the 
base of TR2 from the upper terminal of 
DI_ At this instant Cl is charged to the 
full voltage across zener diode D2, less 
the very small forward base -emitter 
voltage drop in TRI, whilst C2 is 
charged to the full voltage across zener 
diode DI plus the very small saturation 
voltage across TRI. Since Di and D2 
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are rated at the same voltage, the 
voltage across the capacitors are very 
nearly equal. C2 now commences to 
discharge via R3 until a moment is 
reached when base current starts to 
flow in TR2. Multivibrator action 
takes place, TR2 comes hard on, 
thereby turning on TR3 and energising 
the counter, and TR 1 cuts off. The 
base of TRI is now held positive of its 
emitter, due to the charged capacitor 
CI, by a voltage approximately equal 
to D2 zener voltage. CI discharges by 
way of R2 and VRI until current flows 
into TRI base. Again multivibrator 
action occurs, with TRI coming on and 
TR2 turning off. TR3 also turns off, 
the counter armature releases, and the 
counter number displayed increases by 
1. At this instant the base of TR2 is 
taken positive of its emitter by a 
voltage approximately equal to the 
zener voltage of D2 due to the charged 
capacitor C2. C2 now starts to dis- 
charge into R3 and a second multi - 
vibrator cycle commences. 

This detailed description of multi - 
vibrator operation has been given in 
order that the function of S I (a)(b) can 
be more readily explained. It will now 
be seen that, when section SI(a) of this 

switch is set to 'Start', the multi - 
vibrator is in exactly the same state as 
it will be in the later multivibrator 
cycles immediately after turn -on in 
TR2. Because of this, the first cycle of 
the multivibrator has the same length 
as all succeeding cycles. If the multi - 
vibrator were started by simply 
applying power to it there would be 
one or more cycles of incorrect length 
before it settled down to its proper 
speed. 

If desired, SI(a) could be replaced 
by a break contact set on a relay 
coupled such that it was automatically 
energised during a process being timed. 
Section S1(b) would be retained as a 
single -pole switch in the unit, where- 
upon the latte.- would be brought into 
action by first switching on at S2 and 
then putting SI(b) to the 'Start' 
position. The counter would then 
subsequently indicate the number of 
seconds during which the process - 
controlled relay was energised. 

For optimum timing accuracy, R2 
and R3 should be high stability (or 
wire -wound) components, and VR I 
should be a wire -wound potentio- 
meter. CI and C2 may be 4 or 4.7µF 
non -electrolytic capacitors. There is no 
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point in employing close -tolerance 
components here as these would still 
necessitate a variable control for final 
fine setting up. In consequence,it is 
recommended that normal wide - 
tolerance parts be used, with the 
setting up control having a wide range. 
There is a possibility that this approach 
may result in the required multi - 
vibrator frequency of I cycle per 
second being outside the range of VR1. 
Should this occur it is merely necessary 
to increase the value of R2 if it is 
desired to lengthen the multivibrator 
cycle, or to reduce the value of R2 in 
order to shorten the cycle. Increasing 
or decreasing the value of R3 will have 
a similar effect. 

The adjustment of VR1 is not 
particularly fedious, although a little 
patience is required. Setting up is 
carried out with the aid of a watch 
having a second hand. Initially, VR I is 
roughly set up for a count of 15 in 
15 seconds, after which increasingly 
fine adjustments can be made for a 
count of 30 in 30 seconds and then 
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should always be against 60 seconds, 
or a multiple of 60 seconds, as this 
ensures that any slight inaccuracies in 
watch scale calibration which may be 
present cannot affect the results. The 
setting up should be undertaken quite 
some time after the unit has been 
assembled, to allow the components 
which directly control the multi - 
vibrator frequency to settle down to 
normai after the thermal stress given 
by soldering. 

Dissipation in TR3 is very small, 
because this transistor is either fully 
cut off or is hard on with a very low 
voltage across it and because there is a 
rapid transition from one condition to 
the other. In the prototype circuit, the 
author mounted TR3 on a small flat 
heat sink measuring 2 in. by 112 in., and 
it ran quite cool. The heat sink is 
insulated from chassis and must not be 
touched when the unit is switched on 
because it is common with the collector 
of the transistor and has a relatively 
high voltage on it over half the multi - 
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vibrator cycle. The transistor is 
secured to the heat sink with a 6BA 
bolt and nut. 

Rectifiers D3, D4 and D5 are shown 
in Fig. 1 as type BY100. However, any 
other silicon rectifiers may be em- 
ployed here provided that they are 
rated at 0.5 amp or more and have a 
p.i.v. of at least 350 volts. Care must be 
taken to connect D3 into circuit with 
correct polarity, as there might other- 
wise be damage to transformer T1. 

LIGHT OPERATED COUNTER 

Another counting circuit is illus- 
trated in Fig. 2. In this circuit the 
number displayed by the electro- 
magnetic counter increases by I each 
time a light beam is broken. It may be 
used to count objects passing along a 
production line and for similar 
applications. Speed of operation is 
limited only by the speed of the 
electromagnetic counter. 

The power supply circuitry and that 
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Fig. 2. A light operated counter. This indicates the number of times a light beam, incident upon the OCP71. 
is interrupted 
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immediately associated with the MJE- 
340, which now appears as TR4, are 
the same and use the same com- 
ponents as occurred with Fig. 1. 

Switch SI now carries out the function 
which was previously undertaken by 
S1(b); it short-circuits the base of the 
MJE340 to chassis to eliminate 
possible spurious counts immediately 
after switching on at S2. The MJE340 
is again fitted on a by 1 in. heat sink 
and, as before, the counter armature 
energises when current flows into the 
MJE340 base. The armature releases 
when the MJE340 base current ceases. 

The photo -sensitive device which 
detects the breaking of the light beam 
is the phototransistor TRI, this being 
an OCP71. When connected in the 
manner illustrated, it exhibits a 
collector current which becomes larger 
as the intensity of the light incident 
upon it increases. It is convenient to 
look upon the behaviour of the OCF71 
as being reminiscent of that of a 
cadmium sulphide photoconductive 
cell, the resistance of which decreases 
as light intensity increases. The OCP71 
requires a higher level of light intensity 
for operation in a circuit of the present 
type, but this may be readily provided 
by means of a cheap convex Icns. The 
lens offers the incidental advantage of 
making the operation of the OCP7I 
highly directional, and thereby less 
likely to be affected by changes in 
ambient light level. The speed of 
effective 'resistance' change in the 
OCP7I resulting from variations in 
illumination intensity is very much 
greater than is given by a cadmium 
sulphide cell. 

It is necessary for a trigger circuit to 
appear between the phototransistor 
and the MJE340 in order to ensure that 
the latter changes rapidly from the cut 
off to the hard on state, and vice versa, 
following changes in phototransistor 
illumination. This will ensure condi- 
tions of minimum power dissipation in 
the MJE340. The trigger circuit 
employed here is the Schmitt trigger 
incorporating TR2 and TR3. This is 
powered by the stabilized voltage 
across zener diode DI. 

We may now examine the chain of 
events which follows the illumination 
and non -illumination of the OCP7I, 
and we shall assume that VRI has 
previously been set up to a position 
which is correct for the particular 
level of OCP7I illumination to be 
employed. (The process of setting up 
VRI is described later.) The OCP71 is 
illuminated by a beam of light and, in 
consequence, exhibits a low effective 
'resistance'. Because of this, a suffic- 
iently high base current flows in TR2 to 
turn this transistor on, whereupon the 
complementary transistor in the Sch- 
mitt trigger, TR3, is turned off. As a 
result, no collector current flows in R8, 
and TR4 is also turned off. Under these 
conditions the armature of the electro- 
magnetic counter is in the released 
position. 

An opaque object passes through the 
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light beam, whereupon TRI immedi- 
ately exhibits a high effective 'resis- 
tance'. The voltage at the base of TR2 
now goes sufficiently positive for this 
transistor to become cut off, allowing 
the complementary transistor, TR3, 
to turn on. The collector current of 
TR3 flows via R8 into the base of TR4, 
thereby turning this transistor on also, 
and causing the armature of the 
electromagnetic counter to move to the 
energised position. 

As soon as the opaque object has 
passed through the beam of light TRI 
becomes illuminated once more. TRI 
at once presents a low effective 
'resistance', turning TR2 back on and 
thereby cutting off TR3. The base 
current in TR4 ceases and this transis- 
tor similarly cuts off, releasing the 
armature of the electromagnetic coun- 
ter. The latter returns to its released 
position and, in so doing, causes the 
number displayed to increase by 1. 

OCP71 

Focal length 

of lens 

Incoming 

Lens light 

Side bearing type number 

Fig. 3. A simple lens system is 
required with the OCP71 to 
provide a sufficiently high 

illumination level 

As was just mentioned, the OCP71 
needs to be illuminated by way of a 
lens, and Fig. 3 illustrates the simple 
arrangement that is required here. 
The most sensitive area of the OCP71 
is about a third of the way down from 
the top of the translucent section, with 
the side bearing the type number 
towards the source of illumination. 
The plane through the three OCP7I 
lead -outs is at right angles to the 
surface of the paper. The lens can be 
taken from any small cheap 'magnify- 
ing glass' and it is positioned away 
from the OCP7I by a distance equal to 
its focal length. This focal length can 
be determined previously by holding 
the lens between an electric light bulb 
and a sheet of paper. When a clear 
image of the bulb is visible on the 
paper, the distance between the paper 
and the lens is the focal length. 

The OCP7I should be fitted in a 
light -proof box with the lens mounted 
at one end. It is desirable to have a 
removable side to the box so that it can 
be aligned correctly on to the source of 
light. Correct alignment is given when 
the area of focussed light is clearly 
seen on the phototransistor body. The 
phototransistor, with R3, may be 
positioned some distance away from 

the other components, being coupled 
to them by way of a 2 -core lead. Care 
should be taken to see that it is 
connected into circuit with correct 
polarity. 

The source of light depends upon 
the particular application. The author 
checked the prototype circuit with the 
aid of a 100 watt electric light bulb 
positioned about 6 ft. away from the 
lens and the phototransistor. There 
was no lens or reflector at the bulb, 
and this method of illumination may 
be employed by the constructor when 
initially trying out the circuit. Passing 
a hand, or any other object, between 
the bulb and the phototransistor lens 
will then cause the counter to operate. 
If desired, more specialised sources of 
light beam incorporating a lens and/or 
reflector may be employed later. The 
wattage required for a bulb having a 
lens or reflector will be much smaller 
than 100 watts. Also, reduced wattage 
in the bulb will be required if the 
distance between the bulb and the lens 
is significantly less than 6 ft. 

When the circuit has been assembled 
and a suitable light source and lens for 
the OCP71 has been provided, the 
unit may be switched on at S2, and Si 
set to the 'Run' position. VRI is next 
set up. The phototransistor is suitably 
illuminated and VRI adjusted to 
insert minimum resistance into circuit. 
Under these conditions, and if the 
OCP7I illumination is sufficient, the 
electromagnetic counter armature 
should be in the released position. It is 
helpful, here, to have the cover of the 
counter removed so that the position 
of the armature can be checked 
visually. VR1 is adjusted to insert 
increasing resistance until the armature 
of the counter suddenly energises. 
VR1 is then adjusted in the reverse 
position, i.e. to decrease the resistance 
it inserts into circuit, until the arma- 
ture releases. VR1 is adjusted a little 
further in the reverse direction so as to 
take circuit operation reliably outside 
the hysteresis range of the Schmitt 
trigger, and setting up is then complete. 
Reliable operation of the counter 
should be given each time the light 
beam is interrupted. The final setting 
required in VR1 is not critical. 

In use, the unit is switched on at S2, 
with Si in the 'Stand By' position. A 
useful plan, with respect to S2, is to 
have it control the illuminating bulb 
as well, whereupon this can be fed 
from the two a.c. mains points follow- 
ing the switch. Switch SI is next set to 
'Run' and the instrument is ready to 
start counting. 

A final few words are required in 
order to explain the presence of R2 in 
series with the phototransistor. This is 
a current limiting resistor, and it 
ensures that there is not excessive 
dissipation in the phototransistor 
when VR1 is set to insert minimum 
resistance into circuit. If R2 were 
omitted, a high current could flow 
through the base -emitter junction of 
TR2 and R7, and the phototransistor 
could be damaged as a result. 
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New Products 
for the Workshop 
SOLDER ABSORBING 

New DESOLDERWICK is the low cost solution to 
rapid desoldering of all types of joints for quality repair. 
Hot solder is mopped up by capillary attraction to leave 
a joint completely clear of solder - ready for immediate 
corrective resoldering. It is non -corrosive, dry fluxing. 

DESOLDERWICK is useful to every solderer. With 
just a standard soldering iron, an operator can desolder 
safely without special training. Every production as- 
sembly sector can deal with its own rework - sinply, 
economically and without disturbing routine soldering 
operations. Desoldering requires no preparation, jigs 
or post cleaning and, of course, is completely main- 
tenance -free. 

DESOLDERWICK is available in 4 widths; on 
convenient standard reels for production lines, servicing 
departments and laboratories, and in zip Pocket Packs 
for the field engineer, hobbyist and D.I.Y. enthusiast. 
Further details from:- Orientation Ltd., Coverack, 
Cornwall. 

SCREW HOLDING SCREWDRIVERS 

Thunder Screw Anchors Ltd. of Victoria Way, 
Burgess Hill, Sussex, announce an addition to their 
range of screwdrivers by the introduction of four 
screwholding screwdrivers. Two are suitable for slotted 
head screws and two for recessed head screws, their 
dimensions being 81" and 91" overall length, 3/16" 
and 1" blade diameter respectively. The screw is firmly 
held at the tip of the screwdriver by sliding the spring 
loaded shank over the head of the screw, leaving one 
hand free to hold the article to be fixed. It is possible 
to fix screws in the most difficult of places, where to 
hold a screw in the hand might normally be impossible. 
The screwdrivers are individually carded and the re- 
commended retail prices excluding V.A.T. are 20372 
and 20376 69p each, 20374 and 20378 79p each. 

SOLDERING GUN FROM THE CONTINENT 
Greenwood Electronics have signed a reciprocal distribution agree- 

ment with ERSA - Europe's number one manufacturer of soldering irons, 
under the agreement Greenwood will have exclusive selling rights for 
the UK. 

One of the ERSA products is the SPRINT soldering gun. At only. 
6 ounces the Sprint is the lightest gun available on the UK market. The 
compact construction and light weight will enable the service engineer to 
manoeuvre the gun in the most awkward areas. It is 80W -150W and has 
two heating elements in series which heat -up to maximum temperature in 
less than 10 seconds. The Sprint will sell at £5.75. 

Details of the ERSA range are available from Greenwood Electronics, 
21 Germain Street, Chesham, Bucks HP5 ILL. 
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UN/JUNGT/ON 
SIGNAL INJECTOR 

by P. T. Jenkins 

A low-cost unit which aids transistor servicing 

TIIIS 
LITTLE DEVICE CAN BE ASSEMBLED IN LESS THAN 

an hour and it requires only one capacitor, three 
resistors, a unijunction transistor and a coil made up 
with thin connecting wire. When this coil is held in line 
with the ferrite rod aerial of any medium and long wave 
superhet radio a loud tone at about 700Hz is heard over 
all of both bands. The coil is positioned outside the 
receiver case and no direct connection to the receiver is 
required. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 

The circuit of the signal injector is given in Fig. 1. 
TRI is a unijunction transistor type 2N2646 and it runs 
as a relaxation oscillator. At the instant of applying the 

R1 

22kn 

Cl 

0047 
j1F 

B1 

B2 

2N2646 
Lead -outs 

R2 

240n 

B2 

TRI 

2N2646 

R3 

IOOn 

Injector 
coil 

Rl,R2, R3 I/4 watt 100/o 

+9V 

Fig. 1. Very few components are required for this 
servicing aid 

9 volt supply capacitor Cl is discharged, and the semi- 
conductor material between base I and base 2 inside 
TRI acts as a resistor. Cl commences to charge by way 
of R1, whereupon the voltage on the unijunction 
emitter starts to go positive. When this voltage reaches 
triggering level the unijunction transistor exhibits a 
negative resistance effect between its emitter and base 1, 
causing CI to discharge rapidly into R3 and the injector 
coil. The unijunction transistor then reverts to its 
previous state, CI commences to charge once more via 
RI, and another cycle commences. 

With the values shown for RI and Cl, the oscillator 
repetition frequency is around 700Hz. The pulses in R3 
and the injector coil are extremely short and have a 
peak amplitude of around 25 to 30mA. Since they are 
present for only a very short period inside each cycle 
the average current drawn from the 9 volt battery is low, 
being a mere 1.5mA. There is no need to wire a bypass 
capacitor across the supply rails because the pulse 
currents flow in the loop given by Cl, the emitter and 
base l of TRI, R3 and the injector coil. Operation was 
unaltered with the writer's unit when a 3352 resistor was 
experimentally inserted in series with the positive 
battery input. 

Because of their steep fronts, the pulses produce an 
exceptionally wide band of harmonics, these extending 
well above the medium wave band. The harmonics are, 
of course, all modulated at the fundamental frequency. 
When the pulses are inductively coupled into the ferrite 
rod aerial of a receiver the fundamental frequency is 
then heard from the speaker at all points in the medium 
and long wave bands. 

INJECTOR COIL 

The injector coil consists of 20 to 25 turns of p.v.c. 
covered connecting wire in an open coil of about 3A in. 
diameter, as in Fig. 2. The number of turns and the 
dimensions are not critical. The coil can be made self- 
supporting by wrapping tape around it, and it couples to 
the remainder of the circuit by about 18 in. of twin 
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THE I.C. PLUS FOUR 
PORTABLE 

by F. G. Rayer 
Our contributor describes the building of a 
receiver, incorporating the popular Ferranti 
integrated circuit type ZN414, which offers 
loudspeaker reproduction over the medium 
wave band. 

Due to the use of the ZN4I4 there are no 
tuned circuits to adjust. 

* * * 
S.S.B. RECEIVER FILTER 

by R. A. Penfold 
Our contributor discusses basic aspects of 
simple crystal filters, after which he describes 
an experimental lattice filter incorporating 
ceramic resonators. Also dealt with is an 
oscillator circuit employing a transfilter as the 
frequency determining element. 

* * * 

PRESS -BUTTON SWITCH 
CIRCUITS 

by A. Jefferson 
The circuits incorporating multiple press -button 
switches are not always as easy to follow as 
those which employ rotary switches, this article 
will greatly assist in understanding the subject. 

PLUS 

MANY OTHER ARTICLES 

PRICE 20p 

ON SALE 1st FEBRUARY 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW 
Copies may also be obtained direct from the 
Publishers, 26p. including postage. Published by 
Data Publications Ltd. 57 Maida Vale, London W9 
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31/2 dia 

l8"twin flexible wire 
20-25 turns 

random -wound 

Fig. 2. The injector coil is wound with ordinary 
connecting wire 

flexible wire. To inject a signal into a radio, the injector 
coil is held, outside the case of the radio, in line with the 
ferrite rod aerial, as shown in Fig. 3. A little experimen- 
ting with several receivers will soon give an idea of 
performance. 

Ferrite rod aerial 

Receiver 

Injector 
- coil 

Fig. 3. Maximum signal injection is given when 
the injector coil is in line with the ferrite rod aerial 

inside the receiver case 

The signal injector is useful in servicing as it enables a 
quick check of overall sensitivity to be given. If a 
receiver reproduces the tone at good level at the low 
frequency end of a band but at much lower level at the 
high frequency end then there is lack of sensitivity at 
the high frequency end. The signal injector will also 
show if the receiver oscillator is cutting out over any 
section of a band. But its most helpful function is in. 
oscillator padding at the low frequency end of a band. 
The receiver oscillator coil core (or other padding 
adjustment) is merely set up for maximum volume of the 
injected tone and there is no need to `rock' the receiver 
or signal generator tuning as occurs when padding with 
a single frequency signal. For this adjustment the 
injector coil should be positioned some distance from 
the receiver so that signal injection is at a low level 
only. 
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DiODE 

POLARITY 
Which way round do you connect a zener diode? 

ZENER DIODES CAN SOMETIMES RAISE A FEW QUERIES, out of the diode corresponds with the positive rectified Ordinary rectifying diodes have the cathode lead- voltage. out identified by a coloured dot or band, and a dot or band similarly appears at the cathode lead -out of zener 
diodes. Since a zener diode is used 'wrong way round', 
does the marked lead -out go to the positive or to the negative side of the circuit in which it is used? 

BASIC THEORY 

To find the answer to this, we have to look into a little basic theory_ . 
Fig. 1 shows an ordinary rectifier diode. 'Conven- 

tional current' (from positive to negative) flows in the 
direction of the arrow. The diode symbol itself is, in 
fact, an arrow -head plus a straight line. Since conven- 
tional current flows in the direction indicated we know 
that we must get a positive voltage from the cathode, or 
'plus end', of the diode. We can, as a result, connect an 
electrolytic smoothing capacitor after the diode with the 
polarity illustrated. In other words, the cathode lead - 

'Conventional 
current' 

flow 

Anode Cathode 

Source of 
alternating 
voltage 

I 

1+ 
Smoothing Rectified 
capacitor output 

I 

Fig. 1. The direct voltage polarities which appear 
in a rectifier diode circuit 

Source of 
direct 

voltage 

Zener 
diode 

Cathode 

I 

Anode 

Regulated 

voltage 

Fig. 2. In a zener diode circuit the diode cathode 
is still associated with the positive potential 

In Fig. 2 we have a zener diode. A zener diode is a 
silicon diode which gives the zener regulating effect 
when it is reverse biased. So we connect it into circuit 
in the manner shown in Fig. 2, where it is connected 
the opposite way round to that in which it would pass 
conventional current as a rectifier. 

And what do we find? We find that the cathode 
couples to the positive side of the source of voltage. 
So, once again, the lead -out of the diode which is 
marked with a colour dot or band is the one which is 
associated with positive polarity. 

A diode which is used as a zener diode is doing 
quite a different job from one which is functioning as a 
rectifier. But it is fortunate, nevertheless, that the 
identified cathode lead -out is, in both cases, the lead -out 
which corresponds with the positive side of the asso- 
ciated circuit. This simple fact can save a lot of head - 
scratching when dealing with these devices. 
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FOR DX LISTENERS 
By Frank A. Baldwin 

Times=GMT 

From Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, experimental broad- 
casts which include Arabic music, readings from the 
Quran (westernised as Koran) together with announce- 
ments in both Arabic and English have been made at 
various times throughout the day for some weeks now. 

Riyadh has been logged from 2100 onwards on 
6080 (49.34 metres), 7110 (42.19m) and on 7195 
(41.70m). At this time the latter channel provides the 
best reception, the former channels suffering from 
USSR QRM. A request for reports is made during 
the announcements. 

Other channels in use for these programmes are 
5965 (50.29m), 5990 (50.08m), 6190 (48.47m), 9585 
(31.30m), 9605 (31.23m), 9625 (31.17m),11750 (25.53m), 
11870 (25.27m), 15205 (19.73m), 15240 (19.69m), 
21510 (13.94m) and on 21635 (13.87m). 

CURRENT SCHEDULES 

NETHERLAND 
From Hilversum, programmes in English to Europe 

are radiated on Weekdays from 0930 to 1050 on 6045 
(49.63m) and 7210 (41.61m); from 1400 to 1520 on 
6020 (49.83m), 6045, 11740 (25.55m), 15425 (19.45m), 
21480 (13.97m) and on 21570 (13.91m); from 1830 to 
1950 on 6020, 6085 (49.30m) and on 11730 (25.58m). 
Sundays from 0930 to 1050 on 6020, 6045 and 7210; 
from 1400 to 1520 on 6020, 6045, 11740, 15425, 21480 
and 21570; from 1830 to 1950 on 6020, 6085 and on 
11730. 

SWITZERLAND 
The Overseas Service of S.B.C. from Berne radiates 

in English to Europe as follows - from 1100 to 1130 
on 3985 (75.28m), 6165 (48.66m), 9535 (31.46m), 
15430 (19.44m.), 17795 (16.86m), 21520 (13.94m) and 
on 21585 (13.90m); from 1315 to 1345 on 3985, 6165, 
9535, 9590 (31.28m), 15305 (19.60m), 17830 (16.83m) 
and on 21520; from 1530 to 1600 on 3985, 6165, 9535, 
9590, 11870 (25.17m), 15305 and on 21520; from 2100 
to 2130 on 3985, 6165, 9535, 9590, 9635 (31.14m), 
11720 (25.60M) and on 11870. 

PHILIPPINES 
From Manila, Radio Philippines broadcasts to 

Europe mainly in English from 1900 to 2200 on 9575 
(31.33m). They also radiate in English to Japan, 
Korea and Taiwan from 0700 to 0810, from 0815 to 
0900, from 0910 to 0945, all on the same channel. 

CZECHOSLAVAKIA 
Radio Prague now radiates in English to Asia from 
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0730 to 0800 on 11855 (25.31m), 15310 (19.60m) and 
on 21700 (13.83m); from 1430 to 1500 on 5930 (50.59m), 
7345 (40.85m), 11990 (25.02m), 17840 (16.82m) and 
on 21670 (13.84m). 

BANGLADESH 
Radio Bangladesh has an Externat^Service in English 

from 0230 to 0300 on 9580 (31.32m) and on 11650 
(25.75m); from 1230 to 1300 on 15455 (19.41m) and 
on 17690 (16.96m); from 1845 to 1900 and from 2100 
to 2200 on 7250 (41.38m) and on 9580. 

ALGERIA 
Radio Algiers has a daily broadcast in English from 

1900 to 1930 on 15160 (19.79m), 17745 (16.91m) and 
on 17825 (16.83m). 

PAKISTAN - 1 

Radio Pakistan has a news service directed to the 
Middle East in English at dictation speed from 1530 
to 1545 on 9690 (30.96m) and on 11672 (25.70m). 
The former channel is useless for listeners here in the 
U.K. but the latter has been logged here at good signal 
strength and in the clear. 

AUSTRALIA 
Radio Australia currently beams a programme in 

English to the U.K. during the evenings from 1900 to 
2000 on 7290 (41.15m) although this second choice of 
channel (the first was on 9660) also suffers from QRM 
and may have been changed by the time this informa- 
tion is published. The first channel is occupied by a 
jamming transmitter throughout the period stated 
'whilst the second is also occupied by other, more local 
to the U.K., stations. 

ETHIOPIA 
Radio Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, has a Home Service 

in English on weekdays from 1000 to 1100 and from 
1600 to 1700, on Sundays from 0900 to 1100 and from 
1600 to 1700 on 9610 (31.22m) throughout and 
additionally on 6185 (48.50m) for the first sessions. 

PAKISTAN -2 
Radio Pakistan directs a programme in Urdu to the 

U.K. from 0830 to 1100 on 17910 (16.75m) and on 
21510 (13.94). In English, Urdu and Sylheti to the 
U.K. from 1915 to 2115 on 9463 (31.71m) and on 
11672 (25.70m). 
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QSX 
Intended for the Dxer, wavelengths are not quoted 

in this section. 
One of the most interesting events recently on the 

60m band has been the loggings of XZK42 Rangoon, 
Burma, on a measured 5044 (slightly variable at times) 
from around 1430 onward. On the last occasion, they 
were radiating a newscast of local affairs (YL an- 
nouncer) at 1455; world news (OM announcer) from 
1500 to 1515, then dance music and song ("Moon 
River" etc.) till 1558, at which time we heard "This is 
the Burma Broadcasting Service wishing you a very 
goodnight", National Anthem and sign -off at 1559. 

Another Far Eastern station that may interest 
Dxers this month is that pro -communist clandestine 
station R. Pathet Lao. Whilst claiming to be located in 
Laos, it is thought to be actually operating from North 
Vietnam. Try from 1500 when the programme in 
French commences (1515 in Cambodian, 1530 in 
Laotian) until sign -off at 1600. The channels used at 
these times are 4660, 6200, 7310 and 7480. Prior to 
1500, two networks are in operation, one being on 
4538, 6200, 7480, 7958 and 8660 whilst the other net- 
work is on 4660 and 7310. The identification is "Thi 
ni witayu kachai siang fai Pathet Lao" and from 1500 
during this month most of the short route signal path 
will be in darkness. For the insomniacs amongst us, 
sign -on is at 2227 in Laotian on 4660 and 7310 until 
0230 sign -off, the format being as follows - 2300 to 
2400 Laotian, 0001 to 0100 various dialects, 0100 to 
0115 in French, 0115 to 0130 Vietnamese, 0130 to 
0230 Laotian. 

CHINA 
In the last ̀ QSX' (November issue) mention was made 

of the Chinese regional stations on 4865 (listed Lanchow 
and heard regularly) and 4975 (listed Foochow and 
heard irregularly). Two others of interest to the Dxer 
would be . Wuhan on 3940 (listen around 2200) and 
Nanning on 5010 (listen from 2300) the locations 
being as listed. 

5010 AND ALL THAT 
Amongst many others, a channel that has interested 

the writer of late is that of 5010. It is often an interest- 
ing exercise, whilst doing other jobs around the shack, 
to stay on this channel from around 2145 onwards, a 
technique known to the writer as "sitting on the fence," 
and simply sorting out what one hears which, of course, 
will vary according to conditions at the time. 

At 2145 or so, Garoua will be heard until sign -off 
at 2200. After this time, with any luck, one may log 
Singapore with the Chinese service, the signal tending 
to peak around 2230 to 2300. Quite recently, conditions 
were such that we heard Singapore at good signal 
strength programming music and songs with Nanning 
underneath, YL in Chinese, usual format. As time 
progresses, these signals will fade out as HIMI Radio 
Cristal, Dominican Republic becomes audible, usually 
after midnight. It all sounds simple and orderly, 
probably your sum total result will be a channel 
covered by commercial QRM or R. Cristal coming in 
exceptionally early (it has been known) or R. Singa- 
pore and nothing else or .. . 

EAST AND FAR EAST 
Whilst discussing stations in these areas, we draw 

the attention of enthusiasts to Lhasa on 9395. From 
1600 the station relays the Hindi service of R. Peking, 
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the modulation is poor and the identification at 1630 
is, in fact, R. Peking, but don't be fooled! Slow drum 
beats around 1615 are a feature of the broadcast. 

Prior to 1600, whilst around the above area of the 
'dial, try 9422.5, at which dial setting you may hear the 
clandestine "Voice of the Thai People". The best time 
is probably from 1530 onwards, although the writer 
had logged them from 1500 onwards, the language 
used is of course Thai, interspersed with martial music 
and slogans. Sign -off is at 1615 (varies) after more 
slogans and a stirring march. 

Very often, from 1830 onwards, Dacca, Bangladesh, 
can be heard on 4890. They have been logged here 
from 1845 with the news in English at dictation speed. 
until station identification at 1900, also at 2115 in 
English (YL and OM announcers) when featuring 
"Listeners Letters Answered". Prior to this is often 
featured a talk on local affairs ". . . in the Asian 
service of Radio Bangladesh". 

Further up the dial, on 4985, Penang operates an 
English service from 2200, the signal tending to peak 
around 2300. Dance music recordings are a favourite 
format with this one. 

On 4840 around 2015 can sometimes be heard PLA 
Fukien, although according to currently available 
information (probably now outdated) sign -on should 
be at 2300 with a relay of Peking Taiwan service in 
Standard Chinese. 

Kajang, Malaysia, signs on at 2200 on 4845 in 
Tamil and may often be heard with Indian -type music 
and songs soon after this time. In practice however, 
the channel is often covered by teletype transmissions. 

Radio Pakistan can sometimes be logged from 1800. 
until sign -off at 1810 after a newscast in dialect on a 
measured 6257. Difficulty will be encountered with 
QRM from the adjacent Schulungsender, Austria, on 
6255. 

LATIN AMERICA 
For LA -addicts, who must also perforce become, 

like the writer, an occasional insomniac, there is 
YVQE R. Bolivar on 4770 at 0144 with songs in 
Spanish followed by identification or the nearby 
YVOA R. Tachira on 4830 at 0214 with LA music 
and identification at 0216. When the 90m band is 
active, try 3325 around 0200 when the identification 
of YVRA R. Monogas will be heard. 

A good signal can often be heard from HJCO 
R. Nacional on 4955, we logged them at 0257 when 
OM & YL announcers were reading the local news, 
time -check, three chimes and identification at 0300. 

TIHB R. Capital, Costa Rica, is on 4832 and can 
be heard throughout late nights änd early mornings, 
being recently logged here at 0555 with musical pro- 
gramme and identification at 0600. 

HIAS Onda Musical, Santa Domingo, on 4775 at 
0300 with identification followed by the usual LA 
music etc. 

LAST BUT NOT LEAST 
We end QSX as we began, with a 60m band report 

on Eastern stations. R. Pakistan on a measured 4877 
(listed 4875 but varies from time to time) at 1756 with 
sign -on signature tune, six pips and identification at 
1800 followed by a newscast in dialect. 

Bangkok, Thailand, at 2327 on 4830 with Asian - 
type music, drums, YL with songs, all complete with 
intermittent teletype QRM! 
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IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT A LIGHT IN A BACK ROOM IS A 

deterrent to burglars, especially if it goes off and on 
daily. This apparatus is basically a photo -electric switch, 
turning a light on at dusk and off at dawn. The sensor 
is a small photoconductive cell of the type used exten- 
sively a few years ago for automatic contrast control in 
television receivers, and the nature and extent of the 
switching functions is determined by the relay used in 
the output stage. 

Besides the primary function for which it was built, 
other applications have been found. It may, for instance, 
be used at slide shows to turn room lights or a light near 
the projector on when the projection light is switched off. 

CIRCUIT 

The circuit of the switch is given in Fig. 1. 

A Schmitt trigger incorporating TRI and TR2 
provides the toggle action necessary, the zener diode Dl 
defining the emitter voltage and thus reducing hysteresis 
and making threshold setting easier. There is a filter, R4 
Cl, at the input to eliminate stray a.c. signals, and the 
201x2 `Threshold' control, R3, adjusts the point at 
which the circuit operates. 

The 4.7k) resistor, R8, across the base -emitter 
junction of TR3 ensures that this transistor is cut off 
when no base current is flowing to it from TR2. The 
two resistors R1 and R2 are limiters to prevent an 
excessive current flowing when the photoconductive cell 
is in bright light and R3 is set towards minimum 
resistance. 

BUR( 
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by Jame 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the 'Burglar Beater' photo-electri 
mounted on a p, 
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R3 

by James Kerrick 

Keep would-be thieves guessing with 
the aid of this photo -electric switch. 

RLIB 

o 

Relay contacts 

External 
switching 
r --I 
Io I 

io I 

L_J 

Mains 
out 

Mains 
in 

Relay coil 

loo o) 
bce 

2N3709 
Lead outs 

dot 

OC77 

Lead -outs 

Fig, 1. The circuit of the 'Burglar Beater' photo -electric switch. The components within the broken line maybe 
mounted on a printed circuit board 
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'ed circuit board 

Resistors 
(All fixed values watt 10% unless otherwise 
stated) 

R1 4.7kS2 
R2 1.51d2 
R3 20k12 potentiometer, linear 
R4 I0kS2 
R5 10162 
R6 2.2kC2 
R7 4.71d2 
R8 4.7ke 
R9 10kS2 
RIO 1012 1 watt 

Capacitors 
Cl 0.1µF plastic foil 
C2 100µF electrolytic, 40 V.Wkg. 

Transformer 
T1 Mains transformer, secondary 16.3V at 

0.3A (see text) 

Semiconductors 
TR1 2N3709 
TR2 2N3709 
TR3 0077 
D1 zener diode, 6.2V 400mW 
D2 1N914 
D3 1N4002 

Relay 
RL1 P.O. 3000 relay (see text) 

Photocell 
PCI ORPf2 or LDRO3 

Neon 
NEI Neon assembly with integral resistor 

Fuse 
Fl I amp cartridge fuse 

Plugs, Sockets 
Bulgin plug and socket assembly type P360 
Bulgin plug and socket assembly type P438 
3.5 mm. jack socket with short-circuited 
contacts (see text) 
3.5 mm. jack plug 
2 -way plug and socket for external switching, 
as required 

Miscellaneous 
Knob 
Panel mounting fuse holder (for FI ) 
Mounting clip (for TR3) 
Case 

i 
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Threshold 
control 

A view inside the prototype model. Layout is not 
important and the components may be positioned 

in any convenient manner 

A miniature 3.5 mm. jack socket having contacts 
which close when the plug is removed is provided for the 
photoconductive cell input. Since the relay operates 
when the sensor is in the high resistance state, the socket 
is wired such that the input is short-circuited when the 
plug is removed. 

No apology is offered for the use of a relay rather 
than a triac, as it was felt that this waste optimum 
device in the present case, where operating spieed is of no 
consequence and isolation from the mains is essential. 

The basic circuit constants are largely determined by 
the characteristics of the relay employed, and that used 
by the author was a P.O. 3000 type with a coil resistance 
of 31d2 which energised at about 20 volts. (P.O. 3000 
relays with high voltage contacts made to customer's 
specification are available from L. Wilkinson (Croydon) 
Ltd., Longley House, Longley Road, West Croydon, 
Surrey.) The author's relay had two sets of make 
contacts, and one is used for the light switching opera- 
tion. The other set is connected to a 2 -way socket on the 
front panel for external purposes as required. 

The rail voltage required for relay operation was 
obtained from an R.S. Components 16.3 volt filament 
transformer and a half -wave rectifier circuit. This 
transformer has a secondary rating of 0.3 amp and any 
other small transformer of around the same secondary 
voltage and current rating could be employed instead. 
The low value resistor, R10, is purely a surge limiter. 
The usual protective diode, D2, is connected across the 
relay coil to prevent the appearance of a high back 
e.m,f., which could damage TR3, when the relay 
de -energises. 

It should be noted that the chassis and mains earth 
are connected to the positive side of the circuit and not, 
as might normally be expected, to the negative side. 
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Mounting bracket 

2° 

Mounting bracket 

3,' 

Fig. 2. Layout of the printed board. This view is of, 
the component side of the board 

This is done to avoid the possibility of damage caused 
by the sensor short-circuiting to the chassis or other 
earthed parts. 

The incoming mains supply is applied to a Bulgin 
plug and socket assembly type P360, and the switched 
output supply is carried by a Bulgin plug and socket 
assembly type P438. The appropriate part of each 
assembly is mounted on the front panel. 

CONSTRUCTION AND USE 

Layout is not important and any small box capable of 
holding the components may be used. The author, 
assembled all the parts which appear inside the broken' 
line in Fig. 1 on a small printed circuit board measuring 
2 by 3 ins. in size. This board, shown from the com- 
ponents side, is reproduced full size in Fig. 2, which 
may be traced. As will be seen, the printed circuit 
pattern is quite simple. TR3 is fitted with a small metal 
mounting clip which secures it to the board: This clip 
is not shown in Fig. 2. D1 should be connected into 
circuit with the polarity indicated in the circuit diagram 
of Fig. 1. The board, together with the transformer and 
relay, is mounted on a chassis plate, and the remainder 
of the components are fixed to the front panel. 

In use, the threshold control of the unit is set up to 
switch at any predetermined light level. Light from the 
controlled lamp must not, of course, be allowed to fall 
,on the photoconductive cell or a form of relaxation 
oscillation may result. The photoconductive cell may be 
built into a small light -proof box with an apertur, at 
one side or, as in the author's case, it can be strapped to 
a window in an inconspicuous position with black 
adhesive tape. 
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RAD/0 RECEIVERS 

USING TWO 

INTEGRA TED CIRCUITS 

Part 2 by M. J. Darby. 

In last month's issue the integrated circuit type ZN414 was des- 
cribed in detail. This concluding article shows how a ZN414 
receiver may be coupled to an integrated circuit a.f. amplifier to 

form a complete receiver operating a speaker. 

HAVING NOW DEALT WITH THE CIRCUIT INCORPORAT- 
ing the ZN414 we shall next see how it performs 

with an integrated circuit a.f. amplifier. The amplifiers 
we will use are the Sinclair `Super IC -12' and the 
Plessey SL402D and SL403D. 

THE SUPER IC -12 

The Sinclair Super IC -12 is a dual -in -line integrated 
circuit audio amplifier with cooling fins fitted onto the 
upper part of the encapsulation. The device can provide 
a power output of 6 watts into an 8S2 load when fed 
with the maximum permissible power supply voltage of 
28 volts. Any value of speaker impedance between 32 
and 1552 is satisfactory, but 89. is the optimum value. 
More current is taken from the power supply when a 
low impedance speaker is employed. 

The Super IC -12 will operate at power supply 
voltages in the range of 8 to 28 volts, but the maximum 
power output and the distortion depend on the power 
supply voltage. For example, the device can provide up 
to about 1 watt when fed from a 12 volt supply or about 
0.5 watt from a 9 volt supply. The maximum power out- 
put is also somewhat dependent on the load impedance. 
The Super IC -12 requires a current of about IOmA from 
a 28 volt supply when no signal is applied at the input. 

The total harmonic distortion is typically 0.1% and 
the frequency response is 15Hz to 500kHz. The output 
voltage required to produce 6 watts in an 81-2 speaker 
is about 3OmV. It therefore appeared that the output 
from the ZN414 circuit of Fig. 2 (published last month) 
would be suitable for driving a Super IC -l2. 

The Super IC -12 is supplied together with a printed 
circuit board. The manufacturers recommend very 
strongly that the device be mounted on this board, 
since the board has been designed to reduce the. 
possibility of instability. All of the component numbers 
are clearly marked on the board. 
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The Sinclair circuit board can be fixed to a board on 
which the ZN414 receiver is mounted, but the radio 
frequency circuits (and especially the ferrite rod aerial) 
should be kept well away from the audio amplifier, or 
there may be some instability. The type of circuit 
recommended for the Super IC -12 is shown in Fig. 7. 
A short screened lead should be used to connect the 
output of Fig. 2 to the input of Fig. 7. 

Initially the writer used the maker's recommended 
value of 10052 for R4, but the gain of the whole system 
was then too high. A value of 39012 seems to be suitable 
for R4 in the present application. It can be increased to 
1kS2 if a still lower gain is required. 

Input 

(from 
f19.2) 

c5 

30V 

270 
Iva 

C2 

15V BM C6 

IÁ00 

.1 
100pF pp 
15V 

R5 

27kn 

3-15n 

C7 
500 

pF 
ca 

ó c9 

NF 
15V 

0.01 T 
NF 

Fig. 7. A.F. Amplifier section incorporating the 
Sinclair 'Super IC -12' amplifier 
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It has been found that the circuits of Fig. 2 and Fig. 7 
combine well together to form a radio receiver which 
operates from a 9 or 12 volt supply. If a battery supply 
is to be used, the value of C5 should be increased to 
about 1,000µF. 

MAINS POWER SUPPLY 

Should it be desired to use these circuits in a mains 
radio receiver, lower distortion and more output power 
will be obtained when a higher supply voltage is used 
for the audio amplifier. The power supply may consist of 
a transformer with a 12 to 20 volt secondary winding 
rated at 0.5 amp or more feeding a diode bridge 
rectifier which supplies a 5,000µF reservoir capacitor. 
If this type of power supply is used the value of R3 in 
Fig. 2 must be increased so that a suitable voltage is 
fed to the ZN414. 

Care must be taken not to short-circuit the output 
leads of the Super IC -12 when it is operating, since 
excessive currents can flow in the output stage which can 
damage the device. 

Full details of the Super IC -12 and its associated 
circuits including suitable tone controls, are given in 
reference 4. This is available at 15p post free (at the 
time of writing) from Sinclair Radionics Ltd., London 
Road, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire, PE17 4HJ. 

SL402D AND SL403D AMPLIFIERS 

The circuit of Fig. 2 may be employed with the 
Plessey SL402D or SL403D integrated circuit audio 
amplifiers instead of the Sinclair Super [C-12. The 
SL402D and the SL403D can be operated from 
maximum power supply voltages of 14V and 18V 
respectively. Maximum peak load current is 1.4 amps. 
The SL402D can provide at least 1.5 watts (typically 
2 watts) into a 7.50 load when fed from a 14 volt supply, 
whereas the SL403D can provide a minimum of 2.5 
watts (typically 3 watts) into the same load when fed 
from an 18 volt supply. The two devices are similar in 
construction, but the cheaper SL402D is quite suitable 
for use in 12 volt car radio receivers or in any applica- 
tion where its output power is adequate. Both types are 
fully described in the appropriate data and application 
notes (reference 5). 

Unlike the Super IC -12, the Plessey devices do not 
incorporate their own heat sink. A piece of metal about 
2.5 in. square must be bolted to the metal lugs fitted to 
the amplifiers. 

INTERNAL PROTECTION 

The SL402D and the SL403D incorporate circuits to 
protect the devices from damage due to short-circuiting 
of the output terminals or due to the application of a 
moderately excessive power supply voltage. if the 
output is short-circuited, an internal silicon controlled 
rectifier (or thyristor) fires and switches off the output 
transistors until the power supply is momentarily 
interrupted. Similarly, if the power supply voltage rises 
to a value which is too high, the amplifier is switched 
into a non -operating state where it can withstand 
considerably higher voltages than its normal operating 
supply. (These protection circuits are not incorporated 
in the earlier types SL402A and SL403A.) 

The Pleseey amplifiers employ a preamplifier which 
consists of two cascaded emitter followers feeding a 
common emitter stage. This preamplifier must be used 
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to provide the bias to the main amplifier, no matter 
whether the audio signal is fed to the preamplifier or 
directly to the main amplifier. This ensures that 
temperature dependent bias variations in the main 
amplifier are cancelled by those in the preamplifier. 

The quiescent current is considerably greater than 
that of the Super IC -12, being about 60mA typical when 
the SL402D is operated from a 14 volt supply and 80mA 
typical when the SL403D is operated from an 18 volt 
supply. 

In a preliminary experiment, the output from the 
ZN414 circuit was fed directly into the main amplifier 
of a Plessey SL403D. No audio signal was fed to the 
preamplifier stage. Reasonable results were obtained, 
but the gain was rather limited. This was to be expected 
since the main amplifier of the Plessey devices requires' 
an input of about 250mV r.m.s. to produce maximum 
output power. 

VR1 

C3 100km 
linear 

Cl 

O.OIpF 
Input o -II 
(from 
fig.2) 

47 

C2 

R2 

220kn 

C5 

125pF 

SL402D or SL403D 

C9 

680pFT 

6 7 8 910 
r, r, 

CD 

C4 

pF 

o 

5 4 3 2 1 

10 

Heat 
sink 

R3 

22n 

CII 
IpOO 

pF 

C8 

0.047 
pF 

51_402D, 51..403D 

Top view 

Fig. 8. An alternative amplifier employing the 
Plessey SL402D or SL403D 

7.5n 

The circuit of Fig. 8 was therefore tried. In this 
circuit the input voltage is fed first to the preamplifier 
input (pin 6) and the output from this stage (pin 5) is 
fed into the main amplifier input (pin 4). The data sheet 
states that an audio input signal of about 25mV r.m.s. 
is required at the preamplifier input to produce full 
output power. The writer found that the gain was 
rather greater than was really required. 

The gain could be reduced by adjustment of VR1 and 
VR2 of Fig. 2, but it was found desirable to fit a 
resistor of a few kilohms between the output of Fig. 2 
and chassis to reduce the audio voltage applied to the 
SL403D circuit. Alternatively, the voltage applied to the 
ZN414 could be reduced still further. 
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The performance of the whole radio receiver was 
found to be very similar to the performance when a 
Sinclair Super IC -12 is used. However, the Super IC -12 
could be used to provide more power than the Plessey 
amplifiers if a suitable power supply voltage is employed. 

In the circuit of Fig. 8, the preset potentiometer 
marked VR1 is used to set the voltage at pin 10 to half 
the power supply voltage. This ensures that maximum 
output power for any voltage supply can be obtained. 

The heat sink employed with the Plessey amplifiers 
must be connected to chassis at a point near pin 1 of the 
amplifier. 

REFERENCES 

4. R. J. Torrens, `Sinclair Super IC -12 Instructions', 
Sinclair publication No. RA -02. 
5. SL402D, SL403D data sheet, Plessey publication 
P.S.1309, Issue 3, December 1971. 

(Concluded) 

CAN ANYONE HELP? 
Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this 
service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received for to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by 
correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition 

within a reasonable period of time. 

Jason valved and switched 3 programme FM tuner-C. Ross, 
101A, High Street, Ruislip, Middlesex - Circuit, Service 
Data purchase or borrow. 
Radio Constructor, September 1968 M. J. Stepney, 35F 
Kelbourne Street, Glasgow, G20 8PF - To purchase or 
borrow. 
Taylor, Valve Tester Model 45A and All Wave Generator 
Model 65B-W. Lee, 82A Warwick Avenue, Maida Vale, 
London, W9 - Manual required. 

"Emmerson Radio and Television" 3 waveband receiver 
P. G. Moyse, 25 Townsend Road, Harpenden, Herts - 
Circuit, instruction manual or any technical information. 

Ultra Valiant Transceiver Type IMR IBO AB4T-M. H. 
Hurst, 53 Belmont Drive, Tuebrook, Liverpool, L6 7UP - 
Information and circuit. 

"Appealing Door Chimes", Radio Constructor February 
1965 B. B. Rafter, 10 Danfords Close, South Road, 
Oundle, Peterborough - Borrow or purchase issue or 
photo -copy of article. 

Ripmax, Worm and Wheel Set 36:1 for `Cyclops'- R. 
Weatherhead, I Viewforth, Dunbar, East Lothian, EH42 
lAX - Supplier sought to enable completion of project. 

Tape Recorder Marconiphone Model 4246 J. Regan, 
163 Cotton Lane, Halton Lodge, Runcorn, Cheshire - 
Information as to suppliers of Drive Belt. 

Radio Constructor, November 1970-C. J. Sanders, 2 Leinster 
Square, London, W2 - To purchase or borrow. 

Electronic Projects -V. H. Vaidya, 19A Manekwadi Station 
Road, Krishnanagar, Bhainagar, Gujurat - Constructional 
help required. 

CROSSWORD SOLUTION - 
Across Down 

6. Induced Current 17. Lambda 1. Field Frequency 12. Noise 
9. Sleeve 19. Lumens 2. Idle 14. Vibro 

10. Two Valve 20. Dissolve 3. Accept 16. Insecure 
11. B.F.O. Notes 22. Enhancer 4. Automata 18. Adorns 
13. Abvolt 24. Rhombs 5. Area 21. Stress 
15. Elicit 26. Hysteresis Loss 7. Detest 23. Anti 

8. Noval Valve Base 25. Oboe 
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the `WYYERN' 
30 watt Stereo Amplifier 

Part 2 ,by John R. Green, B.Sc., G3WVR 

In the second article in this 3 -part series our contributor describes 
the regulated supply unit and the power amplifier, dealing in detail 

with the theoretical design of the latter. 

IN PART I, PUBLISHED LAST MONTH, THE OVERALL BLOCK 

diagram for the amplifier was given, together with 
theoretical and practical descriptions of the input 
equaliser circuits and the active tone controls. 

The next section of the amplifier to be dealt with is 
the regulated supply unit for the pre -amplifiers. 

18 VOLT REGULATOR UNIT 

A regulated supply voltage of 18 to 20 volts is 

specified for the pre -amplifier units and this is provided 
by the simple zener diode and emitter follower regulator 
whose circuit is shown in Fig. 10. Either a single zener 
diode rated at 18 to 20 volts 200 to 250mW may be 
employed, or two or three diodes in series whose zener 
voltages total up to 18 to 20 volts. This approach eases 
difficulties in obtaining the zener diode or diodes 
required. 

The simple perforated board layout, as seen from the 
component side, is shown in Fig. 11, and this assumes 
three zener diodes in series. As with the equaliser and 
tone control boards the material employed may have 
either a 0.1 or 0.15 in. hole matrix, and the other 
comments concerning the previous boards are applic- 
able here. The voltage regulator transistor, TR4, 
should be fitted with a T05 heat clip, such as the type 
H2 available from Henry's Radio. This is not really 
essential, but it might save the transistor in the event of 
excessive current being passed. 

The regulator board is mounted on the pre -amplifier 
plate in the manner described in Part 1. 

_ Zener diodes 
C15 0 

total IB to 20V 
R22 

2N3053 BFY5O 

Lead -outs 

IB to 20V 

To main supply 

(+35v) 

TR4 

2N3053 or BFY50 

1 
to equaliser and 

tone control boards 

C16 

Fig. 10. The pre -amplifier voltage regulator. This 
supplies both channels, and only one is required 
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Fig. 11. The voltage regulator 
board, reproduced full size. 
This is viewed from the 

component side 

Mounting holes (6BA clear) 
+35V from 

main supply 

2° 

R20 

N 

CIS 
d 

ZD's 

c 
0- b 

-o 

q TR4 
c 

R22 

21 

016 

+18 to 
20V 
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POWER AMPLIFIER STAGE 

The circuit of the power amplifier is shown in Fig. 12. 
This diagram includes the 10kS2 balance control, RV4, 
discussed last month. 

The author does not claim any particular originality 
for the design as it is similar to many others. It was, in 
fact, the result of discussions between the author and 
friends some four years ago and was intended to 
incorporate the best features of standard circuits in 
order to produce a, simple, reliable and repeatable 
design. 

The amplifier employs d.c. feedback to maintain the 
'half rail' voltage, and a.c. negative feedback via C22 and 
R36, as is conventional with such designs. 

Transistors TR5 and TR6 act as voltage amplifiers. 
TR7 functions as a `variable zener diode' to set the 
quiescent bias current in the output stage. Transistors 
TR8 and TR9 operate as emitter followers and they 
provide current gain to drive the output transistors, 
TRW and TR11. 

The printed circuit layout for the amplifier, viewed 
from the component side, is given in Fig. 13. This 
diagram is reproduced full-size and may be traced if 
desired. 

From active tone 
control board 

TR5 

TR6 

TR7 

TR8 

TR9 

TRIO 

TRI 
I 

RV. 

R25 

R2 

C17 

L and R 

Balance 

R23 

2N3250/2N3702 

BEY 50/2N3053 

BFY5O/2N3053 

BFY50/2N3053 

BFX 88/OC 81 

2N3055 

0C35/0C36/0C28/0C29 

2N3250 BFX 88 

Lead -outs 

The power amplifiers with the pre -amplifier 
plate removed 

Each power amplifier board is mounted on the main 
chassis by means of four 2 in. lengths of 4BA studding 
and nuts. Pre-set potentiometer RV5 is a panel - 
mounting type, and a hole is provided below it in the 
main chassis to allow its spindle to be adjusted. 

The two output transistors for each amplifier are 
fitted to a flat aluminium heat sink, of 14 to 16 s.w.g., 
measuring 7 by 4 in. These are fitted on the 2 in. lengths 

C22 +g` 

bce 

2N3702 

Lead - outs 

TRI 
I 

R36 
vY1 

onó dot 

0081 

Lead -outs 

+35V 

2OmA quiescent 
current 

TR10 

R34 

Output to 
speaker 

R35 

b 

2N3055 OC35 
0C36 0C28 0C29 

Lead -outs 

Fig. 12. Circuit diagram for the power amplifier. Two of these are required 
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of studding, above the amplifier boards. The heat sinks 
also form a platform on which the pre -amplifier plate, 
again spaced off, may be fitted. The method of assembly 
is clearly illustrated by photographs appearing in this 
and last month's issues. Further details on the pre- 
amplifier plate will be given in Part 3, when the chassis 
assembly is dealt with. 

It should be noted that only one output transistor, 
TRW, requires an insulating mica washer. Since the 
collector of TR11 connects to chassis, it may be bolted 
direct to the earthed heat sink. 

Fig. 14 shows an alternative power amplifier using 
two n.p.n. silicon output transistors. This is included 
for the benefit of the more experienced constructor who 
requires circuit information only. The printed layout of 
Fig. 13 applies only to the circuit given in Fig. 12. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

It will no doubt be of interest to constructors to 
know the constraints existing in the design of the power 
amplifier circuit and the theory involved. 

We will assume initially that the power amplifier will 
be designed to drive 15 watts r.m.s. into a 312 speaker. 
The voltage swing required is given by the formula. 

Vz 
= 15 watts 

SR 
where V is the peak -to -peak voltage and R is 352. The 
formula gives 19 volts peak -to -peak. 

From active tont 
control board 

RV4 

IOkn 
L and R 

8alancc 

The power amplifier printed board assembly. 
Flexible wires couple this to the output transistors 

on the heat sink 

In practice a supply voltage of greater than 19 volts is 
required, however, due to losses in the VBE of the output 
transistors and their drivers. (VBE is the base -to - 
emitter forward voltage.) These losses total nearly 2 
volts and, in any instance, a considerably higher supply 
voltage is required in case it is required to drive an 812 

+35V 

Output to 
speaker 

Fig. 14. An alternative power amplifier circuit incorporating two n.p.n. transistors in the output stage 
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speaker. Such a speaker needs a higher voltage swing, of 
31 volts peak -to -peak for 15 watts r.m.s. 

The highest output current swing is, however, 
required for the 312 speaker design and here we base 
our current considerations on the 312 load. 

The calculations which follow are intended to be as 
simple as possible and to this end a number of assump- 
tions and approximations have been made. The circuit 
analysis should not be taken as rigorous. 

The total current swing for the 312 load is given by the 
formula 

[2 
-xR=15watts 
8 

where I is the peak -to -peak current and R is 312. This 
gives 6.4 amps peak -to -peak current swing or ±3.2 
amps from each output transistor; hence each output 
transistor must be able to provide 3.2 amps peak. 

If we assume a current gain hfe of 20 for each output 
transistor, TRIO or TR11, then peak base current 
required is 3.2 amps divided by 20, or 160mA peak. 
This must be supplied by the emitter followers TR8 and 
TR9, and for these we will assume a higher current gain 
of 50 times as typical, which means that (neglecting the 
current in the emitter resistors) a base current of 3.2mA 
peak is required in each base of TR8 and TR9. 

Conventionally, we would now arrange to run the 
amplifier transistor, TR6, and its collector resistor 
chain at 10 times this current (i.e. 32mA standing direct 
current) so that the peak current required by the driver 
emitter followers would not significantly upset the 
operation of TR6 by imposing a significant load. In the 
present circuit, however, the supply to the amplifier 
transistor is `bootstrapped' via C20, and this provides a 
high impedance current source for TR6. The standing 
collector current may therefore be reduced, since the 
collector of TR6 will not be so affected by load current. 
A current of 12mA was in consequence chosen and, 
assuming a supply voltage of 30 volts and TR6 collector 
sitting at 15 volts, this gives a collector load resistance 
of 1.25k12. In the circuit this is split into 1k12 (R30) and 
2709 (R29) for the purpose of bootstrapping. The 
collector of the amplifier transistor, TR6, will therefore 
sit at half the rail voltage when the d.c. conditions are 
satisfied. 

The first transistor in the amplifier chain, TR5, also 
provides voltage amplification. Assuming a current gain 
hfe of 100 times in TR6, with its collector current of 
12mA, a base current of 120µA is required, and this is 
easily provided by TR5 collector current. 

Transistor TR7 may be regarded as a `variable zener 
diode'. Here the collector -to -emitter voltage is propor- 
tional to the 0.7 volt base -to -emitter voltage according 
to the setting of RV5. The collector -to -emitter voltage 
increases as the potentiometer slider is wound towards 
the emitter end of the track. The voltage required across 
TR7 should be approximately equal to the combined 
base -emitter voltages of TR8, TR9, TR10 and TR11, 
and RV5 is set to provide 20mA quiescent current in 
TRIO and TR11 to prevent crossover distortion. 

VOLTAGE CONDITIONS 

Having ensured that the current conditions are 
satisfied, we now turn our attention to the voltage 
constraints. 

The no -signal d.c. voltage conditions are controlled 
by the input potential divider given by R23, R24 and 
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COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All fixed values watt 10% unless otherwise stated) 

R20 1 -off 2.7k12 
R21 1 -off 3312 
R22 1 -off 18k12 
R23 2 -off 33k12 
R24 2 -off 22kí 
R25 2 -off 10k12 
R26 2 -off 10k12 
R27 2 -off 4712 
R28 2 -off 4.7k12 
R29 2 -off 2709 
R30 2 -off 1 k12 
R31 2 -off lk12 
R32 2 -off 1k12 
R33 2 -off 112 1 watt 
R34 2 -off 112 1 watt 
R35 2 -off 220t 
R36 2 -off 4.7k9 
RV5 2 -off 5k12 potentiometer, linear, panel - 

mounting pre-set 

Capacitors 
C15 1 -off 25µF electrolytic, 25V.Wkg. 
C16 1 -off 25µF electrolytic, 25 V.Wkg. 
C17 2 -off 25µF electrolytic, 25V.Wkg. 
C18 2 -off 50µF electrolytic, 25V.Wkg. 
Cl 9 2 -off 500µF electrolytic, 25 V.Wkg. 
C20 2 -off 50µF electrolytic, 25 V.Wkg. 
C21 2 -off 2,000µF electrolytic, 25 V.Wkg. 
C22 2 -off 25µF electrolytic, 25 V.Wkg. 

Semiconductors 
TR4 1 -off BFY50 or 2N3053 
TR5 2 -off 2N3250 or 2N3702 
TR6 2 -off BFY50 or 2N3053 
TR7 2 -off BFY50 or 2N3053 
TR8 2 -off BFY50 or 2N3053 
TR9 2 -off BFX88 or 0081 
TRIO 2 -off 2N3055 
TR11 2 -off 0C35, 0C36, 0C28 or 0C29 
Zener diode set, 1 -off, total 18 to 20V (see text) 

Miscellaneous 
1 -off TO5 heat clip (for TR4) 
2 -off mica washer and insulating bushes 
(for TR10) 
Printed circuit board 
Perforated board 
Perforated board pins. 

R25. The values of these resistors are chosen such that 
the emitter of TR5 sits at the half rail voltage. They pass 
at least 10 times the base current required by TR5, and 
the design of the amplifier is such that the centre rail 
biases itself to the half rail voltage. 

This process can be visualised by assuming first that 
the centre rail voltage is higher than half the supply 
voltage. This causes the current in TR5 to increase and 
drive more base current into TR6. The collector voltage 
of TR6 falls, taking the centre rail voltage down with it 
by way of TR8, TR9, TR10 and TR11. If we assume, 
on the other hand that the centre rail voltage is lower 
than half the supply voltage, then TR5 and TR6 are 
starved of current so that TR6 collector voltage rises, 
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taking the centre rail with it. In either instance the 
circuit design maintains the centre line at half supply 
voltage. 

A.C. feedback is provided via R36 and C22, and the 
closed loop gain of the amplifier, neglecting the emitter 
impedance of TR5 (21012 at 120µA collector current) is 
given by R36 divided by R27. This is 4.7k12 divided by 
47e, or 100 times, and therefore for an output swing of 
19 volts peak -to -peak an input swing of 190mV peak - 
to -peak (67mV r.m.s.) is required. An input at this level 
is easily provided by the pre -amplifier sections. 

The open loop voltage gain of the amplifier is 
calculated in the following manner. To commence with, 
since the emitter of TR5 is not decoupled, its gain is 
given, to good approximation, by collector load 
divided by emitter load. The collector load is the input 
impedance of TR6 (in parallel with the 10k12 R26) and 
the emitter load is the 4712 resistor, R27. 

If the emitter of TR6 connected to chassis via a 
resistor RE, the input impedance could be calculated as 
being hfe times RE. But in the present circuit the 
emitter of TR6 connects direct to chassis and the input 
impedance is hfe times the 'nternal emitter resistance of 
the transistor. This resistance is usually very much lower 
than any external physical emitter resistor and under 
such circumstances is normally ignored. In the present 
instance, however, it is very important. 

Semiconductor theory gives the value of the internal 
emitter resistance as 25 divided by Ic, where Ic is in mA. 
Hence the input impedance of TR6 (at 12mA collector 
current and assuming a current gain of 100) becomes 
equal to 

hfe x 25 

le 
= 100 x 25 

12 
= 20812. 

In consequence the gain of TR5 is equal to 20812 
divided by 4712, or 4.4 times. The 10k12 resistor, R26, 
may be neglected as it will not significantly affect the 
20812 in parallel with it. 

The gain of TR6, whose emitter is connected to 
chassis, would normally be given by the formula 

hfe RL 
Voltage gain - 

hie 
that is, the product of current gain and collector load 
divided by input impedance. The effective collector load 
is not, however, the ik12 collector load, R30, as the 
bootstrapping effectively raises this by many times, and 
so the effective load is taken as the input impedance to 
the output transistor drivers, TR8 or TR9. 

The input impedance of TR8 and TR9, with respect 
to the centre rail, is given by the 112 emitter resistor 
(R33 or R34) multiplied by the current gain of TR10 and 
TR8 or of TR11 and TR9. Hence, the input impedance 
of TR8 or TR9, neglecting the emitter resistors, R31 and 
R32, is given by 

10 x hfe TRIO or TR11 x hfe TR8 or TR9 
=112x20x50 
= 1k12. 

This figure applies for either path. 
Since, for signal conditions, only one side conducts at 

a time (except at the crossover point) we may consider 
the load as 1k52 and not as 2 loads of 1k12 in parallel, 
or 50052. 
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Another view of the front of the completed 
amplifier 

Hence, the voltage gain of TR6 is given by 
hfe x RL effective 

hie 
= 100 x 1k12 

= 20812 
480. 

The voltage gain of the emitter followers TR8 and 
TR9 is unity ,and the voltage gain of TRIO and TR11 
with respect to the 312 load is 0.75 times due to the 
`potting down' effect of the 112 emitter resistor. The 
overall open loop voltage gain of the power amplifier 
is the product of the gains of TR5, TR6, TR8/9 and 
TR10/11 (TR8/9 and TR10/11 work alternately) and 
this is equal to 

4.4x480x1 x 0.75 
= 1,580. 

Now, we have already seen that the closed loop gain 
of the power amplifier is, to good approximation, 100 
times. The quantity of negative feedback applied around 
the amplifier (i.e. the gain lost due to the feedback) is 
equal to open loop gain divided by closed loop gain. 
In the present amplifier this is 

1,580 

100 
15.8 (or 24dB). 

Negative feedback is applied primarily to ensure a 
flat frequency response and to reduce non-linear dis- 
tortion, but it also has the advantage of reducing the 
amplifier output impedance and increasing the input 
inpedance. 

Since some of the output swing is lost in the In 
resistor, a supply voltage of 25 to 30 volts is used to 
enable the amplifier to deliver at least 15 watts r.m.s. 
into a 312 speaker. A supply voltage of 35 volts should 
be used for driving an 812 speaker if full output is 
required. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

For the benefit of the more experienced constructor it 
should be mentioned in passing that it is possible to 
simplify the power amplifier and improve its per- 
formance by making use of `Darlington' power tran- 
sistors such as those manufactured by Motorola. These 
devices include a power transistor and its emitter 
follower driver in one package, giving a current gain of 
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J 
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MJ900 MJ1000 
Lead -outs 

Collector 

Fig. Tb. Lead -out connections and internal 
circuit ol'Darlington` output transistors 

greater than 1,000 times. They are available in comple- 
mentary pairs (e.g. MJ900 p.n.p. and M.11000 n.p.n.) 
and may be used to replace TR8 and TRIO (n.p.n. 
Darlington) and TR9 and TRI1 (p.n.p. Darlington). 
The lead -out connections and internal circuits of these 
devices are shown in Fig. 15 and they may be obtained 
from Jermyn Industries, 90 Vestry Estate, Sevenoaks, 
Kent. 

Alternatively, the output transistors only may be 
replaced by the MJ481 n.p.n. and MJ491 p.n.p. types. 
These will improve the amplifier output power response 
at the higher audio frequencies (as will the `Darling - 
tons'), and they have the same lead -out layout as the 
types specified. 

However, it should be noted that the design, as given 
and using inexpensive devices, gives results that are 
quite adequate for normal purposes, and is that which is 
recommended for the reader who prefers to work from 
practical constructional information. 

NEXT MONTH 

In the concluding article, to be published next 
month, the power supply and main chassis assembly 
will be described, as also will the process of testing and 
setting up. 

(To be concluded) 

LETTERS ... 
The Editor, 
Readers' Letters, 
Radio Ft Electronics Constructor, 
57 Maida Vale, 
London, W9 1SN. 

Dear Sir, 
I was greatly interested in your contributors exper- 

ience with the `Whoppodyne', described in your 
October issue, since I too encountered one, also in 
Scotland, about the year 1934. It was a multi valve 
monster with four H.F. stages separately tuned, and 
had a complex of hand wound plug-in coils which 
bore, as I remember, a strong resemblance to a row of 
black puddings encased in biscuit tins. The monster 
had been assembled on a table top approximately 5' 
by 2'-6" by the Aeronautics Department of a Scottish 
University for the purpose of receiving certain world-. 
wide time signals on ear phones. As a 16 -year -old 
'Lab boy' its limited ambitions disgusted me. For- 
tunately the professor whose room was built around 
it used to leave early each evening to catch a train at 
4 p.m. My hours were less flexible, and after he had 
left I had an hour to study its construction. As a wire- 
less expert, ignored by those who had designed it, in 
a very short space of time I was able to make certain 
circuit alterations with `jumper' leads which enabled 
me to obtain B.B.C. reception loud and clear. These 
alterations were of such a temporary nature that the 
professor never knew that anyone had realised its 
fuller potential! 

John B. Francey - Erskine, Renfrewshire. 

Dear Sir, 
I recently read in a back copy of 'R. & E.C.', about 

Mr. S. Benson who owns a crystal receiver. I too have 
a crystal receiver and wondered where I could obtain 
`crystals' and `cat's whisker'. What are these two items 
made of and would a synthetic material give the same 
reception? 

The set to which I refer has a 'BBC Approved' 
transfer on the front of it, with the words `G.P.O. 
Reg. No. 861 - Type approved by Post Master General'. 

It was made by The British Thompson -Houston 
Co. Ltd., Rugby. Type G Form B. No. 25292. Made 
in September 1922 - 2nd edition. 

I would be interested to receive any information 
on the query above. 

JANUARY 1974 

K. W. Warn - Bristol. 
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Trade Neu s 
ROTARY SWITCHES 

The Feme series 5922, miniature panel mounted 
rotary switch is available up to 6 poles 12 way. 

The switch is available with gold contacts in pro- 
fessional version, either hermetically sealed or with 
adjustable stop, and as an economic version with silver 
contacts, not sealed, with or without adjustable stop. 
The units are moulded in diallylphtalate, rated at 0.3 
amps at 220 VAC or 1 amp at 30 VDC. 

Units are 19 mm. diameter and maximum length for 
a 6 section unit is 46 ram. behind the panel. 

Further details are available from FR Electronics 
Ltd., Switching Components Group, Wimborne, 
Dorset. 

LOW COST ELECTRONIC MULTIMETER 
Avo claim to have produced one of the cheapest electronic multimeters ever 
for the professional market. This latest addition to the new "AVOMETER" 
generation, the EM 272, combines new techniques and components at a 
price to suit your pocket. The EM 272 has wide coverage of both a.c. and 
d.c. ranges and an input impedance compatible with modern circuits and 
components. 

A high input impedance of 316k9./V, a wide range of measurement and 
a good frequency response to 20kHz are combined with simplicity of 
operation, rugged construction and "AVOMETER" reliability. 

A.C. and d.c. voltages can be measured between 30mV and 1000V f.s.d., 
a.c. and d.c. current from 3µA to 3A f.s.d. and resistance between U) and 
40M1), the high impedance of the instrument ensuring accuracy of measure- 
ment in high impedance circuits. 

Printed circuits shunts and thick film resistor modules provide high re- 
liability comparable to that of the small centre -pole movements. The 
moulded shatterproof case can be held in one hand. 

The AVO EM 272 is a low cost electronic multimeter using proven 
techniques in a new combination to provide laboratory, production and 
servicing engineers with a truly professional specification. 

Available from Wholesale Distributors at a U.K. Trade Price of £24.85 
plus VAT £2.49. 

PROTECTION OF DELICATE AUDIO PARTS 
Dixons Photographic Limited are now using a resealable polythene 

bag, called the MiniGRIP bag, to store and transfer approximately 
3,000 different types of photographic and audio parts. The bag was 

adopted for the following reasons: it can be opened and sealed again 
repeatedly by hand; the closure excludes atmospheric pollutants from 

delicate components such as exposure meter movements, which are 

easily ruined by dust; optical parts such as focussing screens are pro- 
tected against scratching, and 
the heavy gauge polythene is 
resistant to tearing. 
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In the shops, a single delicate part is often handed over in one of these 
bags, thus demonstrating to the customer that care has been taken. The 
bag is sealed by running thumb and forefinger along a sealing strip near 
he top and it is opened by pulling apart the two lips above this strip 

(see photo). MiniGRIP bags are marketed in U.K. and Eire by Supreme 
Plastics Limited, Vale Road, Harringay, London N4 1 QB. 
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In your 
worksho r- cE3-41Tigef41 

HAPPY 
NEW YEAR, ALREADY!" 

Smithy beamed at his assistant 
benevolently. 

"Happy New Year, yet!" he replied. 
Dick grinned back and hung his 

raincoat on the hook behind the door. 
He rubbed his hands together en- 
thusiastically. 

"I must say," he remarked keenly, 
"that this scheme of starting work on 
January the Second instead of January 
the First isn't half a good idea." 

"You're dead right there," agreed 
Smithy. "It allows you to enjoy New 
Year's Eve without any worries at all 
about getting up early the next 
morning." 

"Yes, it's just the job," said Dick, 
continuing the theme. "In fact, I was 
wallowing in the old pit yesterday right 
up to 3 o'clock in the afternoon!" 

PORTABLE TV 

He glanced around the workshop 
then looked at the 'For Repair' rack. 
All that stood on this was a portable 
mains -battery 12 inch monochrome 
television receiver. 

"Blimey," he said, "Is that all there 
is to do today?" 

"Up to now it is," replied Smithy. 
"We had a good clear -out of sets 
before New Year's Eve and nobody's 
got round to bringing in any more 
faulty ones since." 

"These portable transistor TV's 
always strike me as being really neat 
jobs," said Dick warmly. "Is this one 
of the types which can operate from 
the mains or from a 12 volt accumula- 
tor?" 

"It is," confirmed Smithy. "The 
consumption from the mains with 
these receivers is usually around 30 
watts or so. When they're connected 
to a 12 volt battery they normally 
draw something like 1.2 to 2 amps." 
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"Well, that's pretty light, isn't it?" 
commented Dick. "Does it matter if 
the battery voltage isn't exactly 12 
volts? For instance, a 12 volt accumu- 
lator can go up well over 13 volts 
when it's fully charged." 

"Within reason, changes in battery 
voltage don't matter with these sets," 
stated Smithy. "They all have a 
voltage stabilizing supply circuit which 
is operative both on mains and battery. 
This sets the internal supply for the 
receiver circuits at a level of around 
10.5 to 11.5 volts. The actual voltage 
depends upon the make and model of 
the set." 

"Hmm," said Dick musingly. "That 
voltage should be enough for tran- 
sistors to work from. And it can, of 
course, supply the heater of the cathode- 
ray tube quite happily as well. I 
suppose the tube is a standard sort 
of job." 

"Oh yes," replied Smithy. "Al- 
though the small tubes used in these 
sets are designed specifically for 
transistor portable TV's, they're still 
the same as the larger tubes you have 
in standard monochrome sets. The 
usual screen sizes range from 9 to 14 
inches. They have magnetic deflection, 
of course, and run at an e.h.t. for the 
final anode of around 10 to 12kV." 
(Fig. 1.) 

"That e.h.t.," broke in Dick, "can 
easily be provided from the line output 
stage, can't it?" 

"Oh yes," confirmed Smithy. "These 
small picture tubes have the usual 
heater and cathode, after which you 
get the first anode. In a typical tube, 
the second and fourth anodes are 
common with the final anode, and 
there is a third anode between them. 
This third anode is really a focusing 
electrode, and the focus is set up by 
varying the direct voltage which is 
applied to it. The voltage range for 

This month Dick 
and Smithy usher 
in the New Year by 
taking a look at the 
line output stages 
of U.K.-manufac- 
tured portable 
mains -battery tel- 
evision receivers. 
As Smithy is able 
to demonstrate to 
Dick, most of these 
single -standard 
sets have a com- 
mon basic line 

output design. 

focusing is normally of the order of 
zero to 300 volts." 

"Three hundred volts?" queried 
Dick. "How do you get 300 volts 
when the main stabilized supply rail 
inside the receiver is less than 12 
volts?" 

"You get it from the line output 
stage." 

"Oh." 
Dick thought for a moment. 
"If my memory of cathode ray 

tubes serves me correctly," he went on 
slowly, "that first anode needs a 
fairly high voltage as well." 

"It does," said Smithy. "About 300 
to 400 volts, in fact." 

"And where does that come from?" 
"From the line output stage." 

Anode 

Grid. 

Cathode 

Heater 

Anode 3 

Final anode 

(+anode 2 + anode 4) 
/ 

Final 
anode 

Aquadag coatings 

Fig. 1. The electrodes in a 
cathode-ray tube of the type 
employed in many mains - 
battery television receivers. 
The Aquadag coatings are 
conductive coatings of grap- 
hite which are painted on, in 
solvent form, during tube 

manufacture 
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"Blimey," remarked Dick. "Apart 
from its normal job of deflecting the 
spot across the tube face and providing 
e.h.t., the line output stage seems to be 
doing quite a bit of auxiliary work as 
well." 

"So far as supplying the first and 
third anodes of the tube is concerned," 
said Smithy, "the extra work isn't 
particularly arduous. The current 
requirement of these two anodes is 
quite small. The first anode current 
will almost certainly be less than 10µA 
and the third anode current should 
usually be lower than 20µA." 

"What about the video input to the 
tube? Is this fed in at the cathode?" 

"Normally it is," said Smithy. 
"And with these smallish tubes the 
video input, excluding sync pulses, 
usually has a swing of about 30 to 
40 volts." 

"Blow me," protested Dick. "That's 
another voltage that's higher than the 
supply voltage which is available in 
the set!" 

"I know it is," agreed Smithy. "It 
means that the video output transistor 
needs a supply potential of nearly 
three times that figure if it is to give a 
linear output complete with sync 
pulses. In practice, the supply for the 
video output transistor is fixed at 
around 100 volts. Also, the current 
requirement here is relatively high, 
being of the order of 6mA." (Fig. 2.) 

Video 
in 

7.5kn 

+(approx I00V) 

0.2pF H To C.R.T. 

cathode 

Video output 
transistor 

IOOn 0-O02pF 

Contrast 
control 

2On 

500n 
TIOOpF 

Fig. 2. Simplified circuit for a 
video output transistor stage. 
Note that contrast control is 
achieved by varying the 
amount of negative feedback 
introduced in the emitter load. 
Component values are rep- 
resentative- of commercial 
practice in mains -battery 

single -standard portables 

"One hundred volts at 6mA," 
repeated Dick incredulously. "Don't 
tell me that that comes from the line 
output stage as well." 

"It does," chuckled Smithy. "In 
some sets also, the line output stage 
gives an enhanced supply voltage, of 
about 25 volts, for the i.f. amplifier, 
the sync separator and a few of the 
other stages." 

LINE OUTPUT STAGE 

"This seems crazy to me," com- 
mented Dick weakly. "How on earth 
can you get all these supply voltages 
from a single line output stage?" 

"It's not too difficult," replied 
Smithy. "The main approach consists 
of connecting diode rectifier circuits 
to appropriate windings and taps on 
the line output transformer. Of the 
various higher supply voltages we've 
been mentioning, those for the c.r.t.. 
and the video output transistor are 
essential in all mains -battery portables, 
with the result that the line output 
stages in these sets tend to be a little 
unique. An interesting factor is that 
there's a tendency towards the same 
basic line output design, irrespective 
of make and model. Another point is 
that these portable TV line output 
stages almost always employ a booster 
diode circuit that is virtually a Chinese 
copy of the booster diode circuits 
used in the old valve line output 
stages." 

Dick frowned. 
"I'm a bit lost now," he confessed. 

1 think you'll have to fill in a few 
details for me." 

"Fair enough," said the Serviceman 
equably. "Come over here and I'll 
show you what I'm talking about." 

Eagerly, Dick carried his stool to 
Smithy's bench and perched himself 
on it alongside Smithy. The latter 
pulled his note -pad towards him and 
sketched out a circuit. (Fig. 3(a).) 

"Now this," he remarked, "is a 
basic version of the old line output 
valve and booster diode circuit. For 
the time being, I'm only showing the 
part of the line output transformer 
windings which appears in the booster 
diode circuit proper, and I haven't 
added the e.h.t. winding or the 
coupling arrangements to the line 
deflection coils. Which are, of course, 
fitted over the tube neck. And, next, 
here's a typical example, with the 
same section of the line output 
transformer windings, of the transistor 
version as encountered in mains - 
battery portable sets. The thermionic 
diode in the valve circuit is replaced by 
a semiconductor diode, and the line 
output valve is replaced by a power 
transistor connected in the common 
emitter mode." 

Smithy indicated the diode and 
transistor in his second circuit. 
(Fig. 3(b).) 

Dick looked at Smithy's sketch 
suspiciously. 
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Fig. 3 (a). A circuit familiar to those raised on valve television servicing! This is the basic form of the 
booster diode line output circuit 

(b). A very similar circuit is encountered in the line output stage of many mains -battery portable 
receivers. Capacitor values here and in (a) are representative 

"There's an added capacitor between 
the bottom end of the transformer 
winding and chassis," he pointed out. 

"True," agreed Smithy. "It's for 
transformer tuning. The transformer 
windings in the transistor version of 
the line output circuit have much 
lower inductance than those in the 
valve circuit because of the low 
supply voltage, which necessitates 
having much higher currents to 
achieve the same power output. Most 
valve line output transformers were 
tuned by their own winding self - 
capacitances, but the self -capacitances 
aren't high enough in transistor line 
output transformers. As a result, the 
transistor line output stages have an 
external transformer tuning capacitor 
lurking around somewhere in the 
circuit, usually from some part of the 
winding to chassis. A typical circuit 
position is between the bottom of the 
winding and chassis, as I've shown here. 
Another difference you will spot 
immediately is that, whereas the inputs 
coupling to the line output valve is by 
way of a capacitor and grid leak, that 
to the line output transistor is via a 
transformer. One of the advantages 
*Conferred by having an input trans- 
former is that, if the line oscillator 
fails, there is no oscillatory voltage 
across the input transformer secondary 
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and the line output transistor base has 
a d.c. connection to its emitter. This 
means that the output transistor is 
automatically turned off in the absence 
of line drive and there is no risk of 
damage." 

"That's one good thing, at any 
rate," commented Dick. "In the old 
valve line output stages, the output 
valve anode used to go red-hot when 
the drive failed, because there was 
nothing to hold its control grid 
negative." 

"True enough," agreed Smithy. 
"Anyway, I've now shown you the 
similarity in the boost section between 
these transistor portable TV line 
output stages and the earlier valve line 
output stages." 

BOOST DIODE OPERATION 

Smithy gazed cheerfully at his 
assistant. The latter looked back at 
him uncomprehendingly. 

"Stap me," snorted Dick, suddenly 
breaking the silence. "You aren't just 
going to leave it there, are you?" 

"What more do you want to know?" 
queried Smithy. "Both circuits work in 
the same basic manner. In the first 
circuit the line output valve acts like a 
switch and in the second circuit the 
line output transistor also acts like a 

switch." 
"Yes," protested Dick, "but that's 

not explaining! You aren't even telling 
me what happens during the line scan 
cycle." 

"Dear, oh dear," sighed Smithy. 
"With you I always have to go into 
detail. O.K. then, we'll start an 
explanation at a moment in the line, 
scan cycle when the spot on the c.r.t. 
face has been deflected horizontally 
nearly all the way to the right. At this 
part of the line scan cycle the output 
valve or transistor is fully conductive. 
and an increasing field is being built up 
in the output transformer winding. 
The build-up of this field is relatively 
slow because an inductance always 
opposes a change in the current which 
flows through it. The current in the 
winding flows from the top supply rail, 
through the booster diode, and then 
into the anode of the valve or into the 
collector of the transistor. It is obvious 
that the bottom of the winding will be 
negative of the booster diode cathode 
tap, and it follows from this that 
transformer action will cause the top 
of the winding to be positive of the 
booster diode cathode tap. This 
positive voltage is applied to the right 
hand plate of the boost reservoir 
capacitor. Following the initial few 
cycles after switching on, this capacitor 
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has acquired a charge across its plates, 
and this charge is such that the voltage 
across the capacitor is virtually the 
same as .that now appearing between 
the top of the winding and the booster 
diode cathode tap. All right up to 
now?" 

"Yep," said Dick shortly. "Keep at 
it, Smithy!" 

"Right," replied Smithy. "We next 
reach the end of the scan and go into 
the flyback period. This period is 
initiated by a change in the drive 
input which suddenly turns off the line 
output valve or the line output 
transistor. The flow of current in the 
transformer winding ceases com- 
pletely, and its field suddenly collapses. 
You get the usual ringing effect that is 
given in any coil when the current in it 
is suddenly switched off and the 
voltage across the winding reverses, 
causing the anode or collector to go 
violently positive. The cathode of the 
booster diode also goes positive with 
respect to the top end of the winding, 
whereupon this diode ceases to con- 
duct, and the only stable d.c. voltage 
point in the circuit is given at the right 
hand plate of the boost reservoir 
capacitor." 

Smithy paused for a moment as 
Dick absorbed these facts. 

"The winding," resumed Smithy, 
"will continue to ring. After reaching a 
maximum positive excursion at the 
valve anode or transistor collector, and 
at the booster diode cathode, the 
voltage will start to fall just as rapidly 
and will pass through zero, taking the 
booster diode cathode negative. As 
soon as this negative voltage exceeds 
the voltage across the boost reservoir 
capacitor, the booster diode conducts, 
causing the very low impedance of the 
reservoir capacitor to be placed across 
the upper section of the winding. The 
effect is almost the same as applying a 
short-circuit across the winding, and 
the ringing at once stops. There is, 
however, a large magnetic field in the 
winding and this now commences to 
fall in strength, the fall being slow due 
to the short-circuiting effect of the 
boost reservoir capacitor. This fall in 
the field constitutes the first part of the 
horizontal scan after flyback and the 
current flowing in the winding is in the 
opposite direction to that which flows 
at the end of the scan. A little before 
half -way along the scan the current 
approaches zero, and the line output 
valve or transistor, which is now fully 
conductive again, takes over. An 
increasing current is drawn through the 
winding until the flyback period 
arrives, whereupon the process takes 
place all over again." 

"Hell's teeth," remarked Dick, 
"there are quite a lot of things going 
on in that simple circuit." 

"There are," concurred Smithy. 
"Now, I've shown voltage waveforms 
in my circuits, but it's helpful to look 
at a waveform which shows the current 
in the winding as well. The current is 
like this." 

Smithy sketched out the current 

waveform. (Fig. 4.) 
"Just before the flyback," he went 

on, "the current in the line output 
transformer winding is at a maximum 
in one direction. During flyback the 
current falls to zero at the same time as 

the voltage goes to its peak, after 
which the current goes to a maximum 
in the other direction until the ringing 
in the winding is brought abruptly to a 
stop by the booster diode and the boost 
reservoir capacitor. The current then 
falls relatively slowly towards zero, 
whereupon the line output valve or 
transistor resumes control and causes 
an increasing current to be built up in 
the opposite direction." 

"I suppose," put in Dick tentatively, 
"that the ringing during flyback takes 
place at a frequency which is, con- 
trolled by the tuning capacitor you 
mentioned earlier?" 

"It is," confirmed Smithy. "So far 
as the transistor version of the circuit 
is concerned, a common approach 
consists of tuning the winding such 
that one half -cycle of its ringing 
frequency fits neatly into the flyback 
period." 

E.H.T. GENERATION 

"Well," said Dick in a relieved tone, 
"at least, that's got the booster diode 
business sorted out. Let's add on the 
e.h.t. winding. I know that in the 
valve circuit this consists of an over- 
wind added on at the anode end of the 
winding we've just been talking about. 
The overwind has quite a lot more 
turns, with the result that its outside 
end goes positive, during flyback, to a, 

much higher voltage than that at the 
line output anode. This higher voltage 
is applied to an e.h.t. rectifier which 
passes current on voltage tips and 
keeps the e.h.t. reservoir capacitor 
charged. And the rectifier is a ther- 
mionic diode whose heater is fed by 

Current 

in line 

output 
transformer 
winding 

Line output Valve or 
transistor takes over 

Scan 

Time 

Slow collapse 
of field 

Flyback 

Fig. 4. Idealised waveform 
illustrating current conditions 
in the fine output transformer 

winding 
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another winding on the line output 
transformer." 

Dick added the new winding and 
components to Smithy's previous 
circuit. (Fig. 5.) 

"Fair enough," commented Smithy. 
"In the valve circuit the line deflection 
coils could, typically, connect into 
suitable taps in the winding between 
the line output anode and the boost 
reservoir capacitor, but I don't think 
we want to keep on with the valve 
circuit any more. Let's concentrate 
instead on the transistor version as 
used in mains -battery portables. In 
this, the normal approach is to have a 
separate e.h.t. winding which has one 
end connected to chassis. The other 
end then couples to a single semi- 
conductor rectifier, and thence to the 
e.h.t. reservoir capacitor." (Fig. 6.) 

"How about the line deflection 
coils?" asked Dick. "Do those also 
connect into taps in the main winding 
of the output transformer?" 

"Not normally," replied Smithy. 
"The usual form is to couple the coils 
between chassis and the collector of the 
Iine output transistor via a capacitor 
and a line linearity control. The line- 
arity control offers different and 
controllable impedances to currents in 
opposite directions, but I don't think 
I'll have enough time today to go into 
any greater detail about it than that. 
The line deflection coils may be in 
series or in parallel according to the 
make and design of the set." 

Smithy drew in the two types of 
deflection coil circuits. (Figs. 7(a) 
and (b).) 

"Up to now," he resumed, "I've 
shown you circuits in which the line 
output transistor is connected as a 
common emitter device. This is quite a 
common circuit but you may find that 
the line output transistor is more 
frequently employed as a common 
collector device. Here's the arrange- 
ment." 

Smithy sketched out a further 
diagram. (Fig. 8.) 

"In this instance," he said, "the 
transistor comes hard on during the 
scan period and acts as a switch in just 
the same manner as does the common 
emitter transistor. The only major 
difference occurs during the flyback 
period. With the common emitter 
circuit, the collector goes positive of 
chassis, and of the base and emitter, 
by a high voltage during the flyback 
cycle. When the common collector 
circuit is used, both the base and 
emitter, and the secondary of the 
drive transformer, go positive of 
chassis and the collector by a high 
voltage during flyback. Apart from 
this point the output transformer 
circuit into which the transistor 
connects is the same for both cases." 

"Is that positive voltage during 
flyback very high?" 

"It's pretty high for a transistor," 
replied Smithy. "Typically, the peak 
value is about 200 volts. Specially 
designed power transistors are em- 
ployed for the job." 
JANUARY 1974 
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Fig. 7 (a). It is common practice to couple the line deflection coils to 
the line output transistor via a capacitor and the line 
linearity control. The components may appear in a 
different order in the series circuit, e.g. the capacitor 

cou/d be between the deflection coils and chassis 
(b). The same type of deflection coil feed circuit may also be 

used when the deflection coils are in parallel 

HIGH VOLTAGES 

"We seem," remarked Dick, "to 
have covered quite a lot of ground 
today. I hadn't realised that transistor 
TV line output stages could be as 
easy to follow as this!" 

"It's quite easy to understand the 
ones used in mains -battery sets," 
qualified Smithy cautiously, "but this 
is only because the low supply voltage 
provided in these sets causes different 
set -makers to employ very nearly the 
same simple basic design. The fact that 
the e.h.t. voltages required in mains - 
battery sets are not very high also 
helps to make things easier. I should 

II! 
Ill Line output 
in transformer 
111 

III 

Line output 
transistor 

Fig. 8. It is frequent practice 
to have the line output 
transistor connected in com- 
mon collector instead of in 

common emitter 

imagine, incidentally, that some of the 
old valve buffs are quite a bit relieved 
to find that there are some transistor 
line output stages which are very 
similar to the valve circuits they cut 
their TV teeth on!" 

"You're probably right there," 
grinned Dick. "Anyhow, let's dig next 
into those extra voltages you get from 
these transistor line output stages." 

"As you like," responded Smithy 
obligingly. "Well now, we've already 
bumped into one of them." 

"Have we? When?" 
"When we mentioned the voltage 

which is built up across the boost 
reservoir capacitor. This voltage, 
added in series with the existing 
stabilized rail voltage of 10.5 to 11.5, 
gives a voltage above chassis which is, 
typically, of the order of 25 volts. 
Because of the high value of the 
reservoir capacitor this voltage is 
reasonably smooth and, if desired, can 
be used to supply the i.f. amplifier, sync 
separator and other stages. It is taken 
directly from the positive plate of the 
capacitor and requires only a little 
further smoothing." 

"Fair enough," said Dick. "Now, 
what about the first and third anodes 
of the tube?" 

"The voltages for these," explained 
Smithy, "are usually obtained from 
another winding on the transformer. 
Here's the basic idea." 

Smithy picked up his pen, tore the 
top sheet from his note -pad, and drew 
another circuit on the fresh surface 
revealed. (Fig. 9.) 

"The additional winding is con- 
nected," he went on, "so that its non - 
earthy end goes positive during the 
flyback period, whereupon positive 
pulses are passed via the rectifier to a 
RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 
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Fig. 9. A basic method, employed in some mains -battery portables, of 
obtaining a supply for the first and third anodes of the c.r.t. 

reservoir capacitor and then to the 
first anode of the tube. The number of 
turns on the winding will be such as to 
cause the positive peaks to be around 
300 volts or so. There is a pot between 
the first anode and chassis, and the 
third anode is connected to its slider. 
The pot is then adjusted for optimum 
focus." 

"Stap me, that's neat!" 
"It is rather, isn't it?" agreed 

Smithy. "Sometimes that extra wind- 
ing is given by a tap in the e.h.t. 
winding, and sometimes there are more 
decoupling components than I have 
shown." 

"All that's left now," said Dick, 
"is the supply of around 100 volts for 
the video output transistor." 

"Ah yes," said Smithy. "Well, a 
further winding is often used for this 
supply, and it feeds another rectifier 
and reservoir circuit. However, the 
winding is so connected that the end 
which connects to the diode goes 
positive during the scan part of the line 
cycle. The voltage per turn is much 
lower than is needed when you're 
rectifying flyback pulses, but the 
positive voltage is present for a much 

Winding on 
lint output 
transformer 21íF 

To video 
output 
stage 

Fig. 10. A further winding on 
the line output transformer 
may be used to provide a 
rectified positive voltage of 
around 100 volts for the 
video output stage. In this 
case the non -earthy end of 
the winding goes positive 
during the scan period. The 
reservoir capacitor values 
shown here and in Fig. 9 are 

representative 

longer period during the cycle. As a 
result, the rectified voltage has better 
regulation, as is required for a circuit 
like the video output stage, which 
needs much more juice than do the 
first and third anodes of the tube." 

Smithy drew his final circuit for the 
day. (Fig. 10.) 

"I must add," he continued, "that, 
in some sets, the arrangements used to 
supply the video output stage may 
vary quite a bit from this last circuit 
I've drawn, and this is perhaps the 
least representative of all the schemes 
I've shown you. In some cases, for 
instance, the video output stage power 
may be picked up by a diode and series 
resistor from the line output transistor 
collector or emitter, as applicable, 
whereupon the supply consists of 
rectified flyback pulses. But the general 
basic ideas I've shown you today are 
typical of most of the U.K.-manufac- 
tured mains -battery TV portables. 
you're likely to encounter." 

NEW YEAR RESOLUTION 

With these words, Smithy pushed 
his note -pad to the back of his bench 
and purposefully strode over to the 
portable television set which had been 
the initial cause of his discussion on 
line output stages. He examined the 
ticket tied to the back of the receiver. 

"Humph," he grunted. "This set 
shouldn't be too difficult to fix. 
According to the ticket all that's 
wrong with it is lack of video h.f. 
response." 

"That's funny," remarked Dick. 
"Funny? In what way?" 
"Well," said Dick. "1 said to myself 

on New Year's Day that this year I 
was going to stop the habit of pestering 
you for technical gen. But no sooner 
do I get into the workshop than l'm 
doing it all over again. So I'm guilty of 
the same thing that's wrong with that 
set." 

Smithy looked mildly baffled. 
"I'm a bit lost here," he said. "What 

is it you're guilty of?" 
Dick grinned. 
"I'm guilty," he chuckled, "of poor 

resolution!" 

'The "Dualine" 
M.W.-V.H.F. Portable' 

In Fig. 1 of this article, appearing 
on page 211 of the November 
1973 issue, the upper end of 
VR1 should connect directly to 
the right hand end of L2, with 
neither of these components 

connecting to the collector of 
TR2. 

"Y can assure you it's nothing to do with your B.O. problem!" 
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Radio Topics 

IKE THE RED QUEEN, YOU HAVE TO 
keep running these days just to 

stay in the same place. 
I am referring, of course, to the 

enormous spate of technical develop- 
ment and discovery which has con- 
tinued unabated over the last two 
decades, and which necessitates con- 
tinuous study on the part of the serious 
engineer if he is to keep up to date 
with current techniques and designs. 
The device which has done more than 
anything else to spark off all the 
present new ideas is the transistor. It 
was the transistor which demonstrated 
that it was possible to obtain amplifica- 
tion with solid-state devices, and as 
soon as the transistor became com- 
mercially viable the whole semicon- 
ductor revolution was launched. With 
the result that the transistor was 
followed by the other semiconductor 
devices which are now so plentiful 
and taken for granted: thyristors, 
f.e.t.'s, triacs, integrated circuits and 
all the rest of the solid-state family. 

NON -SEMICONDUCTOR 
WORLD 

What would life be like today if 
germanium and silicon had not proved 
to be so obliging as to lend themselves 
to the amplification of electrical 
signals? 

For a start, there would be no semi- 
conductor devices, and all signal 
amplifying processes would continue 
to be carried out by thermionic valves. 
But such valves would have undergone 
the further development which has 
been denied them since the advent of 
the transistor, and we would probably 
be employing much smaller and less 
power -consuming types than were 
evident when the transistor took over. 
So equipment would still have got 
smaller and lighter, although not by 
such a large amount as has actually 
happened with the transistor. 
378 
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We would have computers, of 
course, but they would be quite enor- 
mous, costly and slow, as compared 
with actual present designs. There 
would be no such things as pocket 
electronic calculators, though doubt- 
less some ingenious mechanical designs 
might have broken through here. 
Space travel would have been virtually 
unthinkable as also, and here's a 
thought, would be the more sophisti- 
cated types of guided missile. 

For control purposes in factory 
production processes we would still 
be relying on relays and, in some 
instances, thyratrons. And much of 
our current electronic medical equip- 
ment would probably just not be in 
existence or would, at any rate, be 
available in much larger and clumsier 
form. 

We would not have the really tiny 
sound radios which are retailed so 
cheaply these days but, nevertheless, I 
think there would have been quite a 
large quantity of fairly small battery 
radios knocking around. Apart from 
its small size a transistor scores by its 
low power consumption, and the use 
of Class B output stages enables the 
current requirement of a receiver at 
low volume level to be of the order of 
10mA or less. But when the transistor 
ousted the valve in the portable radio 
field, we were already employing 
valves in which the filament consump- 
tion was only 25mA. Had a further 
twenty years of research on the valve 
been carried out, smaller types re- 
quiring lower powers could well have 
made their appearance. 

At any event, semiconductor devices 
have taken over and they have probably 
changed our way of life to a greater 
extent than we realise. Perhaps their 
greatest effect, so far as our future 
destiny is concerned, is that they have, 
enabled us to at least consider the 
hitherto unattainable: the possibility 
of physical contact with the other 

worlds around us. 

LIFE AT SEA 

Entertainment equipment plays an 
important role in alleviating the pro- 
blem of boredom amongst the crews 
of ocean-going tankers. Marconi 
Marine, one of the GEC -Marconi 
Electronics companies, is well-known 
for shipboard radio installations and 
these include the provision of enter- 
tainment radio and television facilities. 
The company announces that it has 
just received orders from the BP 
Tanker Company for the supply of 
2 radio and stereo cassette tape player 
units for each of 9 new vessels now 
nearing completion in Japanese, 
Swedish and French yards. 

This is the second major order from 
BP for equipment of this type, 19 
vessels having been similarly equipped 
last year. At that time Marconi Marine 
also supplied 2 triple -standard tele, 
vision receivers, complete with aerials, 
to each of 73 BP tankers. 

The entertainment units ordered 
comprise a Marconi Marine broadcast 
receiver and a 4 -track stereo cassette 
recorder, the amplifier of which feeds 
two matched speakers. Coverage of the 
commercial broadcast bands between 
150kHz and 22MHz is provided by 
the receiver, which can also be con- 
nected to the tape recorder for direct 
recording of off -air programmes. 

The 9 ships will each carry a 
library of cassette tapes and will have 
one unit installed in the officers 
smoke room and one in the crew's 
recreation room. 

So far as the general installation of 
entertainment equipment in ships is 
concerned, television has proved a 
popular addition to sound systems, 
and Marconi Marine has now supplied 
some 3,000 receivers to vessels trading 
in all parts of the world. A further 
addition to the company's range of 
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units is the Telmar EVR cassette 
television player, and more than 100 
BP vessels have been fitted with these 
units. 

ELECTRONIC ORGAN I.C. 

Electronic organ enthusiasts will be 
more than interested to learn of a new 
integrated circuit manufactured by 
Mullard Limited, of Mullard House, 
Torrington Place, London, WCIE 
7HD. 

This is the type SAJ 110 and it is a 
frequency divider which can produce 
seven different notes. Hence, twelve 
i.c.'s, with oscillators to generate the 
fundamental frequencies, can provide 
all the notes needed in an organ. 

The SAJ I l0 contains seven fre- 
quency dividers with separate inputs 
for three, the other four are arranged 
in two pairs with one input for each 
pair. Each divider is a flip-flop 
which can accept any waveform and 
produce a square wave. Output 
impedance is low and the separation. 
between adjacent dividers is of a very 
high order. 

Combining outputs by means of 
resistor networks produces an in- 
creased range of harmonics and 
facilitates the synthesis of a wide 
number of tones. The outputs are 
short-circuit proof. 

The use of the SAJ110 can greatly 
reduce the number of components 
that would otherwise be needed, as 
well as considerably simplifying the 
printed board layout. It has a 14 pin 
dual -in -line encapsulation. 

Another new i.e. from Mullard has 
been developed for use in high quality 
f.m. radio receivers with or without 
a stereo output. The type number is 
TCA420A, and it contains a four stage 
i.f. amplifier -limiter and a symmetrical 
quadrature detector which provides a 
high degree of a.m. rejection. The 
rejection is maintained even with small 
signals. 

The TCA420A can also supply 
several other facilities required in a 
.modern high quality f.m. receiver. For 
example, it has an output for driving 
a tuning meter, the zero and full-scale 
readings of which can be easily ad- 
justed by *means of a simple resistive 
circuit. Another output can operate 
an automatic stereo inhibit switch 

when the received signal exceeds a 
predetermined level. Muting between 
stations is provided and, to assist 
tuning, the TCA420A also gives 
`side -response' damping. 

This particular i.c. is in a 16 pin 
dual -in -line encapsulation. 

SPACER BUSHINGS 

Readers who undertake servicing 
jobs may have already encountered 
some of the polyamide spacer bushings 
which appear in the photograph. 
These are in the E. F. Johnson range 
of components and are offered by 
Vero Electronics Limited, Industrial 
Estate, Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh, 
Hampshire. 

Snap -on printed circuit 
mounting is provided by the 
polyamide spacer bushings 
pictured here. These are 
available from Vero Elec- 

tronics Limited 

The spacers ape available for stand- 
off heights ranging from 0.125 to 
0.75in., and are designed so that a 
printed board can be snapped on to 
them and just as readily removed later. 
The board is provided with a hole 
which causes the widest part of the 
upper section of the spacer to contract 
as the board passes over it. Once fitted, 
the board is held securely in position. 

The lower end of the spacer can 
snap permanently into a hole of 
suitable diameter in any +in. thick 
chassis or panel. In the assembly 
shown in the photograph there are 
two of the spacers on the side nearer 
the camera. 

BENCH METER 

Talking about servicing, there is a 
simple servicing aid which, I under- 
stand, is used quite a lot on the Con- 
tinent although it is hardly ever 
encountered in the U.K. It consists 
quite simply of a current reading meter 
which is permanently installed on the 
bench and connected in series with the 
mains feed to the socket or sockets 
to which receivers and amplifiers being 
serviced are connected. When such a 
meter is present it becomes second 
nature, after a while, to automatically 
note the mains current drawn by 
equipment under test and see whether 
this differs from the norm. Service 
engineers who use such a meter claim 
that quite a few fault symptoms can 
be shown up by it. 

This seems to be quite a good idea 
and is, at any rate, certainly worth 
while passing on. A 0-5 amp moving - 
iron meter would seem to be the best 
choice. The only snag I can think of is 
that the meter could suffer damage if 
a short-circuit were accidentally placed 
on the test mains socket. 

Another simple servicing dodge is 
one which appeared in these notes 
some years ago but which merits 
repetition for the benefit of newcomers. 
If you think that the inductance of a 
ferrite rod aerial coil in a superhet 
needs varying, but it is difficult to 
move the coil along the rod, the 
following processes can be carried out. 
Tune in a weak station at the low 
frequency end of the band concerned, 
then bring another ferrite rod close 
to the rod on which the coil is fitted. 
If signal strength increases as the 
second rod approaches the first, the 
aerial coil needs more inductance. 
Alternatively, twist a length of solder 
to form a 'shorted turn' of about lin. 
diameter and bring it up to and then 
over the end of the rod on which the 
coil is fitted. If this causes signal 
strength to increase then the aerial 
coil needs less inductance. 

BACK NUMBERS 

For the benefit of new readers we would draw attention to our back number service. 

We retain past issues for a period of two years and we can, occasionally, supply copies more than two years 
old. The cost is the cover price stated on the issue, plus 6p postage. 

Before undertaking any constructional project described in a back issue, it must be borne in mind eat 
components readily available at the time of publication may no longer be so. 

We regret that we are unable to supply photo copies of articles where an issue is not available. 
Libraries and members of local radio clubs can often be very helpful where an issue is not available for sale. 
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Each £3 unit of Home Unit Insurance gives you protection up to the limit shown 
This is the simplified insurance you have been waiting for. 
Not just, cover on the contents of your home but a 
package of personal protection you and your family need. 
And it's how we save you so much money: just ONE 
policy to issue instead of nine! 
You can build up to the cover you need by additional units 

(or # units after the first) up to a maximum of five. So simple. So easy. Apply to your Broker, Agent or local office of a General Accident company. 
The Home Unit Policy can replace your existing insurances 
And remember- as you buy more possessions just add 
more Home Units at any time. Quote Ref. 20/9468 

THE GENERAL ACCIDENT FIRE 8 
LIFE ASSURANCE CORPORATION LTD 

Metropolitan House, 35 Victoria Avenue, 
Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS2 6BT 

Please send me further particulars of 
the Home Unit Insurance. 

Name 

Address 

2019468 
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THE Firm forea kers 
SPEAKERS 
EM 13 X 8,3,8or15ohm 
EM 13 X 8, 150 d/c 3, 8 or 15 ohm 
EM 13 x 8, 450 t/tw 3, 8 or 15 ohm 
EM 13 X 8 type 350 8 ohm 
EM 64" 93850 4 or 8 ohm 
EM 8 X 5 D/Cone Rollis 8 ohm 
Baker Group 25 3:8 or 15 ohm 
Baker Group 35 3, 8 or 15 ohm 
Baker De Luxe 12" d;'cone 
Baker Major 12" 
Kef T27 
Kef T15 
Kef 8110 
Kef 8200 
Kef 8139 
Kef DNB 
Kef DN12 
Kef DN13 
Fane Pop 100 watt 8,15 ohm 
Fane Pop 60 watt 8'15 ohm 
Fane Pop 50 watt 8,15 ohm 
Fane Pop 25/2 25 watt 8/15 ohm 
Fane Pop 15 watt 8,15 ohm 
Fane Crescendo 15" 8 or 15 ohm 
Fane Crescendo 12A 100w 8 or 15 ohm 
Fane Crescendo 128 bass 
Fane 807T 8" dIc rolls 8 or 15 ohm 
Fane 808T 8" d¡'cone 8 or 15 ohm 
Goodmans Axent 100 tweeter 
Goodmans 8P 8 or 15 ohm 
Goodmans 10P 8 or 15 ohm 
Goodmans 12P 8 or 15 ohm 
Goodmans 15P 8 or 15 ohm 
Goodmans 18P 8 or 15 ohm 
Goodmans Twinaxiom 8 
Goodmans Twinaxiom 10 
Elac 9 x 5, 59RM109 15 ohm, 59RM114 8 ohm £2.53 
Elac 64" clic rolls 8 ohm £3.22 
Elac 64" d/cone 8 ohm £2.59 
Elac 4" tweeter TWV4 £1.21 
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD £9.80 
Coral 64" d/cone roll/s 8 ohm £2.42 
Siran 64" 3 or 8 ohm £1.44 
Richard Allan 12" c.,c 3 or 15 ohm £2.20 
10" x 6" 3. 8 or 19 ohm £1.92 

FREE 

£2.03 
£2.251 
£3.60' 
£8.251 
£2.80 
£2.50, 
£6.60 
£7.50 
£9.62 
£7.50 
£4.67 
£5,50 
£6.16I 

£7.421 

£10.72I 
£1.92 
£4.121 

£2.75 
£21.45 
£12.26 
£10.17 
£5.94 
£4.40 

£27.50 
£24.20 
£24.20 
£3,85 
£2.64 
£6.60 
L3.80 
£4.49 

£11.55 
£17.05 I 

£29.70 
£6.79 
£7.61 

8" X 5" 3 or 8 ohm £1.38' 
7" x 4"3or8ohm £1.38 
2," 64 ohm or 70 mm 80 ohm .65 
Adastra Hiten 10" 10w 8 or 15 ohm £2.80 
Eagle DT33 dome tw. £5.45 
Eagle HT15 tweeter £3.66 
Eagle CT5 tweeter £1.25 
Eagle CT10 tweeter £2.54 
Eagle MHT10 tweeter £3.74 
Eagle FR4 £4.45 
Eagle xover CN23, 28, 216 £1.15 
Sp. matching transformer 3-15 ohm £1.10 
Celestion MF1000 25w horn 8 or 15 ohmg10.45 
Celestion PS8 (for Unilex) £2.16 
Celestion G12M 8 or 15 ohm £12.00 
Celestion G12H 8 or 15 ohm £15.00 
Celestion G15C 8 or 15 ohm £24.00 
Celestion G18C 8 or 15 ohm £33.00 
Car Stereo speakers - ask for leaflet. 
SPEAKER KITS 
Wharfedale Unit 3 £8.25 
Wharfedale Unit 4 £14.50 
Richard Allan Twinkit ' £7.95 
Richard Allan Triple 8 £11.75 
Richard Allan Triple Assem. £17.50 
Richard Allan Super Triple £20.75 
Goodmans DIN 20 £8.58 
Fane Mode One £9.00 
Kefkit 2 £24.75 
Kefkit 3 £35.50 
Peerless 2-8 £5.50 
HELME XLK25 (Pair) L18.17 

HELME XLK50 (Pair) £37.18 
Peerless 10-2 £8.47 
Peerless 20-2 £10.41 

S'ecke.". 
ricec ncld. V.A.T. Ca, g ad nau,..,ce 15p p 4,.. 

RADI OS/CASSETTES/AM PS 
Grundig RF310 £21.25 
Grundig Signal 500 £27.00 
Grundig Mariner TR865 £32.00 
Grundig Elite Boy 500 £24.00 
Grundig Melody Boy 500 £24.00 
Grundig Melody Boy 1000 £35.00 
Grundig Yacht Boy 210 £31.00 
Grundig RF430 mains £23.75 
Grundig RF310 mains £21.00 
Grundig Top Boy £16.75 
Grundig Satellit 1000 L116.00 
Grundig C402 cassette £27.00 
Grundig C230 cassette £28.00 
Tandberg TP41 £37.75 
BASF 9301 radio/cassette £58.00 
Bush VTR178 5 band (inc. air) £29.00 
Trio KA2000A £33.00 
Trio KA2002 £41.00 
Gec. C200 radiocassette £31.00 
ITT/ COLT £9.95 
ITT/KB Golf Preset £21.25 
ITT/KB Weekend Auto £16.00 
ITT/KB Europa L18.00 
ITT/KB SLS3 cassette £22.82 
!TT/KB Studio 60M cassette £29.32 
ITT/KB Studio 73 stereo cassette £44.00 
Koyo KTR1664 8 waveband £40.00 
Koyo KTR 1770 11 waveband ¿56.50 
Koyo KTR4883 5 band (inc. air) £23.50 

G.6g. end ''$ " 75p. 

PA/DISCO AMPLIFIERS. (carriage and 
insurance £1.00) 

Baker 100 Watt £46.00 
Linear 30/40 £25.00 
Linear 40/60 ¿30.00 
Linear 80/100 £50.00 

With speaker orders over £7 "Hi-Fi Loudspeaker Enclosures" book. 
All units guaranteed new and perfect. Prompt despatch. 
Carriage and insurance 35p per speaker (tweeters and crossovers 20p) 

ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE V.A.T. 

WILMSLOW AUDIO Department R.C. 
LOUDSPEAKERS: SWAN WORKS, BANK SQUARE, RADIOS ETC: 10 SWAN ST. WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE. SK9 1HF 

WÍLMSLOW, CHESHIRE. SK9 1HF TELEPHONE WILMSLOW 29599 

Essential 
for the 

Short Wave 
Enthusiast 

TME RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK 
12th EDITION - 80 PAGES 

* AMATEUR PREFIXES 

O NLY 

* 
ir 

UR CODES 

LOCAL 

AMATETIME 
CONVERSIONS 

45. * FREQUENCY/WAVELENGTH 
CONVERSION TABLES 

P. & P. 6p * POST OFFICE REGULATIONS 

Post this coupon, together with P.O. for 51p (to 
include postage) to DATA PUBLICATIONS, 57 
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W9 1SN 

Please send me the New Edition of "THE RADIO 
AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK" DATA BOOK 
No. 6 

I enclose cheque/crossed postal order for 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

MANY OTHER ESSENTIAL ITEMSL BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE.' 
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PRECISION 
POLYCARBONATE CAPACITORS 

Close tolerance professional capacitors by well-known manufacturer. 
Excellent stability and extremely low leakage. All 63V D.C. 

0.47µF: ±5% 30p; ±2% 40p; ±1% 50p 
1.0 pF: ±5% 40p; ±2% 50p; ±1% 60p 
2.2 pF: ±5% 50p; ±2% 60p; ±1% 75p 
4.7 pF: ±5% 70p; ±2% 90p; ±1%115p 
6.8 pF: ±5% 95p; ±2%115p; ±1%150p 

10.0 pF: ±5%110p; ±2%140p; ±1%180p 
15.0 pF: ±5%160p; ±2%210p; ±1%270p 

NEW! -TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS 
Values available .1, .22, .47, 1 .0, 2.2, 4.7, 6.8pF at 35V,10pF 
25V, 15pF 20V, 22pF 15V, 33pF 10V, 47pF 6V, 100pF 3V. 
All at 9p each; 6 for 50p; 14 for £1.00. Special pack, 6 off 
each value (78 capacitors) for £5.00. 

TRANSISTORS: BC107; BC108; BC109 all at 9p each. 6 for 
50p; 14 for £1.00; AF178 at 35p each or 3 for 95p. All brand new 
and marked. 
POPULAR DIODES: 1N914 - 7p each; 8 for 55p; 18 for £1.00 
IN916 - 9p each; 6 for 50p; 14 for £1.00. IS44 - 5p each; 11 for 
50p; 24 for £1.00. All brand new and marked. 
400mW ZENER DIODES: Values available 4.7, 5.6, 6.8, 7.5, 8.2, 
9.1, 10, 11,12, 13.5,15 volts. All new and marked. All at 9p each; 6 
for 50p; 14 for £1.00. SPECIAL 6 off each voltage (66 zeners) £4.25 
SILICON PLASTIC RECTIFIERS 1,5 amp wired -ended D027. 
100 Ply at 8p each or 4 for 30p; 400 PIV at 9p each or 4 for 34p; 
800 PIV at 14p each or 4 for 50p. 
RESISTORS: Carbon film 5%¡w at 40°c, }w at 70°c. Range 2.20- 
2.2M Q. E12. series i.e. 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56, 68, 82, 
and their decades. All at 1 p each. 8p for 10; 70p for 100 of any one 
value. Special pack 10 off each value 2.2G to 2.2M R (730 resistors) 
for £5.00. 
449V A.C. CAPACITORS: 0.1 pF: Size 1}" xi", 25p each 
0.25pF: Size 1 }" x I", 30p each 0.5pF: Size 1 " x 1", 35p each 
1.0 pF: Size 2" x I", 45p each 2.O pF: Size 2" x1", 75p each 
Suitable for use on C.D. ignition, 250V A.C. motors, etc. 

7p p. & p, on all orders below £5. Please add 10% V.A.T. 
MARCO TRADING 

Dept. R1 The Maltings, Station Road. Wem. Salop 
Tel. Whitchurch (Salop) (STD: 0948) 2967 

WORTH MIMIC' 
A JOINT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM 

IMHOF'S' 

Due to contractual commitments both at home 
and overseas Eddystone Receivers are in short 
supply. Whilst the manufacturers are doing 
their best to meet these requirements we 
would ask your forbearance and understand- 
ing of the present delivery situation. Limited 
supplies of the ever popular EC1 0 and EB37 

will continue to be available. Apologies for the 

necessity to "DIM THE LIGHT" - normal 
brilliance will be resumed as soon as possible. 

IMHOFS 
112-116 New Oxford St. 

London WC1A 1 HJ 

telephone 01 636 7878 

EDDYSTONE RADIO Ltd. 

Alvechurch Rd. 

Birmingham B31 3PP 

telephone 021 4752231 
R85 

THE MODERN BOOK CO 
NEW EDITION - RAPID SERVICING OF TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT 

Systematic Guide to Servicing of Transistor Radio, T.V., Tapes and 
Hi-Fi Equipment by G. J. King Price £2.00 

THE HI-FI Et TAPE RECORDER HANDBOOK 
by G. J. King PRICE £2.25 
TRANSISTOR AUDIO Et RADIO CIRCUITS 
by Mullard PRICE £1.90 
TEN MINUTE TEST TECHNIQUES FOR 
ELECTRONICS SERVICING 
by Carlson PRICE £1.10 
THE HOUSEHOLDER'S ELECTRICAL GUIDE 
by G. Burdett PRICE £1.05 
TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE 
ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLIES 
by Gaddis PRICE £1.45 
SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 
by G. J. King PRICE £2.00 
AUDIO TECHNICIAN'S BENCH MANUAL 
by J. Earl PRICE £3.20 
TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS 
by De Muiderkring PRICE £1.90 
SERVICING RECORD CHANGERS 
by H. Mileaf PRICE £1.50 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE 

We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 

19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 INP 
Telephone 01-723 4185 

FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS Et 

ELECTRONICS by M. G. Scroggie PRICE £2.00 
TRANSISTOR PROJECTS 
by Foulsham-Tab PRICE £1.40 
RADIO TECHNICIAN'S BENCH MANUAL 
by H. W. Hellyer PRICE £3.20 
HOW TO BUILD SOLID-STATE AUDIO 
CIRCUITS by M. Horowitz PRICE £1.90 
RADIO, T.V. Et AUDIO TEST 
INSTRUMENTS by G. J. King PRICE £4.00 
HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING 
ELECTRONIC by J. Darr PRICE £1,40 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT POCKET BOOK 
by R. G. Hibberd PRICE £2.60 
99 ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
by H. Friedman PRICE £1.60 
BASIC THEORY Et APPLICATION OF 
TRANSISTORS PRICE £1.00 
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 4p (9d) per word. Minimum charge 60p (12/-). 

Box No. 10p (2/-) extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all copy 
must be received by the 4th of the month for 
insertion in the following month's issue. The 
Publishers cannot be held liable in any way 
for printing errors or omissions, nor can they 
accept responsibility for the bona fides of 
advertisers. (Replies to Box Numbers should 
be addressed to: Box No. -, Radio um! 
Lb cironu .9 ('on311II( or.' 57 Maida Vale, London, 

W9 1SN 

CATALOGUE NO. 18, r containing credit vouchers 
value 50p, now available. Manufacturers new and 
surplus electronic and mechanical components, price 
23p post free. Arthur Sallis Radio Control Ltd., 28 
Gardner Street, Brighton, Sussex. 

BUILD THE MULLARD C.C. TV CAMERA. Complete 
kits now available from Crofton Electronics. Send large 
s.a.e. for details to: 15-17 Cambridge Road, Kingstbn- 
Upon-Thames, Surrey. Reply by post. No callers please. 

BUILD IT in a DEWBOX robust quality plastic cabinet 
2 in. x 2+ in. x any length. S.A.E. for details. D.E.W. 
Ltd., 254 Ringwood Road, Ferndown, Dorset. Write 
now - right now. 

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER - a comprehensive 
catalogue of UHF & VHF/FM aerials, fixing brackets, 
chimney lashings, clamps, masts, amplifiers, cable, etc., 
for the D.I.Y. enthusiast. Complete with useful instal- 
lation hints. Send 3p stamp to Claydew Enterprises 
(REC), 261 Hardness Street, London S.E.24. 

UNIQUE VHF KITS, 80 - 180 MHz. Receiver, tuner, 
converter. World wide sales. £4.50p. S.W. Kits also 
available. S.A.E. for literature. Johnsons (Radio C), 
Worcester, WRI 3QQ. 

SERVICE SHEETS for Televisions, Radios, Transistors, 
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc., from 5p. with 
free Fault Finding Guide. Catalogue 15p. Please send 
S.A.E. with all orders/enquiries. Hamilton Radio. 
47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. Telephont, 
Hastings 29066. 

MINI MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 30 x 30 x 37mm. Cool, 
quiet, British. Pri: 220/250V. Type MT3, 3-0-3V rms, 
300mA, £1. MT7, 7-0-7V, 120mA, £1. VAT included. Use 
MT3 for 3V or 6V rectified d.c., MT7 for 9V or 18V. 
Circuits supplied. Mail order only. U.K. póst 5p per order. 
Amatronix Ltd., 396 Selsdon Road, South Croydon, 
Surrey, CR2 ODE. 

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1974 £3.15 before publi- 
cation. HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD £2.00. Postage 
and VAT included. David McGarva, PO Box 114, Edin- 
burgh, EH1 IHP. 

CHROMASONIC ELECTRONICS. New list 10p. post free. 
Data Dept.. 56 Fortis Green Road, London, NIO 3HN. 

FOR SALE: "Aerokits" Model Patrol Boat, 40 in. long, 
11 in. beam, fitted Taplin Twin engine and twin rudder 
steering. Superstructure needs completion. Raven 4 
channel reed radio control Rx and Tx, needs fitting into 
boat. £50 o.n.o. Box No. G221. 

MAGNIFIERS: Ideal for the inspection of printed circuit 
boards, etc. S.A.E. for list to Revor Optical & Technical, 
36 Baker Street, London WI M 1DG. 

(Continued on page 385) 

All prices inclusive of V.A.T. 

The Old Polie Station, Gloucester Road, LITTLENAMTON Sutton. PHONE 6743 
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All goods are unused and boxed, and subject to the standard 9Q -day 
guarantee. Terms of business: Cash or cheque with order only. Despatch 
charges - Orders below £5, add lop per order up to three items, each add- 
itional item 3p extra. Orders between £5 and £10 add 25p total. Orders over 
£10 post free. Same day despatch by first class mail. Terms of business 
available on request. Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 
3p extra per order, Business hours 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m., Mon. -Fri. Closed 1-2 
p.m. Please enclose S.A.E. with all enquiries. 

TWO NEW 

SOLDER 
SIPPERS 
MAKE DE - 

SOLDERING 

QUICK 

EASY 

Longs Ltd. 
Hanworth Lane 
Trading Estate 
Chertsey Surrey 
KT 16 9LZ. 

Maxi -Super HT 1810 and 

Maxi -Mini HT 1800 
Solder Sippers 
Designed for use when working 
or re -working P.C. Boards. Per- 
mits removal of molten solder 
from Multi -leg components, en- 
abling easy extraction. The sol- 
der is 'sipped' through the noz- 
zle, and automatically ejected 
when the instrument is next used. 
A Swiss precision instrument 
manufactured to a high degree 
of accuracy. 
The anti -corrosive outside casing 
has a knurled finish for more 
positive grip, and encases plated 
internal parts. 
The Maxi -Super has been design- 
ed with a 3.5 kg. spring action 
recoilless plunger, whilst the 
Maxi -Mini with its conveniently 
shaped operating button, has a 

2.5 kg spring action plunger, 
protected by a channel guard. 
Both models have been designed 
with an easy -to -replace 'dupont' 

1 
teflon screw -in nozzle. 

rPMN 
to MOM Mil MI Ma NM I OM MI BM 

FORWARD PLEASE SUPPLY PLEASE SUPPLY 
without obligation Maxi -Super HT Maxi -Mini HT ' further details. 1810 at £6.60 1800 at £4,95 

I enclose cheque value £ 

POSITION INOME.. 

ICOMPANY ' ADDRESS 

SIGNED 
Prices include VAT Reg. England 88496.11 

Zia i MIR i IMP MN IMO -OMMI--- 
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Available only from:- 

DENCO (CLACTON) LIMITED 
355-7-9 OLD ROAD, CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX 

Our components are chosen by Technical Authors and Constructors throughout 
the World for their performance and reliability, every coil being inspected twice 
plus a final test and near spot-on alignment as a final check. 

Our General Catalogue showing full product range 

DTB4 Transistor Ft Valve circuitry for D.P. Coils 
DTB9 Valve Type Coil Pack Application circuitry 
MD.1 Decoder Circuitry for Stereo Reception 

20p 
20p 
20p 

21p 

All post paid, but please enclose S.A.E. with all other requests in the interests of 
retaining lowest possible prices to actual consumers 

NEW STYLE SELF -BINDER 
for 

"Radio Et Electronics 
The "CORDEX"" Patent Self -Binding 
Case will keep your issues in mint 

Constructor" condition. Copies can be inserted or 

removed with the greatest of ease. Rich 

maroon finish, gold lettering on spine. 

Specially constructed Binding Cords are made 

from Super Linen of great strength, very hard 

twisted and twice doubled. They are attached 
to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method 
adopted ensures PERMANENT 

PRICE RESILIENCE of the Cords. Any 
slack that may develop is 

90p immediately compensated for 
and the Cords will always 
remain taut and strong. It is 

impossible to overstretch the 

including V.A.T. springs, as a safety check 

device is fitted to each. 

P. & P. 14p 

Data Publications Ltd, 51 Maida Vale London W9 ISN 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 383) 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holborn Service, Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrapping, facsimile 
letters, automatic typing, copy service, campaign planning, 
design and artwork, printing and stationery. Please ask for price list. - The Holborn Direct Mail Company, 
Capacity House, 2-6 Rothsay Street, Tower. Bridge Road, 
London, S.E.1. Telephone: 01-407 1495. 

STAMP COLLECTION. Commemoratives - IGY, Rail- 
ways, Space, etc. etc. Cat. value around £150. For sale 
or exchange radio gear. Box No. G222. 

BEGINNERS. A new inexpensive course in electronics with 
the beginner in mind. All components for 22 carefully 
graded experiments plus a comprehensive instruction 
booklet. No soldering required. Send £3 to ELECTRO - 
LERN, Lyburn Lodge, Nomansland, Wiltshire, SP5 2BP. Post & package 12p. S.A.E. for details of our other instruc- 
tion and constructional kits. 

WIDESCREEN CINE OUTFIT, comprising Zenoscope 
anamorphic lens; reconditioned Prince 9.5mm cine camera, 
with fitting for lens; widescreen viewfinder, rectangular 
lens hood; 5 cassettes of Kodachrome II unexposed film; 
widescreen lens holder for 'projector and 60 x 30 inch 
widescreen projection screen. 9.5mm cine camera, recon- 
ditioned in leather case. Four super -8, 100 ft. cine film 
reels in plastic case. For sale or exchange. W.H.Y? 
Box No. G223. 

WANTED: Anyone who can fit 60 c/s movements to two 50 
cis clocks, one a clock radio. Reasonable pay. Green, 70 
North Side, Wandsworth Common, London S.W.18. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free 
services to members including Q.S.L. Bureau, Amateur 
and Broadcast Translation, Technical and Identification Dept. - both Broadcast and Fixed Stations, DX 
Certificates, contests and activities for the SWL and transmitting members. Monthly magazine, Monitor, 
containing articles of general interest to Broadcast and 
Amateur SWLs, Transmitter Section and League affairs, 
etc. League supplies such as badges, headed notepaper 
and envelopes, QSL cards, etc., are available at reasonable 
cost. Send for League particulars. Membership including 
monthly magazines, etc., £2.00 per annum. (U.K. and 
British Commonwealth), overseas 6 Dollars or £2.50. Sec- 
retary ISWL, 1 Grove Road. Lydney, Glos.. GLIS SJE. 

FREE CATALOGUE of audio mixer modules for use in 
disco, hi-fi, recording, P.A. and mixing equipment. Send 
large S.A.E. to: Hillcrest Electronics, 123 Harestone Hill, 
Caterham, Surrey. 

ESSEX GARDENERS. Buy your bedding and rock 
plants, shrubs, etc., also cacti from May's Nurseries, 
608 Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. Callers 
only. Monday to Saturday. 

WORLD DX CLUB covers all aspects of SWLing on 
Amateur and Broadcast Bands through its monthly 
bulletin "Contact". Membership costs £1.60 a year. 
Enquiries to John Rush, 12 Northfield Road, Thatcham, 
Berks. 

AMIDON TYPE TOROID CORES. For details send 
S.A.E. to: T.M.P. (Electronic Supplies), Office address: 
3 Bryn Clyd, Leeswood, Mold, Flintshire, CH7 4RU. 

DENCO DP COILS for valve and f.e.t. use. Ranges 2, 3, 4 & 
5. Aerial and oscillator, 465kHz and 1.6MHz. Brand new 
in cans. 15p each plus postage. R. Storey, 145 The Knares, 
Basildon, Essex. Telephone: 0268-412177. 

(Continued on page 387) 

MULTIMETER Model 200H 
20,000 ohm/volt £5.28 

MULTIMETER Model 
C-7081GN Range Doubler 
50,000 ohm/volt High Sensi- 
tivity Meter £1 2.37 

43." x 3}" Meter, 
30uA, 50uA 
or 100uA 

CARDIOID DYNAMIC 
MICROPHONE Model ÚD- 
130 Frequency response 50- 
15,000 cps. Dual Impedance 

50K Et 600 ohms £4.95 

Small DYNAMIC MlCfió- 
PHONE as pictured or similar 
with remote on/off switch 

£1.27 
Large S.A.E. for List No. 6- Special Prices for quantity quoted on request. Add 10p for P&P on orders under £5. 

M. DZIUBAS 
158 Bradshawgate, Bolton, BL2 1'ßA, Lancs. 

All above prices include 10% V.A.T. 
All items advertised in previous numbers of this magazine 

still available. 

Learn to understand 
electronics 
for your hobbies 

1 

1. LernaKit course 
Step by step, we take you through all the funda- 
mentals of electronics and show you how easily the 
subject can be mastered. 
(t) BUILD AN OSCILLOSCOPE. 
(2) READ, DRAW AND UNDERSTAND 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS. 
(3) CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS 

ON BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND 
SEE HOW THEY WORK. 

2.Become a RadioÁmateur 
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in contact 
with the wide world. We give skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence. 

B tar - - - - IM - IMO 
Brochure, without obligation to: 
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & 
ELECTRONICS SCHOOL 

NAME 

SIM 

1 

P.O. BOX 156, JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS. 

ADDRESS 
BLOCK CAPS 

t 
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RADIO MOUELLER 
ELECTRONIC 

BOOKS 

MODEL RADIO CONTROL 
Detailing both Theory and Practice, this book, 
by leading authority Paul Newell, will become 
the standard reference work. A brief historical 
survey leads up to a detailed description of 
proportional systems, with over 100 illustrations, 
including theoretical circdits and p.c. layouts for 
an advanced digital system. 
134 pages. Price [225 U.K..Postage 13p 

SINGLET SET 

theory and 
-,practice of 
í110D EL 
RADIO 
CO11TROL 

dereippment of sustents 
pwportl anal 6, plaisN 
digital system design - 
practical examples and, 
full circuit details 

fhe Singlet Transmitter, Superhet and Super -regen receivers, are now 
three available in one book. Complete construction details with full size 
p.c. layout, components list etc. Ideal introduction to the hobby for the 
home constructor. 20 pages. Price 30p. 

1 U.K. Postage 3p 

LOW COST PROPORTIONAL 
Modellers who want to save money buy this volume when converting single channel equipment to simple proportional. They find a wealth of really up to date information in the clear descriptions, full size practical and working draw- ings, plus over a dozen ciecuic modules for pulse proportional units. 

118 pages. rrsee ti -os U.K. Postage I 1p 

le 00 K 
SERIES 

ON SALE NOW at all leading 
shops or direct from:- 

RADIO MODELLER, BOOK SALES, 64 Wellington Road, Hampton Hill, Middx. 

PLAIN -BACKED 
NEW STYLE SELF -BINDERS 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self -Binding 
Case will keep your copies in mint 
condition. Issues can be inserted or 
removed with the greatest of ease. 
Specially constructed Binding cords are 
made from Super Linen of great strength, 
very hard twisted and twice doubled. 
They are attached to strong RUSTLESS 
Springs under tension, and the method 
adopted ensures PERMANENT RESILI- 
ENCE of the Cords. Any slack that may 
develop is immediately compensated for, 
and the Cords will always remain taut 
and strong. It is impossible to over- 
stretch the springs, as a safety check 
device is fitted to each. 

PRICE 85p P. £t P. 14p 

Available only from:- 

for your other magazines 
(max. format 74' x 94") 

COLOURS: MAROON OR GREEN 
(If choice not stated, colour available will be sent) 

Data Publications Ltd, 57 Maida Vale London W9 1SN 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
(Continued from page 385) 

WANTED: "Practical Electronics" for August 1972. Any reasonable price paid. Hook, 21 Peak View Road, Lounds- 
ley Green, Chesterfield, Derbyshire. 

NEW AND USED COMPONENTS, Hardware and audio gear. Quantity of service sheets (mainly pre-war). Stamped, 
addressed envelope for list. David Coulam, Tathwell, 
Louth, Lincs., LN119SR. 

IF YOU HAVE ENJOYED A HOLIDAY on the Norfolk 
Broads, why not help to preserve these beautiful water- 
ways. Join the Broads Society and play your part in determining Broadlands future. Further details from: - The Hon. Membership Secretary, The Broads Society, "Icknield", Hilly Plantation, Thorpe St. Andrew, Norwich, 
NOR 85S. 

50 UNMARKED UNTESTED 2W ZENERS, 50p. 10 tested 250mW zeners, 25p. Selenium solar cells 12p. 4 -Digit 50011 
magnetic counters, 25p. IN4007 diodes 8p. MLED500, 
MU54 LED's 20p. 400 p.i.v. 5A scr's, ex -equipment, 30p. 
100 feet insulated copper aerial wire, 60p. 100 resistors 
f-+> W, 25p. 100 unmarked untested BZY88 type zeners, 
50p. 100 unmarked untested 0A91, 50p. 50 unmarked 
n.p.n. transistors similar to BC107/8/9, 50p. 6 Panel 
meters, £2.50. 10 insulated test sockets 25p. S.A.E. for 
sample. Resettable overload switches, 20p. 20p Fair - 
spaced ceramic trimmers, 10p. 7,5V a.c. 6 -pole C/O relay, 
40p. 25 40 p.i.v. 300mW fully tested diodes, 50p. J. Fulton, 
Derrynaseer, Dromore, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland. 

THE BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS CLUB. A 
club for all who are interested in electronics as a hobby. 
Quarterly Newsletter sent free to members. Subscription 
50p per year. Details from Hon. Secretary J. G. Margetts, 
11 Peartree Avenue, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent. 

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS" Monthly during Dx season - 
Details from: K. Browniess. 7 The Avenue. Clifton. York. 

FREQUENCY LIST TRANSFERS. We have a limited 
supply of sheets of Dial Frequency Transfers in black. 
Short Wave frequencies 1.8Mc/s to 32Mc/s and 
144Mc/s and 146Mc/s. Includes amateur band marker 
frequencies at 100kc/s points and other short wave 
frequencies from 2 to 32Mc/s at every 500kc/s points. 
Each frequency is repeated. Two sheets for 5p. five 
sheets for IOp. postage 3p. Data Publications Ltd. 
57 Maida Vale. London W9 1SN. 

AVOMETER & ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT. 
Repair & Calibration by experts. 'Q' Services Electronic, 
29 Lawford Crescent. Yately, Camberley, Surrey, G.U.17. 

STOP THIEF! New Burglar Alarm Kit only £18.50. Battery 
operated. Easy installation. Choice of three security 
patterns. Or build our transistorised Alarm Circuit, com- 
plete kit £2.75:'Castle Alarms, P.O. Box W06, Windsor, 
Berks. 

RECITALS OF RECORDED MUSIC. The second Saturday 
evening of each winter month. Next recital: January 12th, 
1974, 8 p.m. at Woodford Green United Free Church, 
Woodford Green, Essex. Bus routes 20, 20A, 179 and 275 - 
alight at "The Castle" stop. 

CASSETTE RECORDER/RADIO BATTERY ELIMIN- 
ATOR. Constructed in a neat plastic case, size 10 x 6 x 5.5cm. 
Contains a mains transformer and a transistor regulator 
giving 8V d.c. at 225mA with internal fuse, and 8V a.c. at 
45mA. Circuit and details supplied £1.50 including p. & p. 
Mail order only. Chris Harries, 2 Newlands Avenue, Shirley, 
Southampton, SO1 5ER. 
JANUARY, 1974 

ESSENTIAL BOOKS 
HOW TO MAKE WALKIE-TALKIES FOR LICENSED OPERATION. 40o p.p. lop. 

HOW TO MAKE 2 8 4 METRE CONVERTERS FOR AMATEUR USE. 60p. p.p. 15p. 

MOBILE RADIO -TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK. Gives circuits, data and 
illustrations plus some valuable modifications for commercial radio -telephone equipment 
including PYE and other popular makes. Includes modifications for amateur use. £4 including 
Postage. 

THE GOVERNMENT SURPLUS WIRELESS EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK. Gives 
circuits, data and illustrations plus valuable information for Bntish/USA receivers. transmitters. 
trans/receivers. With modifications to sets and test equipment. Latest impression 13.25 
including postage. 

DIRECTORY OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS WIRELESS EQUIPMENT DEALERS 
Gives details of surplus wireless equipment stores and dealers including addresses, plus 
equipment and spares that they are likely to have available, A valuable book only 40P. p p. 10p. 

SI BOOKS C;liNE awV..at -down 
.a. 

- f 
All the books in this section are at greatly reduced prices and are bargains 
of a lifetime making ideal gifts. 

A AN ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF BALLOONING. This 
remarkable book is the result of several years research into aeronautical 

literature. A beautiful book size 13" 10" with nearly 200 pictures 20 of which are in 
colour, Makes an ideal gift. Published at 16.30. Knock down price 13.50. pp. 50p. 

THE FAMILY LAWYER. Provides a volume of answers to everyday problems. 750 
pages fully illustrated concentrating on matters that affect the layman. Includes every 
conceivable aspect of the law, Published at 16.50. Knock down price 13.50. p.p. 50p. 

THE THEORY OF GUIDED ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES. The most compre- 
hensive book yet written about, waveguides. transmission lines, cavity resonators. 
Over 500 pages. Ideal for anyone interested in Radar Et UHF. Published at (11.50. 
Knock down price f 4. p.p. 50p. 

THE SCATTERING AND DIFFRACTION OF WAVES. A goldmine of information 
for the experimenter, amateur and scientist. Profusely illustrated. Published by Oxford 
University Press at f 1.60. Knock down price BOp. p.p. 20p. 

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM, Page a Adams. An imponant 
book for the student, electronics engineer and technician who wishes to improve his 
basic knowledge. 531 pages. Hardback. Fully illustrated. Published at 14.50. Knock down 
price f1.50. p.p. 25p. 

SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS Er SUBSTITUTES. Just published. 
Over 58,000 entries. Includes British. USA and Japanese transistors Price She post free. 

HANDBOOK OF SATELLITES AND SPACE VEHICLES. A comprehensive working 
handbook that provides important data both tabular and graphical enabling space scientists 
technicians and telecommunication engineers to acquire a greater working knowledge 
of satellite and space vehicle design, launching. orbiting etc Includes a detailed coverage 
of COMMUNICATIONS IN SPACE. An imposing book of 457 pages. Published at 18.20. 
Available at the trade price of f 6.50 post free, 

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT NEW SHOWROOMS a TRADE 
COUNTER. 138 Cardigan Rd. Headingly, Leeds 6. The North's largest selection of Radio 
and Electronics Books, plus thousands of books on all subjects at discount prices. 

All mail order to Dept. R.C. Gerald MYERS (Bookseller a Publisher), 
18 SHAFTESBURY STREET, LEEDS LS12 3BT. 

Callers welcome to new showroom address shown in advert. 

MORSE MADE EASY!!! 
FACT NOT FICTION, It you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and com- 
mercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress to be expected.) Using 
scientifically prepared 3 -speed records you automatically learn to recognise 
the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's es easy as learning 
a tune. 38-W.P.M., in 4 weeks guaranteed. Complete course, 3 Records and 
Books, £4.50. P:P.i. etc. plus 14%. (Overseas £1 extra). Gr detail. only, 4p 
tamp. Or phone S. Bennett, G3HSC, 01-660 2896. 

Box 38, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY. 

SYNTHESISER 
MODULES 

Voltage -controlled modules for synthesiser construction and 
other musical MIRACLES! Catalogue 16p. D.E.W. Ltd., 26'. 
Ringwood Road, -Ferndown, Dorset. 

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS WITH ICS 
Study at home for a progressive post in Radio, TV & Electronics. 
Expert tuition for C. & G. (Telecomms. Techn's. Cert. & Radio 
Amateurs) RTEB, etc. Many non/exam courses including colour TV 
servicing, Numerical Control & Computers. Also self -build kit 
courses/valve & transistor. Write for FREE prospectus and find out 
how ICS can help you in your career. 
ICS, (Dept. 733C), Intertext House, London S.W.8. 
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RING BOARD with I.C. Add -On 

RING BOARD a new 
concept in standard P.C. 

boards. No cutting very little 
looping and no messy chemicals. Full 

details of method with each board 
purchased. Two types of I.C. Add -On 

available. 
S.A.E. with enquiries please 

FULL BOARD 55p HALF BOARD 33p 

QUARTER BOARD 22p 
all POST FREE 

I.C. Add -On 25p 
RING BOARD (REC 3) 
259 Chesterfield Road, 
Sheffield S8 ORT. Te!. 0742 52178 
ENGLAND 

MASSIVE CLEARANCE BARGAINS 
Bargain component parcels contain Resistors, Capacitors, Poten- 
tiometers, Knobs, Rotary, Slide, Key Switches, IF's, Tag Strips, Drive 
Drums, Springs, Handles. Coil Formers. Wire, Grommets, Relays, 
Pulley Wheels, Magnets, Transistor Panels etc., etc. Save yourself Ls 
on these well selected parcels 6lbs net weight Et BO, p. p. 40p. 
Brand new Wire -wound Resistors. 1-7 Watts. Good Selection. 100 
for LI p. p. 15p. 
Assorted Computer Panels. These panels are exceptionally good 
value and contain a minimum of 75 transistors, stacks of diodes 
plus Trim Pots, Polyester Capacitors, and include a few I.C.s. 10 
panels for Lt.00, p. p. 27p. 
Mullard Ferrite Cores. LA3 50p. LA4 7Sp. LA2100 50p. 
Assorted Electrolytic Capacitors. 6lbs net weight ¿1.00, p. p. 40p. 
Assorted Capacitors. Silver Mica, Tubular and Disc Ceramics, Poly- 
styrene. Tremendously good selection. 300 for LI. p. p. 20p. 
Please include 10% V.A.T. co total cost of goods. 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
XEROZA RADIO 

1, EAST STREET, 
BISHOPS TAWTON, 

DEVON 

E 

R 

N 

E r 
MINICOMP 

E 

R 

N 

E 
As described in R & E, NOV. 1973 MINICOMP 100 is a 
miniaturised ERNIE that gives purely RANDOM NUMB- 
ERS within four ranges: 
*0-59 POOLS DRAWS 
*1-36 ROULETTE 

1-6 DICE 
'0-99 BINGO & NUMBER GAMES 
Invent your own PARTY GAMES, and have your own rules! 
Case approx. 7in. x 5in. x 3in. Elegant Nylon finish in Blue 
or Grey. Silk aluminium panel. 
240v. 50Hz. Mains operated. 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Built and guaranteed units: £19.87 
For orders received on or before 31 stJanuary 1974. Usual 
price £24.87. 

TERMS: C.W.O. MAIL ORDER ONLY 
Micro Electronics, 51 Mexfield Road, 
London SW 15 2RG 
Tel: 01-870 2368 

DATA BOOK SERIES 
DB5 TV FAULT FINDING 

124 pages. Price 50p, postage 6p. 

DB6 RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK 
80 pages. Price 45p, postage 6p. 

DB16 RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS 
192 pages. Price 75p, postage 10p. 

DB17 UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION 
512 pages. Price f2.10, postage 25p. 

DB18 AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 
128 pages. Price 53p, postage 6p. 

DB19 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS 
140 pages. Price 80p, postage 6p. 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for in payment for 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 

Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order. 
All publications areobtainable from your local bookseller. 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W9 1SN 

PLEASE MENTION THIS MAGAZINE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 
388 RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 
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enry's 
f I 

You pay less 

VAT with Henry's 

Low Prices 

DONT RELY ON YOUR MEMORY 
BUY NOW AT BARGAIN PRICES 

Order your latest Henry's Catalogue Price 55p post paid 
complete w -th Discount Vouchers 

BUILD THE 

TEXAN 
Now built and used by thousands of 

satisfied customers. Features slim design 
overall size in cabinet 15á"x 2a" x 6r. 6 -IC's, 

10 transistors, stabilisers. Gardners low field 
transformer. Fibre Glass PC panel, complete 

chassis work. Now available built and tested as well as in kit form. 
HIGH QUALITY & STABILITY ARE PREDOMINATE FEATURES - 
DEVELOPED BY TEXAS ENGINEERS FOR PERFORMANCE, 
RELIABILITY AND EASE OF CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES. 
On/off switch indicator, headphones socket, sepárate treble, 
bass, volume and balancecontrols, scratch and rumble filters, 
mono 'stereo switch, input slector: Mag. P,U. Radio Tuner. Aux. 
Can be altered for MX., Tape, Tape -head e. e' Constructional 
details Ref. No.21 30p. Dlstrl buted.by Henrys throughout UK. 
FREE - Teak cabinet with complete kit. 

20 + 20 WATT IC 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 
As featured by 

Practical Wireless 
1972 

KIT 
(+VAI (+VAT .50p 

PRICE L28 50 50p or built and tested £35.00natisckmg) 

torr,/uockms) as illustrated 

BUILD THE NEW 
HENELEC 
STEREO FM TUNER 

Henri 
Catalogue 

"Ut Eat cNt it/ ti 

A completely new high stability s o FM tuner. Features variable 
capacity diode tuning, stabiliser power supply, IC Decoder, high 
gain low n. IF stages. LED indicators. 

Tuning meter, AFC, easy to 
construct and use. Mains 
operated. Slim modern design with 
fibre glass PC, Teak cabinet, etc. 
Available as a kit to build or ready 
built. Overall size 8" x 2% x 6%". 
Produced to give high performance with 
a realistic price. (Parts list and 

n, 
details Ref. No. 5 30p.) 

Henry's are sole distributors UK and Europe 

KIT PRICE £21.00 (+ VAT) 
or built and tested £24.95 (+ VAT) 

J 

EARN YOURSELF EASY MONEY, WITH 
PORTABLE DISCO EQUIPMENT 

DISCO MINI A complete portable disco, 
fitted m xer/pream p, 2 decks all facilities. - £98.50 
As above but with Slider Controls £118.50 
100 watt amplifier for above E42.50 
SLIOO 100 watt mixerfamplifier with slider 
ontrols C69.00 

R50 50 watt m amplifier £49,50 
R100 100 watt vocee amplifier £57.50 
DISCO AMP 100 watt mix ,amplifier chassis 

£7300 
DISCO MIXER/PREAMPLIFIERS (OP for 
up to 6-100 watt amplifiers) 
SDLI (rotary controls) E49.50 
SOLII (slider controls) L58.50 
DISCO VOX (slider controls) the complete 
disco pre amp E72.00 
DJ100 100 watt power amplifier for above L49.50 
D130L 3 channel 3kw sound to light L36.00 
D140L as 30L plus built in microphone (47.50 
DIMAMATIC 1 kW adjustable speed auto 
dimmer £25.00 
Carlsbro Reverboration Unit £44.00 
SCENE STROBE E19-00. ROAD STROBE £20.00 
SUPER STROBE E45.00 
Disco anti -feedback microphone E11.95 
Colt 150 watt liquid wheel projector E22.50 
150 watt Q1 liquid wheel projector E50.00 
150 watt Q1 and Liquid cassette wheel projector £50,00 
Spare Effects cassettes large range of patterns £6.00 
K' Liquid wheels E5.00 
Mini spot bank fitted 3 lamps E12.95 
Auto Trillte (mini with flashers) £17.00 
Bubblemaster with 1 gall. liquid E41-15 
Mixer/Mies/Speakers/Lighting UK's largest range 
U.K.'s largest range of Disco lighting 
FREE stock list ref. No. 18 on request. 

AKG RESLO DJCARLSBRO EAGLE MICS, 
STANDS, MIXERS, CABINETS, CHASSIS 
& COMPLETE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, MEGA- 
PHONES, TURNTABLES, PUBLIC ADD- 
RESS COMPONENTS. 

All prices carr. paid (UK) (VAT EXTRA) 
Barclaycard/Access, call, write or phone your 
order 01-7236963 - easy terms for callers. 

TEXAN 
STEREO SYSTEM 

PLUS PRICE SAVINGS 

The Texan Stereo Systems include the high 
quality Texan Stereo amplifier assembled and 
ready o use. A pair of Type 200 20 watt 
Sneaker -Tweeter systems size 21" x 12' x 10" 
and e choice of Garrard players built into a 
p'..inth with c with Gold ring G800 magnetic 
cartridge. System 25 uses Garrard SP25 Mk Ill 
and system 76 the Garrard AP76 de luxe 
turntable. All necessary leads are supplied. 

System 25 (list approx. L109) £79.50 
System 76 (list approx. L117) £89.50 
(flus 10% VAT and plus L1.45 car 'packing) 

Barclaycard/Access, call, or 
phone, your order 01-402 
EASY TERMS FOR CALLERS 

FREE LISTS 

36 TRANSISTORS IC's 

14 100 KITS TO BUILD 
17 HI FI TAPE GEAR 

2 TRANSISTOR RADIO 
TO BUILD 

LIVING SOUND LOW NOISE TOP QUALITY CASSETTES MADE BY EMI 
TAPES LTD. TO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ESPECIALLY FOR HENRY'S. 
ALL POST PAID LESS THAN i REC. PRICES. COMPLETE WITH LIBRARY 
CASES. 

3 for 6 for 10 for 25 for 
C 60 E100 L180 L2.80 L6-75 
C 90 L1.33 E2.57 E4.20 L10.25 
C 190 L162 £3.15 L5.00 E12.25 
Quantity and trade enquiries, invited. 
LEARN A LANGUAGE - complete with phrase 
book, German - French - Spanish - 
Icalian £1.36 per course. E5 for any 4. 

LOW COST HI-FI SPEAKERS 
SPECIAL OFFERS 
EMI 13" x 8" - full range speakers 
(post 20p each or 30p pair) * 
'150TC - 8 ohms Twin Cone 10 watt 
C2.20 each or C4.00 pair, 
*450 10 watt C'o Twin Tweeters 3, 8 or 
15 ohms E3.00 each or L690 pair. 
EW 15 watt 8 ohms Cio Tweeter £4.30 
each or £7.90 pair. 
350 20 watt C o Tweeters, 8 or 15 ohms 
L7.50 each or L14.20 pair. 
* Polished wood cabinet E4-60 post 35p. 

SPEAKER KITS (cary. etc. 35p) 
20-2 30 watt 
20-3 
LINTON 2 

GLENDALE 3 

DOVEDALE 3 

KEF KK2 
KEF KK3 

40 Watt 
20 watt 
30 watt 
50 watt 

.x;Y 

L10 00 each 
£15/00 each 
L10.95 pair 
L28/95 pair 
L42.00 pair 
L20.40 each 
L32 00 each 

BUILD YOURSELF A POCKET CALCULATOR 

A complete kit, packaged in a polystyrene co ncan er and 
taking about 3 hours to assemble - chat's Sinclair 
Cambridge pocket calculator from Henry's. Some of 
the many features 

' 

eclude interface chip, thick -film 
resistor pack, printed circuit t board, electronic compo- 

spack. Size 4" long x 2' wide x Vá" docp. 
Free of charge with the kit for the advanced 
technologist a 32 -page booklet explaining how to 

calculate Logs. Tangents. Sines etc. 

PRICE E24.95 + VAT 
Also available assembled £21.20 + VAT ready for use 

SUPER TESTER 680R - 
The complete testing system 
Volts AC -11 ranges from 2V to 2500V 
Volts DC -13 ranges from 100neV to 2KV 
Amp DC 12 ranges from 50oA to 10A 
Amp AC- 10 ranges from 2000A to 5A 
Ohms -6 ranges from one tenth of Ohm 
to 100MQ 
Reactance -:1 range from 0 to 10MQ 
Capacity -6 ranges from 0 to 500pF 
and from 0 to 0.5.9E and from 0 to 
50.000pF 
Frequency -2 ranges from 0 to 500Hz 
and from 0 to 5000Hz 
Output Voltage- -9 ranges 10V to 2500V 
Decibels -10 ranges from 24 to -70d Er 

price 
£18.50 

Accessories 
Transistor tester 
Electronic Voltmeter 
Am pclassp 
Temperature probe 
Guass meter 
Signal Injector 
Phase Sequence 
ENT Probe 
Shunts 
25¡S0/100A 

L11.00 
E18.00 
E11.95 
L11.95 
E11,95 
L5.95 
E5.95 
C5.95 

L4.50 each 

10% VAT to be added to all orders. Prices and descriptions correct at time of press. E & O E. 

Henry's R 
MI ED 

EDGWARE ROAD, W2 

404-406 Electronic Components and Equipment 01-4028381 
354-356 High Fidelity and Tape Equipment 01-4025854/4736 
309 PA-Disea-Lighting High Power Sound 01-7236963 
303 Special offers and bargains store 
All mail to 303 Edgware Road, London W2 18W 

Opens- 9 em -6 pm 
6 days a week 
/309 closed 
Thursday/ 
All stores open 
all day Saturday 


